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Adult Status Demands
Knowledge ·or ·the Law
.

- .

'

.

see pages 12-13

but, scattered along life's
pathway, the good they do is inconceivable. ,

What sunshine is to flowers,
smiles are to humanity. They
are but trifles, to be suFe;

JOSEPH ADDISON

Newark State College at Union, New Jersey

VOLUME XIII, NUMBER 15

Students Part of AFT

Contract Negotiations?
by Betty .Wetzler
Concerned over the role the
st udent will play in his own
education in light of the formation
of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) union, Student
Org. president Steven Band corresponded and confered with Vice
~-

S

• T kF
·
- ecunty as
Orce Makes

·Recommendat1·ons· No Guns

Chancellor
of Education
Birnbaum. Band inquired into the
.
'
possibility of student participation·
quired
to
present
its
findings
and
The task Force on Campus
in future state and faculty contract
Security has met on numerous oc- recommendations to the President
negotiations. Rich Hauser stated
by Oecember 23, 1972. The
casions since it was established on
the feeling of Student Org. : "We
November 3, 1973. The Task Force deadline date was extended with
believe that we as students should
was charged with the responsibility permission of the President.
have something to say, during conRecognizing the extreme imof investigating past and current
tract negotiations. It is unfair not / campus security measures, prac- portance of its task and the posto have student input since most
tices, and procedures. It was re- sible ramifications the proposals_
matters contracted will directly or
indirectly have an effect on and
concern students; such as future
negotiations on tenure laws.
salaries, class size, and credit
hours."
On January 27th, Band, initiator
of the proposal, was accompanied
to Trenton by student leaders from
Glassboro an.d Montclair State
Colleges for what developed into a
STATEMENT ON TR AINING of training weapons initially arose.
three-hour conference ~on the
WEA PONS: released at the same State of New Jersey commatter with Birnbaum. Hau~er
requirements
and
time by the Pul;,Jic Relations Office m1ss10mng
-described Birnbaum as "frank,
Police Academy training programs '
of this college honest, and intellectual" and stated
Because of the increased require training on the use of side(Continued on page 22) • problems faced by campus security arms and other weapons (similar to
forces at colleges and universities regular police training). Any
across the Nation, and due to agency or municipality which
numerous requests from students, sends men for tr,aining to the Police
Academy must su ppl y them with
faculty and administrators Newark State College initiated the necessary training weapons and
steps in 1971, to improve the appro priate ammunition.
According to Mr. Korl ey several
quality of services _a nd operation of
C hairm a n of the Co mmittee is
attempts were made by the Coll ege
the
Campus
Security
program
.
Benton
Cummings,
assistant
While other institutions began to to either rent or borrow the reprofessor of health and. physical
arm
campus police, at no time have quired material, but eac h attempt
education at Newark State. AcNewark State's security officers or proved unsuccessful. In February,
cording to Mr. Cummings, "we are
1972 the Co llege found it necessary
campus patrolm en been
gratified by this award , and much
to purchase 4 Smith ~ Wesson .38
authorized
to
carry
any
weapons
of the credit for the honor must go
while performing their regular
(Continued on page 2)
to the students on the Committee
duties.
and the entire College comWhen the College began sending
munit y." He added, "while we
men to New Jersey Police
have succeeded in making many
Academics for an inten sive IO week
people conscious of the need to
training program which led to
preserve the campus e nvironment,
co mmi s~_gning by the State as
we hope to broad en thi s
"Campus Patrolmen", the matter
consciousness to many other
citizens both on and .off the camby Sharon McHale
pus." Cummings added further,
Foster F. Oiebold, Oirector of
"our program is an active inthe
Oivision
of Col lege
volvemerit activity in addition to
· Oevelopment, has revealed that a
providing educational services."
grant of $3,500.00 was awarded by
President Weiss noted, "the
I-he Oepartment of Community AfCommittee and the College as a
fairs to the Program for the Study
whole deserves the recognition acof the Future. The_purpose of the
corded by this .award. Our campus ·
by Belly We1zler
rant is to com ile a Career
is one of the few remaining "green"
Newark State students may have
areas in_this highly developed and
to wait another semester before the
urbanized section of the State of
Student Org. " R athskeller"
New Jersey, and as such every
becomes a reality, ~ccording to
deli verate effort will be made to
Oick Hauser. Student Org. viceprotect this environment."
president and student represenDr. Weiss added, "we have done
tative on the College Co-op.
more than giv_s token recognition
Originally scheduled to open the
to this need, and have committed
beginning of this spring semester,
several million dollars from the
the project has been delayed due to
current $23 miUion capital imcomplications invo lving " . . .
provemnet
and
construction
license, advertising, and the Board
program specifically for new
ol I rustees approval. ·1 he earliest
landscaping projects to improve
proJected date of comp let ion
the campus grounds." Dr. Weiss
would be the end of March," said .
addes further, "our efforts in this
Hauser.
Foster F. Diebold
regard hopefully will preserve
I he esrablishment of the beer
Newark State College as an area
and wine serving Rathskeller on Assessment Index. Last May at th e which is a source of pride and
campus would, according to the of'- Careers
Conference
held
at
recreational opportunity not only
licial philosophy adopted by th e Newark State College, a proposal
Continued on page 22)
(Continued on page 6) was made for the composi tion of

Gun Co~troversy
Reaches Climax;
Statements 1·ssued

Steven Band

,-

NSC Given Nat'I.
,Environmental Award
UNION, N.J. Newark State
College at Union has been awarded
one 9[ the 1972 "Distinguished Service Citations" in the "Keep
America Beautiful" program sponsored by Keep America Beautiful,
Inc. The award is one of two such
citations presented in New J ersey
(the seco nd one was awarded to an
industrial firm in East Orange).
According to Bruce E. Tihbo,
Jr. , Eastern Regional Director for
Keep America Beautiful , who
presented thi: citation to College
President, Dr. Nathan Weiss a nd
members of the Committee of
Concern for the Environment for
their activities and work on and
around the College's 120 acre
Union Township campus: "this is a
significant award for Newark State
si nce it is the only educationa l
institution within the 11 States
Eastern District to earn this honor
as well as being one of 18 awards
presented in the entire Eastern
,. region."
·
Two of the Committee's projects
during the past year included active
participation in "Johnny Appleseed Day" programs, and an
intensive cleanup campaign conducted in the wooded area of the
campus and in the Trotters Lane
Branch of the Elizabeth River
which flows through the college
grounds.
Other projects conducted by the
Committee include the acquisition
of new litter containers for the
campus, seminars for students, and
most recently providing f'ree "tree
mulching" services for neighboring
communities following the holiday
season.

Thursday, February 8, 1973
I
,

_·
may have on the entire college
community, we submit the following report for your review and consideration.
We believe that the first issue to
be dealt with is the concern over the
issuance and storage of guns and
ammunition.
The following
statement
was
endorsed
unanimously:
"The President's Task Force on
Campus Security urges the College
to design, accept, and implement a
policy which prohibits the possession or use of guns on campus by
any member of the college community. It further recommends
that the physical facilities of the
College not become a repository
for guns and ammunition."
Accepting a
policy which
prohibits the possession and use of
guns by members of the college
~ommunity should, in no way,
prevent the College from investigat ing other forms of det e rrents.
To ignore reality is folly. The
College must Consider any and all
possibilities in order to insure the
safety of our campus. --The increasing number of car thefts.
robberies, assaults, and other
cnmes on campus canno t be
over Iooked.
The physical aspects of the campus are among several top priority
items for your consideralion . We

(Continued on page 2)

Career Assessment
Index Grant

Red Tape
Holds Back
Rathskeller ·

an index in the form ot a vocational
guide. According to Mr. Oiebold ,
it would , "help develop a sharper
awareness of the jc':, and of the
career picture on a regiona I basis
by means of the coll ection of data
from
business,
industry.
government and ed ucation."
Education would be particularly
effected by the Ind ex since many
institutio ns are still locked into the
traditional method of training their
students. As a result of dated training courses, students must often be
c,.estrained on the_job or are trained
for jobs with few vacancies such as
in
teaching .
The
Careers
Conference rellected that there is
now a development of many new
and before-unthought-of careers
which require trained people. Or.
Oidsbury. executative director of
the Program for the Studv of the
1--uiure. and Mr. Oiebold ~ill work
together in organizing the Index .
which as a formal document will
include the conclusions from such
speakers at the Careers Conference

(Continued on page 22)
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Security !!~,~.~~1E;,~9;1~tt9ns

(continuedji'om page I)
·recognize that some ol our suggestionsarealreadyintheplanningor
construction stage. We can't, heir
but feel that we. th·e members oft he
Task Force. were instrumental in
promoting much of the action
reported in the administrative
report dated November 22. 1972We urge the College to:
I. Convert the present lighting
sys tem to mercury vapor in all rarking lots and walkways. Lexon
shields could be used to preve nt
va ndali sm·.
2. Install additiohal light standards in all parking lots and other·
pedestrian areas of the Co ll ege. (A
s ub-committee of the Task Force
toured the ca mpus ' at night. This
group expressed concern about th e
inadequate lighting in th e lots.
around and betw(;en buildings.
They noted that light s from within
the Book and Supply Store. th e
Library, a nd other buildings
provided for much of the
illumination in the immediate
vicinity of those buildings. Perhaps
we should consider leaving lights
on in all first floor rooms in a ll first
floor rooms in al l buildings·.)
3. Install flood lights aimed at
wooded areas - especia ll y behind
Downs Hall.
4. Cut all underbrush in wooded
areas and along the stream on a
regular bas is.
5. Investigate the feasibility of
employing
closed-circuit
T .V.
surveillance of parking lots and
pedestrianareas.Ca merascouldbe
mounted on buildings and

Headquarters.
6. Construct raised. heated.
guard houses in parking lots.
7. R epair holes in lenccs on •a
regular basis.
8. R epa ir roadwa ys regularly.
Poor roads consti tut e a driving
ha zard for all and tend to d e la y entran ce toand exitfr6 mth ecampus.
9. Remove some of the co n st ruelion materials from th e roads and
walkways.
10. Install numbered or le tt ered
signs in parking lots. This would
help people locate their cars more
rapidly. Signs must be illumim1t ed
or be constructed of reflector type ·
materials. Signs could be mount ed
on light standards or affixed to
fences where convenient.
11. Insta ll emergency alert poles
equipped with red warning light
and telephones connected directly
to security. Light would loca te th e
area of emergency. Ph o nes could
be numbered to facilitate th e area
of identification.
12. R epair or replace traffic
signs. These sig ns shou ld be
illuminated to faci lit ate driving.
In addition to improving th e
physical aspects of the campus. the
lask Force suggests that the
College consider the purchase of
the following equipment.
I. Patrol Vehicles. The vehicles
currently in use are in for repairs
more often than not. We urge the
purchase of at least one marked
and equipped full sized car or
station wagon. Three or four
Volkswagons sho uld be obtained
totravelinareasotherwiseinacces-

Statements Honor Soc.
Issued

(continued.from page J)
cal. revolvers to be used only for
the men in the training program
while at the Police Academy only.
Initiall y these training weapons
were maintained on campus. No
sec urit y officer or campus patrolman was issued a training
weapon unless he was ih fact enrolled in Police Academy training.
Although thi s procedure has bee n
in effect without incident, recently
the training weapons were given to
a local police agency for storage.
At the last meeting of the College
Board of Trustees, Dr. John
Brown. Chairman of the Board.
appointed a committee of Trustees
and student leaders to cons id er the
matter of Col lege ownership and
issuance of training weapons.

Induction
Lambda Alpha Sigma, the
Liberal Arts and Sciences Honor
Society of Newark State Co ll ege,
inducted 30 new members at its annual Induction Dinner held on
November 14, a t Town and Campus, Union. Mr. John Hurl er, Certified Public Accountant a nd
Instructor in Management Science
at Newark State College, was guest
speaker. President Weiss. Dr.
Stephen Haselton, Dean of Arts
and Sciences, and Mrs. Dorothy
Goldberg, advisor to Lambda
Alpha Sigma were also present.
The induction ceremony was ar-

·1he Trustees and the Facult y
Senpte were surprised at th e
evidence the students gathered t o
indicate the purchase of police
w_e apons without their knowledge.
The following was released by the
The Board of Trustees ha s la unoffice of the President of Student
ched an immediate investigation ol
Organization on Dec. 15, 1972
this matter.
"Union, New Jersey - Many
The students are demanding
times during this semester the
public disclosure of the names of
President and the Board of . the administrators who concealed
Trustees at Newark State College
the purchase of the weapons from
ass ured the students that there are
the camp us community. Further,
no guns o n campus and that no
they demand the resignation of the
guns were to be purchased for use
people responsible o n the grounds
by campus police without the conof gross negligence fo~ not reporsideratio n of the entire campus
ting the purchase of the guns to the
community.
President and the Board of
It came to the attention of the
Trustees.
The
students
also
President of Stude nt Organization
demand at this time that guns be
in the form of written documenbanned from use on campus.
tation that four .38 caliber
The st ud e nts fee l that if the
revolvers had been purchased
President did not know of the puralong with .38 caliber amu niti on
chase of weapons that it reveals
and shot gun amunition fo r use in
very poor management of · State
campus police training.
Employees, and if the President
The President of the Co ll ege a nd
and the Board of Trustees actually
the Board of Trustees were not
did know of the purchase of guns it
aware of the purchase which was
is a definite breach of good faith to
made through the Busi ness Office
the entire campus community. In
at Newark State College.
either case both si tuation s are very
Since September the students
d a ngerous when the issue is
have been working through the
firearms on campus.
"system" to try to discourage the
use ol guns by the campus police.
Jean Shepherd in
·1he President of the college
concert!
organized a sec urit y ta sk force
Feb.
23,
8 pm, TPA
committee which was to decide th e
2 free tickets with NSC ID
direction of the campus security as
Starting Feb 9th
far as weapons were concnned.

I he College should investigate
the purchase or rental or other
ktndsofsmallervehiclcs - some in
the experimental stage.
2. All security vehic les must be
equi pped with:
(a) two way radios
(b) an extra battery and_jumrer
ca bl es
(c) llashlights a nd mounted
spot lights
(d) an auto jack and some tools
for small repai rs
(e) a fire extinguisher
(f) a can of gasoline
(g) a first aid kit
J. All weather gear for a ll
sec urit y personnel including
student observers.
Of great concern to the members
of the Task Force was the human

relation s as pect of campus
security. Everyone acknowledged
the need tor greater cooperation
a 'm ong all members of th e college
community.
The
maint e nance
department s hould develop a
closet working relation s hip wi th
security. Priority shou ld be given
to the repair of security vehic les. If
this is n ot feasible, then the College
s hould consider the possi bilit y of
oil campus repairs. Perhaps one of
the nearby high schools is equipped
to repair our vehicles. Some of th e
members of the Tas k Force
s uggested the College hire severa l
mechanics on a full time basi s to
maintain all college vehicles.
In addiditon to the cooperation
necessa ry for routine vehic le
upkeep,
't he
maintenance
department
s hou ld
give top
(continued on p ag~ 6)
ranged by the executive board of
Lambda Alpha Sigma, consisting
of Mari Wojcik, President : Rochell
Rosen, Vice President; Valarie
Bracaglia, Secretary; Karen Kosty,
Treasurer; and Maryanne
Karwowski , Membership Chairman. The newly inducted members
are: James Aversano. Sharon
Barness, Carole Ann Brown. Patricia Buel, insky, George Civi le.
Carol DePaola, Janet Ellmer,
Robert Estrin, Alan Ferraro,
Nancy Freel, Brenda E. Gluck,
William J.
Gnas.
Di a ne
Grabowski,
Ma~la
Hol stein,
Mildred D. Kuebler, Bar bara Jean
Maurer, Donald A. Maxton, Alice
J . Mikolajczy k, James W . Moran,
Virginia Napurano, Diane Ness,
Jerome
Pocius ,
Virginia
Ricamato ,
Sandie
Ruscica ,
Stanley Staroscik, Judith Triv isonni , Anita Whalen, Margaret
Wolan, Richard Yannich, and
George Yantz.
Lanbda Alp ha Sigma was established at the College in January,
1970, for the purpose of promoting
academic excellence. The criteria
fo r membership is a 3.45
cumulative grade point average at tained by the junior or senior year.
FREE

SPEED,- READING
LESSON
From Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynam ics
- Bring your textbooks.Town & Campus Motel, Hospitality Room
Thurs., Feb. 8: 1:40, 3:15,
4:30, 7:00.
Fri. , Feb. 9: 11 :00 a.m. , 12:15
p.m .
Mon., Feb. 12: 12:15 p.m.,
1:40, 3:15, 7:00.

Charting NSC' s Future
Dr.
athan Wei ss ha s a nnounced the formation of a committee for Long Ran ge Academic
Planning for the College composed ,
of faculty members, st ud e nt s. and
members of the administrative
staff. The Committee is concerned
with the development of goals.
academic programs and re so urces.
Dr. Weiss stated "the committee
will be in.volved with the
development of a 5 yea r plan for·
Newark State from 1973-1978.
T his plan will include s uch areas as
an overall academic plan for new
majors and programs, a facu lt y
growth plan, a space utilization
plan and a support ive se rvices
plan." A week-long 'retreat' will be
held for each of the College's 25
academic departments in order for
the faculty to develop goals. The
results of each one of the 'retreats'
will be returned to the Committee
for consideration
in the
development of a 5 year plan.
Dr. Weiss added, "more than
any ot her committee on catr)pus.
the Long Range Planning group
will directly influence the future of
the College, and as a representative

LAURA E. ROGERS
The Newark State College
community mourns the passing of Laura E. Rogers,
retired faculty member and
former chairman of the

music department.
Miss
Rogers was a 1920 graduate
of the College, and joined the
faculty in January, 1920. She
retired in June, 1964.
Miss Rogers passed away
on Friday, January 12, 1973,
in Brewster, Massachusetts.
Memorial services were conducted from the Chapel of
the. Cedar Lawn Memorial
Cemetery, Friday, January
19, 1973.
The 1964 Newark State
College yearbook was
dedicated to Laura Rogers:
"Her many years of faithful
service to both new students
and Newark State College
are but a monument to her
devotion and belief in the
ideals and principles of the
teaching profession."

Take a free Mini-Lesson
and .increase yo~r reading
speed on the spot!
In 60 minutes, over 80% of our Mini-Lesson audiences increase their reading speed. Just a little, but enough to know
what it's like. At the Mini-Lesson, you will find out how the
Evelyn Wood technique handles difficult textbook material.
How it improves memory and concentration. And , how it
mak!,ls reading a pleasure instead of a chore. The MiniLesson is one hour that could change your life, too!

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE

Special Student. and Faculty Rates
1:40, 3:15, 4:30, 7:00.

Thurs. , Feb. 8:
NEWLY REVISED
CHECK-CASHING
POLICY
Effective Spring Semester
Checks will be cashed for
all. members of the campus community on ly; the
maximum personal check
shall be $25.00; maximum
for any other check to be
$50.00. A college I. D. is required as proof of identity
and membership in the
campus community.

committee it insures thi s growth
will be a community growth as well
as a carefully planned o ne."
A pe rmane nt "staff" is attached
to the Committee to provide logistical and informa tional s upport.
These key administrators providing essential services include Dr.
Dollman ,
the
Director
of
Institutional
Research:
Mr .
Collaghan,
the
Director
of
Business Services & Mr. Hill . the
Director of Inst it ufional Planning.
In addition Mr. Peasi will be Staff
Coordinator & Secretary to the
Committee.
Members of the Committee are
appointed for a one year term
which
is
renewable
by the
President. The Administrative
members of the Committee are Dr.
Dorr,
Dean
Granger,
Dean
Haselton and Dean Parks. Faculty
representatives are Dr. Socarros,
Chairman of Faculty Senate, Dr.
Janet Leonard, Chariman of Curriculum Committee, Dr. Richard
Herrick and ,Mr. Robert Sitelman
nominated by the Senate Cha irman and a nominee of the Faculty
Associatio·n.

11 :00 a.m. , 12:15 p.m.

Fri. , Feb. 9:

Mon ., Feb. 12:

12:15 p.m., 1:40, 3:1 5, 7:00.

Town and Campus Motel

Hospitality Room

Bring your textbooks.

THE LYCEUM
Home of Evel n Wood Readin D namics
1
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Workshops for
Wo01en
legal, vocational, social and
emotional problems faced by
women when their families brea k
up.
There will be a limit of twelve in
the Vocational Planning Clinic.
Participants will disc uss their
interests, hopefully decide on a
career field with the aid of
Vocational Interest Tests, and
make plans for further educati o n
or training if needed, a nd lea rn
how to conduct a job campaign.
Led by Mae Hecht, an EVE Interviewer, the Clinic will meet for
seven Thursday mornings, 9:3011 :30 a.m. beginningFebruary8t h.
Vivian Guze, a practicing
Psychologist and a Director of the
Workshop Institute fo r Living
Learning in New York will conduct
the Identit y Group, "Being Myself
as a Woman." A limit of twelve
participants ma y enroll. Beginning
Fei:\ruary 7th, the group will meet
for ten Wednesday evenings, fro!T)
8-10 p.m.

The Eve Office at Newark State
College in U_nion announces three
new Workshops open to community women beginning the first
week in February: a Vocational
Planning Clinic for the woman
who feels she would "li ke to do
something, but she's not sure
what"; a_ persona l identity explorati o n group, " Being M yse lf as
a Woman" for the woman who
see ks a greater understanding of
who she is a nd who she wants to be;
and a "Workshop for Divorced or
Separated Women, or Thqse on
the Brink ." For further information or registration, contact
the EVE Office located in the
second 0oor of the Kean Building
at Newark State College, 527-2210.
T he Workshop for Divorced or
Separated Women will meet for ten
Thursday eve nings, 7:30 - 9:30
p.m. beginning Febr~ary I. Led by
a divorcee, Marcella Haslam, a
Psychologist, the group will explore ways . of handling financial ,

Ch o rus/Brass Ensemble
Concert Tour A Success
During January, 1973, the
Newark State College Student
Organization
and
Mu s ic
Department made possible a fiveday, ·five hundred mile concert tour
throughout New Jersey and
Delawar-e, during which the
Concert Chorus, Professor James
Cullen, conductor, and the Brass
Ensemble, Professor Tom Herron,
conductor, performed for more
- than five-thousand persons.
The tour, conceived and
organized by Professor Cullen, had
among its multiple goals, the
presentation of concert programs
for cultural, educational, entertai_nment, recruitment and publicrelations purposes. The audiences
ranged in age from fourth and fifth
graders to senior citizens approaching the century mark, and in
size from a few hundred in intimate
auditoriums,
to nearly onethousand in huge gymnasiums.
The concert programs consisted
of samplings from the concert
repertoire of the past year, and included sacred and secular literature
spanning - several centuries of
serious, folk and popular ~usic.
In the many schools visited,
music activities varied from highly
active and enriched to skeletal
beginnings. The varying conditions
of acoustics, physical set-up,
general atmosphere and audience
background made each perfomtance a unique experience.
Based for part of the time in
Philadelphia, the singers and
players from Newark State availed
themselves of many cultural and
historic offerings including attendance at a Philadelphia Orchestra
Concert, conducted by Claudio

Abbado, and featuring the "Ressurection" Symphony of Mahler
for soloists, chorus and orchestra.
Meeting the vocal soloists, some
star orchestra players and the
chorus- conductor provided a
special treat for some of the
Newark State people backstage.
. For most of the concert Chorus
and Brass Ensemble members, the
tour was a first experience '-'on the
road." A single-day's journey two
years ago was followed last year by
an over-night trip in New Jersey
and Pennsylvania. The current
tour expanded to eight concerts
within five days. Plans for the
future are now being formulated .

'

Atelier 3 Exhibit Comes
College Center Board will spon· sor an exhibition of works from the
Atelier 3 printmaking studio
featuring the works of Roslyn
Rose, Judy Targan and Fran
Willner, in the Little Gallery of the
College Center March 1-29.
Atelier 3 will consist of etchings,
engravings, serigraphs and relief
prints. Each artist does her own
creating, printing and editioning at
the Maplewood studio.
Roslyn Rose works primarily
with etchings on paper and
serigraphs on plastic. Judy Targan
creates collographs and linocuts
which depend on the sensitive use
of color. Fran Willner prints both
on fabric and paper. The three

Page 3
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srtists are members of Artist
Equity and the National Association of Women Artists.
Atelier 3 is not a school in the
traditional sense, there· are no
teachers and no students. Rather, it
is a studio where printmaking
knowledge is shared and exch a nged among qualified
printmakers. All three of the artists
have a long list of exhibition credits
and awards, includingawardsJrom
the National Association of
Women Artists.
The exhibition is sponsored by
the Fine Arts Committee of CCB
and arranged by student ch~irinan
Bill Hoffer.

Scoreboard
Still
T
_o Come
"

by Betty Wetzler
Negotiations got underway ove r
the vacation break between the
Summit and Elizabeth Trust Co.
a nd Student Organization o n the
possibilit y of the bank's do nati on
a nd installati"on of a n electri c
scoreboard to be placed in the NSC
athletic field . Acting thro ugh Mr.
Robert
Steffaro,
Operations
Manager at the Elizabeth office of
the bank, Summit and Elizabeth
has expressed interest in the id ea
which would involve a cost of
$2,500 to
for a score board ,
its installation, and the necessary
layi ng of cable.
Previous to this, the " best offer"
was from another local bank that
was willing to incur 50% of the.cost
of the scoreboard (no installation,
ca ble-layi ng, etc.). The project has
been a goal of Student
Organization which invests
some $80,000 yearly in a thl eticrelated equipment and facilities for some time now, meeting with
little s uccess until current
prospects with the Summit and
Elizabeth T ru st.
Student
Organization, speaking through
vice-president Rich Ha user, feels
that "As NSC comes closer to a
universit y status, Student Org. is
working to get the accompapying
facilities
including a
score board. "
Student Org. has worked on the
matter with the A,thletic
Department,
which
provided
materials and information for
pncmg, advise on technical
aspects, and stipulation of
desireable
and
practical
scoreboard-models for Newark
State's needs.

In The Interest

OJ Ecology
Citizens awareness of and
method for combating the
problems of pollution is th e theme
of the Ecdlogy Wee kend Festival
to be held by Community
Coalition the weekend of May 12
and 13 a t Branch Brook Park in
Newark.
On Saturday afternoon of the
Conference there will be a Rock
Concert including a va riet y of
musical styles. Sunday's activities
will highlight the weekend. From
12-3 there will be workshops,
games and proj ects for th e grade
· ' school children. From three into

$4:ooo

Appalachian
Art Exhibit
"Art from Appalachia ," including quilts, sa ndstone and wood
carvings, will be on view at the
Newark State College Gallery,
Vaughn Eames Hall , Morris
Avenue, Union, New Jersey, February 1-22.
The quilts created by Birdie
Truesdel and Laura Swain of Ohio
and Oda Bella Blankenship of
West Virginia are traditional Appalachian art forms.
Following the N.S.C. Ex hibit
one of the quilts, begun in 1850 by
Matilda Richardson , a North
Carolinian
who wa s part
Cherokee, Irish and Negro, will be
finished in the traditional spirit of
the "Quilting Bee" by the Senior
Citizens from the Union Township
Community Action Organization.
Many of the quilt patterns were
handed down by word of mouth
from generation to generation like
favorite recipes; some geometric,
others abstract, and with sophisticated originality that is peculiar
to native art and yet aesthetically
comparable to contemporary painfings. The sandstone carvings by
Ernest "popeye" Reed reflect his
Indian ancestry and influences
from his readings of Greek
mythology. D.L. Jones, a West
Virginia Whittler, recreates
childhood memories. His "Sled"
which will be on exhibit won first
prize at the West Virginia State ·
Fair.
On February 11 from 3-5 p.m .
three . young accomplished West
Orange Musicians, David Jaffee,
Harry Maltz and Hank Misuriello
will perform folk music from Appalachia at the College Gallery.
The public is invited , admission is
free.

Class of '76
Serves Janet
Mem.Home
by Olga Kaliczynsk y
The J a net Memorial Home in
Elizabeth serves teenage girls that
have been se perated from their
families because of parenta l
negligence. It is unfortun ate that
when Christmas comes aro und ,
peo ple usuall y remember yo un ger ·
children, a nd the tee nage r is
forgotten .
The Freshman Class did not
forget the needs of th e teenager this
past Christmas. Under the d irection of Mr. Doug Lowy, freshman
class President, a special Christmas
project was organized to raise
money · for the girls at Janet
Memorial. To reach their goal,
Doug and a committee consisting
of all interested Freshman, worked
in . the College Center Building
collecting money. Due to the great
response given by concerned
students, the committee in four
days was able to purchase a 7 foot
pool table. The pool table was
presented to the Janet Memorial
Home as a· Christmas present to all
the girls.
Doug was pleased with the
• results· of the collection and
commented, "the girls had a better
-Christmas because of all the super
people who worked on the committee and because of the generous
people who had it in their hearts to
give someone less fortunate than
themselves. The gift was only
materialistic; what is more important is that the girls know that:
We Care."
Thank you to all the students
who made the project a success.
Also special thanks to the committee members consisting <,f:
Doreen Sansone, Debbie Jones,
Karen Twadowski, Kath y Ciaccio,
Karen Lodato, Jackie Vogel,
Evelyn Neri, Adeline Citrano, Jill Tormey, Frank Lombardo, John
Bvono, Marian Hopkins, Mike
Babst , Tj__na Mroczek , Ina
DiStefano, Dolores Mainelli , Debbie Baxter, Brenda Frino, Alan
Gohlke, Alan Kick, Terri Desalvo,
Carol Finkelstein, Jeanne Pydeski,
Al Gargiulo, Tom LoCoco, and
too members of the Nu Delta Pi
and Sigma Theta Chi Fraternities.

Congratulations!
Michael and Barbara

FREE

SPEED - READING
LESSON
From Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics

-Bring your textbooks.Town & Cam pus Motel, Hospitality Room
., Thurs., Feb. 8: 1:40, 3:15,
4:30, 7:00.
Fri., Feb. 9: 11 :00 a.m., 12:15
p.m.Mon., Feb. 12: 12:15 p.m.,
1:40, 3:15, 7:00.

the evening there will be
workshops, project s and spea kers
discussing the environment for the
benefit of the adults. Di sc ussions
will co ncentrate on facets of urban
environment such as air qualit y,
housing and noise levels.
. The Ecology Weekend Festival,
which is co-sponsored by the Essex
Co unt y Park Commi ssio n, is o pen
to the public. Students of Newark
State who participate in the
production of this weekend under
the guidance of a d visor Ben Cu mmings of the Physical Education
IJepartmeni, will receive three
credits.
· At this tim e, vol unt eers and
fund s are of utmost importance
Fo r information contact : Alfo nso
Merola at Community Coalition
or call 289-6057.

SC,ATE
In Spring
SCA TE, continuing to serve
children in the community, has
begun registration for the Spring
semester.
Highlighting this
semester will be two new teen age
directed
program s, J a net
Memorial Home for Girls and
Grov_er Cleveland Juni o r High
School Counseling Program.
The Grover Cleveland Counseling Program hopes 'to aid the confused and often disappointed
young student who must decide on
a college or vocational high school
program. Chairman, J o.si Fillrnon,
stresses the need for building a
relationship based on trust and
friendship between one student
and a SCA TE volunteer. This
program is one of the most
challenging, but also one which
offers a creative person the chance
to use his talents.
Janet Memorial Horne for Girls,
also involves teen aged youth.
Under the chairmenship of Lynn
Teufel and Patti Bell, a volunteer
effort is underway, which provides
nightly recreation for 16 girls.
Several activities as bowling, roller
skating, movies, and dances are enjoyed three nights a week. Through
these activities, it is hoped that
friendships will develope between
SCA TE volunteers and the girls.
Tutoring is also needed.
Last semester, 150 students participated' tn other . SCATE
programs ,
SCHOOL
#I,
SPECIAL EVENTS, and ON
CAMPUS. These prrograrns are
all underway and are seeki ng new
volunteers.
If you are at all interested in
helping children or younger
students, please stop at the SCA TE
OFFICE in the STUDENT
CENTER. SCA TE is only as good
as its volunteers and we ask your
help. If you have any questions
stop and pickup our Spring
booklet.

Guest Curator

POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. -Vito Giacalone, assist:>nt professor
of fine arts at Newark State College
(Union), is serving as the guest
curator of the Vassar college Art
· Gallery 9uring an exhibition of
"Chu Ta", a selection of paintings
and calligraphy by the 17th century
Chinese eccentric painter. The exhibit is only the third one of its kind
in the Nation which is devoted entirely to displaying the works of an
historical Chinese painter.
Giacalone will serve as the guest
curator of the gallery through
January 28. The exhibition is a
loan show from private collections.
the Art Museum of Princeton
University and the Cleveland
Museum.
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EDITORIALS--

To the Editor:
O n be half of t he Paris h Co uncil
of Sai nt Ge nevieve's C hurch I
wo uld like to commend Fat her
Philip a nd J a n F urda for thei r
bea utiful edit orial enti t led "A
Word of Love".
Mary Dagit was truly a
ded icated and talented person. We
too will miss her. While living she
made it more ·pleasant for us to live.
And in death she makes it easier for
us to die. With a friend like her·
·a waiting us, we can feel with S t.
Paul that "to die is gain" in order to
be with God and the saints.
It is indeed gratifying t hat in this
busy col legiate world of exa ms,
pa pers an d protests t hat yo u have
taken the time to so very adeq uately express what so many of us
feel. •
Our sincerest thanks,
Anne Russell
Corresponding Sec.
St. Genevieve's Parish Council

AQuestion of Costs
Picking up this week's issue of the IND EP ENDENT, a regular reader
might note the absense of ad vertisements for a particular off-campus "service" to the student - the termpaper-research companies. Such advertising
inundated the INDEP EN D EN T on a weekly basjs last semester with
sometimes as many as fi ve separate companies willing to "sell-a-grade":
trade their A .and B on-file papers (or papers specially written to your
specifications) for a price. The monetary cost for such a service, depending
on length, quality, special-order papers, etc., ,~ould range from about
$15.00 to $25.00 and upwards. A real steal.
The INDEPENDENT, believing it has a certain responsibility to itself
and the students, feels the cost incurred by a student making use of such
organizations cann_ot be measured in dollars alone. We seriously doubt the
performance of a "seryice" by these companies, and therefore, acting on an
editorial board decision of 12-1, refuse to accept such adyertising. Can the
soliciting for outright deception and plagarism by these companies truly be
considered a "service"? To whom? Certainly not to the student ! _W hen the
student meets course requirements through such methods, assuming the
paper is accepted as his own, who suffers? Not the duped professor. It is the
student who must contend with this ruse. Has he been educated in a sense
that he can be proud of? that he can justify? Hasn't he merely succeeded in
cheating himself?
And what if his deception is uncovered? Again, it is the student who
suffers. Not the termpaper companies. He faces not only possible and
probable course failure, but also expulsion from college for plagarism! The
risks and ramifications are by no means insignificant.
Though the entire issue of vaidity of use of term paper houses now stands
as an ethical and/ or moral question to be grappled with by individual
decisions, this may not be the case in the near future. The legul wheels of
New Jersey legislature are turning and it is no secret that such enterprises
are under investigation and certain public officials are planning to introduce legislature which would outlaw such operations.
The INDEPENDENT, acting in what we see as the best interests of the
students, does not encourage, endorse, or condone the use of the services
offered by these termpaper factories. No student can afford to sell himself
short in his won education.

Point to
Ponder
To t he Editor:
Re: ' Dean Gra nger, Proposed
Revision of Jun ior Field Experie nce
I beli eve that most teachers of
profess ional educatio n courses do
not realize what actuall y goes on
during the three weeks' fie ld wo rk.
~ince m ost professo rs are o bliged
t o assign eit her the continuati o n of
their regula rl y schedul ed readings
a nd ass ignments and or specia l assignments rel ated to the fie ld work
or to " F ill the ext ra time," a
significant number of students pa rticipating in J FE have not fo und
adequate ti me fo r th ese assignments. Altho ugh we are officially told that JFE is mo re
rewarding if the o bserving stud ent
. can interact with the class. Ma ny
students are ad vised or even required to have a teaching experience during this time. In order
to adequatel y appreciate this c\assroom ,act ivit y, ma ny stude nt

Problems

o bserve rs have J FE classroom
homework fo r whic h they re port
o nl y to their coo perat ing teac hers.
T his mea ns th at a stud ent o bserver
often has a grea t deal of work fo r
th at class- lesso n , plans. test
grading, etc. -which goes toward
t he earn ing of one ( I) academic
credit, a nd whic h ca n leave the
st udent li ttle or no ti me fo r ot her
Newark State assig nme nts.
I u ndersta nd that t he curricu lum
committee is plan ning to extend
this J FE time into a 5 week
program, fo r el. ed. majors. which
wo uld again rudely interrupt the
program of work at NSC (or an
intensive observational period . I
believe I can safely predict that
mo re assignments will be generated
in this program by I) the NSC
professors to continue the course
releva nce, and 2) by the cooperating teac hers, to inte nsify the o bservatio na l experience and to
gul!ra ntee that t he body in t he back
of the room will learn something
about teaching, rather than waste 5
weeks.
I recommend t hat the professors
of professional courses make an
honest evaluation W IT H T H El R
STUDENTS of t h;ir work load
d uring the professional period .
Please reconsider your proposed
cha nge in t he J FE program.
Sincerely,
B. Cro nenberger
J. Kovacs
D. Span

Anti- SDS
To the Editor:
I have in my ha nds a co py of th e
S. D. S. flye r ent itled "Army
National Guard Off Campus."
S.D.S. says th is of the Nati o na l
G.uard Business, "T he business of
these recruiters is t o find co llege
students who tl}ey ca n use in ma king war- in Southeast Asia now,
a nd wherever U.S. big business
interests are threatened in the
future." I d on't know wh ich is mo re
pathetic, t he S. D .S. rheto ri c, or
their pa ra noia fo r a nyo ne with a
uniform (barring Mao's).
T he S .D .S. is a lways speaking of
freedom of speech a nd repressio n.
But when it comes time to prove
their true intentions. freedom of
(co ntinued on page 19)
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The Office of Academic and Career Plahning has been hit by a-Wave of
misguided, uninformed, students desperately seeking answers to questions
about scheduling and proper course selection.
The basic job of this office is to advise and aid students with changes in
major, career goals, graduate school decisions and fulfillment of General
Education requirements. In addition, the evaluation of the records of
transfer students is done here. The responsibilities of providing such a service lies in the hands of Robert Weiss, Marie Salandra, Carol Lehman,
Judy Vitolo & Annie Mueller. Mrs. Kelem, who until recently was solely in
charge of certification , is now dividing her time between that and advisement. Mr. Vitale is the director of Academic and Career Planning.
The effectiveness of this office should be questioned; however, with the
reali zation that to a large extent it has also acquired the burden of
departmental advisement for a vast number of students. The already
present gap between the discontinuance of assigning specific advisors to
each student. Oblivious to the responsibility of each department to advise
and ·guide the students in their major course of study, both full and part
time students seek assistance from Academic Advisement. It is part of the
Faculty Senate contract that after teaching classes, the teachers are supposed to advise. Yet locating professors for advisement who feel familiar
enough with requirements to be of assistance is also part of the problem.

T he o pinio ns ex pressed in signed columns of this newspa per do not
necessarily reflect the opi nio ns of the ed ito rs. Nor is anything pri nted in
this pa per, unless directly noted as such, to be take n as officia l policy or
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View

Fr. Philip Merdinger ,

Now that a cease-fire has begu n
in Vietnam, the bi g question is-will
it reall y lea d to peace, or is it o nl y a
mec hanism for dise ngagin g the
U.S . militaril y from an endless
conflict'/ If we su ppose that so me
sort , of peace will result from the
cease-fire, then the questi o n that
faces us is how to preve nt o ur
becoming invo lved in another Vietnam'/ Do we have th e mechanis ms
for peace or are we· as help less as
ever before to prevent government
officials from taking positions and
making policies that logically lead
us to war?
·
An excellent comprehensive
study or Vietnam by Frances
Fitzgerald called Fire in the Lake
makes very clear the fact that our
involvement in Vietnam came
about from opinions and policies
made before most stude nts on cam~
pus were born. She also makes
clear that our disengagment form
the war s prings from opinions and
assumptions about what is really
happening that are equaIJ.y false.
How can we, often victims of
governmental ignorance, prevent a

•

•

,, Punctuated
•

future participation in such an immoral
undertaking '/
Can
government officials safe ly assu me
that we are a herd of shee p, conte nt
and unresisiting as lo ng as our
be Ifies are full? Are college st ude nts
a cutting-edge of conscience. using
their intelligence and freedom to
kee p public press ure a live toques-_
tion and restrain the madness of
those in powe r, o r are th ey o nl y a
quiescent
p o pul atio n
of
gradegathe rers, hoping only that
the jo b market will expand so that
the y won't feel utterly useless in a
societ y whose god is consumption'/
These post-war years may well
be a time of regrouping. As
politicians dismantle the structmes
of the 60's, as a certain rearranging
of money and production takes
place beyond our power to do very
much about it, the more basic question must be asked: what kind of
life do we want for oursel¥CS and
how can we go about getting it. As
long as decisions are made by the
powerful for the few, as long as
ideologies and national interests
are the basis for our actions, then
there will be endless future Vietnams for ·us to share in-.

Frozen Mud: W ashington
January 20, 1973
by Barry Cohen
T hey cam~ in droves. Swarmi ng
across the .sleepi ng city streets, they
streamed into the churches and
schools of the nation's Capital.
Sprawled o ut in sleepi ng bags a nd
strewn across floors, th ey poured
into wherever they cou ld find
space- continuously, throughout
the night.
Ui<e a ragged
underground army, they brought
in the undampened spi rit ota windswe pt, war-weary nation. They
. came to take back th eir country.
Like the d oomed Antiochus. th e
Lorct" sent them, the eleve nth
plague, upon the King. They
awoke, and the city swelled with
hordes on foot, and choked on a
myriad of cars. Bui-this time it was
different.
The faces were older, more
determined, and nearly everyone
had joined the ranks. There were
clergymen,
children, whole
families, middle-aged parents, and
even senior· citizens. They wanted
the remains of their country back.
Not an angry word arose, not a
single scuffle, as the endless chain
of bodies trudged on . So · many
marched, .it took over two hours
for the last one to ·round the bend •
from the Lincoln Memorial to the
Washington monument. .
Everywhere the excited spirit of ,
a common cause crossed .the faces.
Encr'usted with ·mud. they bandied
their frustration on signs, in
chants, with buttons, and across a
powerful PA system. audi'ble
nearly a mile away. 100.000 strong
and growing, they were received
heartily. It was difficult to determine whether it was Nazi Germany
in 1944, or a Totalitarian America
of 1984. Everywhere they too,
converged.
Mo rning brought M P's and
National Guardsmen, yo ung and
patient. Noon brought the DC
police- as o.nly Hitler could have
requested them. They exuded from
o nly God-knows-where- o n foot.
on mot orcycles, on moto rscooter,
o n horses, and in cars. All of them
mo ved in formation. A glance
upward focused on the helicopters,
as they circled above the crowds
like vultures. What lay in their
holds? A more frightening a rray
ne ver e nvel o ped th is la nd.
Co untless caricatures of the infamous bana na nose emerged on
sticks. Seyeral depicted him as
Hi tler, spelled his name with a
swast ika, and many bore the bold
letters "SIGN NOW". " Impeach

Agnew" poked above the heads.
a lo ng with a most unforgetable
" Recycle Nixo n".
Thousands of mouths surrou nded the platform and echoed
the speaker with a guttural "out
now". Chi ldren hoisted
their
fat hers' sho ulde,rs sparked ot hers
to c ho ru ses of " l ,2, 3,4, sign the
treaty, end the war. " We approached the podium as Bella
Abzug flailed out at Congress, the
President, a nd the war. of course.
( Right on, I' ll eat my ha t. ) Dr.
Sidney Peck of People's Coaliti~n
for Peace a nd Justice proceeded to
o utline the destruction committed
by the U.S. F0llowing, Jerry Go_rdon spoke. A long-time peace activist, the lawyer boosted the
crowd's morale with the statement
that more people came to protest
th an to attend the Inauguration.
T he scene became known as the
"Inauguration 9f Consciousness" .
Gordon spoke confidently, scorching the
President's
entirepolitical career. "For Nixon, peace
rumors have always been a dime a
dozen." He werit on to attack the
rece nt bombings as the most horrible in the history of warfare. Gordon cited the devastation of
Bachnai hospital, Hanoi , and
Haiphong. He warned those
present "not to be silenced by
phony promises." The 'National
Peace Action Coalition's demands
were enumerated: a bombing halt,
troop withdrawal, return of the
POW's. The reveious ceasefires
were not forgotten. Gordon emphasized that the latest proposecl
agreement will not end U.S.
intervention in Viet Nam. The irritating vestiges of the war persist- support of Thieu, U.S. su pplies, and the South Vietnamese
repressive police-military state
with its many political prisoners.
And there. remain the U.S. "so

Reflexion~
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Personal Protocol

by Terri Fox .
Unalterable are the pase twelve
I will strive:
b v Robert Mc Curdy
To forget all the could-have-beens yea rs with its final tally in human
Thej~ngle is far, near, and dark .-· and to refrain from admonishing figures as welf as financial. 56,000
A ni-g ht containing a si ngle howl is
the past maneuvers that in theory or I 00 billion, the first figure's
drawing closer. Sounds of men.
s)lo uld have delivered us soo ner to value paradoxically exceeding the
reaso na bl e a nd a li ve, are now
the shores of peacl:. Words cannot weight of the second infinitely.
gone. Dis pa ir mar ks the sign- posts
cha nge the past cannot give life to Eternal statististics now.
of eve ry path. T he ri nal scream,
dea d, nor to a batt ered la nd . This is To bl oc k out these painful
yours alone, has become too loud.
the a m orp hous bo und ary betwee n reminders of a toll that had to be
Inside Sloan Lounge a st udent
past and prese nt. To the un- paid before a hawk , ~x hausted
completes his most recent sm ile.
changeable past belo ng these relics. wings and faltering flight wo uld
Dreaming of so met hin g to say he
ground itself. Perched, for who
clutches his coke an d gazes a bout.
permeat es all of our sa nit y. Fuges knows how long.
Beginning a nother heavy rap, his
of finite outlook sell football but- To forget all the records from the
good faith sad ly falters. Prisons of
tons at the door as light. but beginning when America hardl y
expr.ession flow quickly past; faster
sinister conversation begs yo u to realized it was engaged in what
than the tears of man can fall.
surrender collectively within. It is would be its longest and most cosThe horizon in the distance
evident your existance is not tly war, all dimensions considered.
silouettes the loneliness or a
needed here and you begin to walk A pyrrhic victory to sell to our
mother and child dressed in worn
out. Looking back you try to children.
black silk. Standing beside a rice
remember where you .... •
To forget the men and their unpaddy their eyes study a small piece
Sittin·g at tables of deadly com- fulfilled
promises.
Let
their
of-paper demanding they leave this
munion office_s, plan their strategy. consciences be their penance.
area immediately. Armed men
Screetches of drunken delight sur- To let fade in un visited eternal rest.
observe t hei i; movements from a
round memories of a girl met al the the victims with the futile glory the
tower of war. Becoming aware of Connifer Bar in Hong Kong. very perpetrators of the
anthe free fire zone soo n to be in
Orders have a lready been sent to nihilating bomb showers bestow
effect agonizes the mother. Graves
the spire of death co mputing the on them .
that cast meaning on her life are to
life of two humans. Holiday beer is To not remember every time I see a
her left. She cannot leave her
beginning to feel good as it drips limb missing or a maimed person
ancestors spirits.
from morning chins onto the the orgin of their curse.
Noise from the cafeteria burys
names of peasants contained in To remain silent, hold my tongue
your feelings. Focusing closer it
fraternal
partchment s of while the terms are acquiesced to
promotion.
by both sides and not voice the
called advisors", war planes, and a
Sipping all moisture from the bitterness arisi ng from what my
fleet'of ships. The voices rang out
eyes the sun begins to know the eyes saw not I9 ng ago or what my
in unison for the movement - "can
dead. Some people, still li vi ng look brain must now bury in a shallow
we stop? NO! Will we ever stop'/
quickly away and deny ever doing grave.
NO." T he Preside nt's image sank
so. Still ot hers mo re closer a nd To not resurrect the big blunders
lower in the faces of the crowd, as
t o uch a future cold with certainly. that no ma n lends his na me to.
Gordon announced, "To Rich a rd
Slipping a lo ngsi de their bod ies we ' To re vive the M yLa i's, Kent States,
Nixon, a ceasefi re is a scra p of
see them stari ng away fro~ the genocides, domestis turmoils, on ly
peper to be disca rded ." He cited the
mud that drank the last of their to redeem from o blivion a ny o ne
persistence of the Viet Namese,
dreams.
who dares to violate this fluid
despite the bombin g, as a model for
College free ho ur is now in peace pact.
the peace m ovement in America.
effect. T he screams of a mother and To o nl y rejoice to be here to exGordon em phasized t he power of
child can hardly be heard but th ey_ perience the alleviating joy of this
the people, citing i_ts past usage. He
grow incessently louder. Actors transition the one rejoicable aspect
cited the December bombing halt
da nce around the lounge a nd their of an unfathomable fiasco.
as a result of International reaction
cigarette '· as hes take the form of To tha nk th e gods my bod y's intact
to Nixon's policies. "N
one
well-aimed artillery as they to o with its spi rit at a moment to
underestimates the power of
dance to the floor. St a ndin g over receive the gasping orgasm, unexth
masses
of people in
e
our game wr take the maps and plicable, whose reward void on the
streets-least of all Nixon." An incompasses of our non-caring and side of the past, glows through
vitatio n was extended to all on
measure the distance of man.
ominous ly_ pointing futureware . I
behalf of NPAC to return to the · kl
White Chr istmas quic y comes. am only thankful to experience the
st reets February 23 a nd march on
There is very little snow and less of marrow reaching sigh, thrilling to
th
the Capital. The six
National
a Ch rist on campus. White Phos- what my senses cautiously delight
Anti-War Conve nti on on Febb
h
h "Id
1·
phorus
urns t e c I ren o
in confirming. To partake sparruary 23 and 24 will determine new
a nother land but we can afford to ingly in peace's triumph on which
actions for the movement. All
O
h I
d
1·
be objecti ve. n t e ast ay o
my personal gain or loss hinged
attending are able to submit ·
·
I d · bl k
"th
·
·
C
hri
stmas
a
a
Y
in ,
ac
.
WI
resolutions·, everyone will have a
c
·k · h b t very remotely. This victory 1s
child,
spoke
a
,ew
wor
s
mt
e
es
another
peoples
watershed,
to
voice and a vote. February 25, the
d
of spirit. Only a 1ew st u dents
Student Mobilization Committee
- were whom also belongs the burden ofhigh enough to see her an 11sten to reconstruction. "To the victors
will hold a conference, Gordon
her works.
belong the spoils''. Somemore
concluded by saying that "we
f
"Many have come
represent the aspirations and
d b ·ctbe ore you.d parody, those who suffered the
Some have stoo
esr e you han
most will pay the exorbitant
demands of the American people."
died. If you own life is to ave indemnity to their lanp . L no
Seba bu Ta baka, a student of
I h
h
meaning you must c utc eac
longer compelled to promote a
Southern ·university, spoke of th e
others spirit and never lie. Linear war's termination may rechannel
recent events on that campus.
Motion is soon to end. Live in good my efforts from here on. But their
"Since October 16, there has been a
faith and remember the dead and oppression is not as automatically
struggle for self-determination.
you shall always live."
lifted. Thot1gh they may rest in
Tehre is now a concentration camp
·ct h. h
k th
·l
Having sa, t 1s s e too
e knowing that their skies wil no
of Black people where formerly
child by the hand and began to longer be contaminated with B-52's
Southern University st ood. No opclimb. Taking a stairway to heaven they have little repose in knowing
position I' to
capitalisma nd
she remembered her scars and tried to them belongs the ravages of
imperialism is permitted ~ nt he
to hope. The journey was to be these vultures' devastation.
campus." Nate Howa rd , ano th er
hard and directly over the jungles I will receive the long awaited
student from S. U .. named the
b d f · h s
1·
of man's a
alt . uppor mg peace proclall'dtion without
forces there "the same as those opIf. d h
h"Id
h
·1·
herse a n er c I on t e ra1 mgs useless criticism, but with a sincere
pressing Viet Nam". And th ere
of our reflextion she continued good will to anyone whose se rvice
were women. • •
upwards. I really doube she made it will be disposed to fomrnti ng the
Dr. Barbara Roberts, President
f
b
d
,very_
ar
eyon
to morrows arduous ex igency of this comof the National Women's Abortion
prehensive restituti o~.
22 promise.
(continued on page )
1 will abstain from castracizing th e

°

se nseless need s that propel peo ple
to prolong such nightmares. M y
ventures will be future collimated.
my tongue will rema in sil ent save
t o dispell supp o rti ve words of encouragement to the victims whose
senses have been numbered to absolute zero.
Though
stingy
with
praise.
cautious to heap la ud , I harness the
temptation to dema nd , " Why so
long incoming. Dove. why so lo ng
this wait?" instead I will le nd my
mind as a pa..wn to a bet the ever too
slow process of healing the ever to o
deep wounds of a people. a land. a
culture.
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NotesTo ThePeople Wagner College; 90th
Anniv. Convocation
by Har vey Jackson
tice. for they shall be sa ti slied.
T he Vietn am Wa r, Kenn ed y.
Blessed a re tl)e pa ce ma kers. for
Johnson. Nixon. Kent Sta te.
the y shall be ca lled childre n of
Jackson State, Wall StreetharGod."
"C hri st. the so n of t he no ted
dhats, The 17th parallel. pea ce
with
hon o r (w h a t's th a t? ) Cr.eat or. h as bee n acti ve in the no nviole nt m ove ment fo r quit e so me
S uffering, destruct io n. dea th a nd
t im e, H e has pa rti cipated in ma ny
more death.
dem o nst raii o ns. m os t no tab ly
What you a re about to rea d was
a n a rticle in t he Ind e pend ent or aro und the Sea of Ga lil ee. He has
h a d so m e e n co unt e rs wi t h
Dec. I 6, 1969. It was mea nt t.o be
funn y at that tim e. Fo ur yea rs lat er gove rnm ent a uth o riti es in the pas t.
Pro ba bl y the bes t kn o wn occ ur red
after the vi o lent terror bo mbin gs
o n H a noi, thi s artic le has beco me at Geth se m a ne w hic h led to hi s first
a rrest.
very blac k h umor: AG NE W
Ag new. w ho in the past weeks
BLASTS SON OF G OD.
has criti cized the T, V. indust ry. th e
" Vice Preside nt S pi ro A g new in
na ti o n' s
news pa pe rs.
Tootsie
a speech gi ve n befo re th e Pa tri o t ic
R o lls, a nd S t. G ertrud e th e Vi rgin.
F lag-Wave rs of Ame ri ca n Society
last night in C hi cago. Ill ino is. ex presse d hi s fa ith th a t th e vast
seve rely crit icized w hat he ca ll ed "sile nt majo rit y" wo uld no t be
the " l o n g-h aired d isse nt e rs. swayed by the a ctio ns o f a ny " lo ngintellectual e uni chs a nd co mmi e . ha ired radica ls. "
dupes" ·wh o a re pla nning a no th e r
Reliable so urces indi ca te th a t
a nt i- wa r m o rat o rium thi s m o nth . w he n notifi ed of thi s a tt ac k. C hri st
T he Vice-Pres ide nt ra pped the rem a rked," D o not j ud ge. a nd yo u
disse nters fo r not do ing as th ey sha ll n ot be j ud ged ; d o no t
co ndemn. a nd yo u sha ll no t be
were told.
When pressed by re porters condemn ed ." He furth er add ed
co nce rning a rece nt speech by ~·F orgive. and yo u sha ll be
noted peace leader. Jesus C h rist. fo rgive n; give and it sha ll be give n
Agnew ret o rted th a t his id eas were to yo u. .. " When told of th e a d"pro-communist inspired ." Mr. ministrati o n's att empt to sque lch
C hri st, in a speec h give n last wee k crit icis m of it s po li cy and stir up th e
to a d evo ut crowd a t the foo t o f a sil e nt m ajo rit y to co mbat th e Vietm o unt ain, indi ca ted th a t th e best na m disse nt e rs, Mr. C hri st sm iled
way is the peaceful way. " Bl essed' a nd as ked "Ca n a blind ma n g uid e
are t he merciful," he said . ••for t hey a blind ma n'!"
H is Fa t her was not ava il a bl e for
s hall o btai n mercy. Blessed are
they w ho hun ger and thri st for j us- co m me nt."

Task Force
priori ty to security work orders.
Repairs to the holes in t he fence.
replace men t or burned o ut lights.
and t he re pl acement ol vanda li7cd
ligh ts art: among the kinds ol
security repairs which should be
handled with dispatch.
Student-faculty-securi ty
relations hips need strengt hening.
A legi t ima te grievance process
should be established. A represcn' tative committee (or the Ombudsman) could review allegations
and suggest solutions to problems
as they occur.
A regularly scheduled series ol
human relations workshops lor all
security personnel is necessary.
I-acuity members should be encouraged to cooperate in the
development ol this series or sessions. They must be prepared to
make their contribution toward
training our men.
I o further I oster a spirit of
cooperation and to improve internal relationships. we urge th.:1t the
Independent
and
the
Administrative Report continue to
leature the security question on a
regular basis. All-ot us at New.:1rk
State should have access to a·
variety of security information including reports of incidents ol theft
· and periodic statistical reports of
all crimes perpetrated on our c.:1mpus. Release ol this kind ol information should engender a
greater awareness o~ the tot.:1I
security situation.
I he total security m.:1npower
situation leaves much to be desired.
l he combined security .:1nd c.:1mpus
police stall is too small. Every eltort must be made to recruit more
men. Emphasis should be placed
on recruiting younger men for our
campus
police
force.
We
recommend that all rnndid.:1tes
conside[ed tor the positions in
security be screened by clinic.:11 testing and interviews.
We won't be able to encourage
recru itment ol younger, well
trained officers unless we raise
salaries. · ·1 he ' ·1 ask
1-orce
recog nized t he lact th.:1t sa laries
can not be raised o n o u r campus
alo ne. T he refore, we urge you.
Pres ide nt Weiss, to recc,m m end to
th e Co uncil ol State Coll eges a ncf

by Tom Haluszczak
T uesday e-ve ning. the thirteenth
of J a nuary. 1973. Wagne r C ollege
celebra ted it s
nin eti eth
anni ve rsa ry with a n a cco mpl is hed

Rathskell er
(Cu nti11uedji'om page I )

assemblage o f sc ho lars; th e li rst
ranking of whi c h wa s none othe r
th a n the re nowned R. Buckmin ste r
Fuller. T he d iminuti ve ge niu s
s po ke o n w ha t see m ed to be a n e n- ·
dl ess assortm e n.t of to pics. As
i nve nt or
of
th e
fa m o u s
GEOD ES IC DOM E. he ho ld s
fo rt y nati o na l a nd int ern a ti o na l
pate nts. a nd wit h the ass ista nce o f
a comlT}itt ee o f crac k enginee rs.
in ves tigated th e p ossi bili ty o f pl acing a n e ntire area of M a nh a tt a n
under o ne. It was la ter ca lculat ed
that such a structure wo uld
fac ilit ate the co nse rva t io n o f
eig ht y-fo ur
percent
ma te ri a ls.
energy a nd m o ney n ow ex pended
o n that pa rti cul a r a rea.
He ad voca tes th at t he re is no rea l
po wer sho rt age at' hand , but rathe r
a m is use of ex ta nt reso urces a nd
a buse of industri a l al ot m ent s of
na tura l gas a nd othe r so urces of
e nergy. F urther in vestigat io n int o
new, a nd in so m e cases o ld (as
alco ho l burning in a ut o m o bil es.
se riou s l y co n s id e r e d
a nd
developed durin g th e war) m eth ods
of ext ra cting energy co uld be
useful in helpin g to co nse rve what
little foss il fuel is left us.
Other facts reveal ed by Mr.
F ull er included stati stica l d a ta suppo rt ive of the th eo ry t hat o nce a n
a nim a l species te nd itself to ward s
specia li zati o n, ex tinctio n is imminent.
A noth er
impl ica ti o n
worth your mindful delibe ra ti o n.
A lso, t ha t nature's bo unt eo us supply of oil costs, relati vely speakiflg
in term s of e nergy ex pe nditure to
produce, a mill ion d o ll a rs per
ga llo n.
T he s ho rt , kin d littl e m a n with
the encycl o ped ic m em o ry spoke
for a n hour a nd a ha lf afterwa rd s in
an informal and unbelieva bl y informative session, then departed
for a very late dinner. It seems
more was said in t he two short
ho urs he spoke that was true ly
relevant than all t he political
gloom and doom exponents have
said in five years.

New Bd .. of
Trustee
Named
Dr. Nath a n Weiss, ha s · nnounced the appointm e nt of Mr.
All:iert C ollier Il l. as a m embe r of
the College's Board o f T ru stees.
effecti ve immed ia tel y.
Mr. Collier is curre ntl y the Administrati ve Assista nt fo r Pupil
Personnel in the Pisca ta way Public
Schools. Pri o r to hi s current assig nment, he se rve d as Direct o r of
Specia l Services· fo r the O ra nge
Public Schoo ls.
Mr. Collie r att end ed Ba rringe r
High School in Ne wa rk . a nd
gradua ted fr o m H owa rd U nive rsit y. He late r ea rned a M as ter of
Arts degree in Special Edu ca ti o n
fr o m Seton Hall Universit y, a nd a
Professiona l Diploma in Co un seling and Guid a nce from Co lumbia
Uni versit y. C urre ntl y he is e nroll ed
in a d octoral program in Administrati o n a nd S upervi sio n a t
Rutgers Uni versit y.
He is a fo rmer m ember of the
P la nning Committee for M enta l
Health of S omerset Co unt y, the
Executi ve Board of the Sa lvat io n
Arm y of New Brunswick , the
Board of Directors of the Urba n
League of Grea ter New Brunswi ck
a nd the Highland Pa rk C iv il
Rights Comm~ttee. H e is currently
a member of the Board of
Educati o n of Highl a nd Pa rk. H e
was the rece pi ent of the Na t ional
Confe rence of C hri sti a ns a nd J ews
S ch o la rs hip to th e Hu ma n
R ela ti o ns Wo rk shop a t Rut gers,
a nd of a n ND E A Fell o wship in
G uid a nce a nd Co unse ling at
Columbi a. H e has also been listed
in Who's Who in the East.
Dr.
Weiss n oted his a ppointm ent by sta ting, "we we /co me
Mr. Collier to o ur Board of
T rust ees, he has a keen awareness
of the major issues facing
educatio n a nd higher ed ucation in
the highly urbanized northern secti o ns of New Jersey, we will value
his imputs into the planning and
operation of Newark State College
'at Union."

Coll ege Cente r Hoard . "p rov ide the
mea ns lor stud en ts to int erec t with
,o t he rs includ ing fac ult y an d stall
a nd ttie re bv sti mul at in g th eir social
d evelo pm e-nt o n ca mpu s . .. (a nd).
. . wi ll ena bl e stud e nt s to learn
vicario uslv fro m o ne ano th er and
to p ract i~e t he prin cipl es ol sell governance w hi c h is ex peeled or
th em in simi la r faci lit ies oil the
ca mpu s . . . (as we ll as provi din g) ..
. a safe a nd co nt ro ll ed settin g fo r
th e co nsumpti o n o l liqu o r o n ca mpus."
As th e pro posa l sta nd s no w. t he
Ra th skell er wo uld be loca ted in the
o ld Col'lee H o use. P la ns ca ll !o r
re nn ova t ing thi s a·rea to co mpl y
with a n " Old En gli sh" atm os phere
co mpl ete with heavy woode n furnitu re o btained "second ha nd to
keep costs d·ow n." Ha use r <1dd ed.
I he bar eq uip me nt has a lready
bee n co nt racted. 1-i ve bee r co mpa ni es have bee n a pp roac hed in
regard to th e res ult a nt con t ract for
o ne of them - l:l udweise r. Mi ller.
P a bst, R hinegold, or Schaefer.
l e ntative ho urs for business would
t he Board of Higher Ed uca t io n
be 12 noon to 12 mid nigh t. six days
t hat sa laries of ca m pus po li ce be
a week fith specia l Sa t u rd ay hou rs
raised to a level equa l to sa laries (th is is st ill s u bject to a pp rova l by
paid to police in su rrounding
the tow nship Alco holic !:leverage
mu nicipa lities.
laws and regula t io ns and t he Hoard
~ !'he Coll ege s ho u ld employ
o l I rustees co nse nt ). No ad m issio n
wome n as an int egra l pa rt of t he
lee wo uld be c harged . !:lee r would
secu rit y tea m. Mo re stud e nt s
be sold a t ro ughly a 50% redu ct io n
sho uld be hi red as o bse rvers. ·1 hey
price as comp are d to loca l tavern
should be equipped wi th wea t her
prices.
gear. identilication. and walkiel he Rathskeller would be open
talkies.
to NSC !acu it y. studen ts. and adSince securi t y is everyone's
m inistrat ion. No one under 18
concern. the I ask 1-orce enwo uld L,e a ll owed in; legitma te
cou rages the developmen t ol
proof ol age and, upon request if
scheduled "citi?ens· patrols" innecessary. NSC student I lYs would
volving volunteers lrom
the
be required beloreadmission. NSC
Student body. the faculty. stall. and
students would, however. be peradministrative
personnel.
mitted two guests and. would be
Scheduled walks through the cam"responsible tor the actions ol
pus by groups ol concerned cit i?Cns
guests."
1s an inexpensive (tree) and
I he proposed 6-person stall
valuable service to the community.
needed to man the operation would
Walkie-talkies could be made
include
one
manager
(nonBOS-TO • MASS. - Dr. Howard
Division of the University of
available. Security could schedule
student). one assistant manager
F. Didsbury, Jr., executive di rector
Maryland.
such patrols.
(student), two bartenders • of the Newark State College at
The think tank project has been
In ad$fition to these specific
(students). one person tor table serUnion "Program for the Study of designed to plan and develop adult
areas of concern, the ·1ask Force
vice (student), and one 10 checker the Future", has been selected as
education systems for the l970's
asks further that the College (I)
posted at the door (student). All
one of 25 individuals from the Norand I 980's. The three day program
purchase and install chain locks
would be paid employees (wages theast to participate in the
runs from February 6-8th, and 6
(those which allow the door to be
are still undetermined) and hiring National Adult Education 'Think
hours each day are devoted to the
partially opened) on all dorm room
would probably be done through Tank Project," spons-ored by the • "think tank" activity.
doors. (2) assi_g n night and
the channels ol the present work- Conferences
and
Institutes
Or. Didsbury recently was an inweekend patrols to the residence
study program.
vited
participant at the National
halls. Consideration should be
Hauser sees the goals ol the
Conference on Career Education
(students),
Or.
Herbert
Samenleld
given to the employment of
Rathskeller as two-lold: "to loster
(laculty), John Korley <1n9 Oean and Implications for Minorities
resident students men and
better understanding ol re lat ionParks (administr,ation). Mr. planned by the National Council
women - to meet this need.
ships between college community
Hauser
urges all stude11ts on Vocational Education. Feb*****
members and to generate lunds to
ruary 1-3 in Washington, D.C. The
ln order to insure maximum ininterested in helping with any lacet
build another Student Center with
conference was sponsored by the
put form a variety ol campus
ot
the
Rathskeller
pro1ect.
another Rathskeller."
organizations. the ·1ask 1-orce
"especially the decorating". to con- Council of Chief State School OfMember ol the Co-op working
drafted a memo and sent or
tact h1msell or Mr. Molloy through ficers, the National Advisory
on the Rathskeller are Hauser.
Council on Vocational Education.
delivered it to virtually every ollicc
the Student Org. 01 I ices.
l:lnan
Molloy.
l om
l:lresica
in the Student Center. A copy of
the State Higher Education Exthe memo is attached.
Carol Moore. Administration
ecutive Officers, and the U.S. Of- .
report can be implemented lor no
It is interesting to note that not . cost or very little cost. In some
fice of Educalion. The conference
Oavid Seiden, Student
one written response from any
Robert I ravaglione, Student
discussed the emergence of career
cases all that is necessary is a
organization was submitted to the
Joseph A. Vitale, Administration
education as the ( number one
redirection ol el I ort and a re-defi nsecretary of the ·1ask 1-orce. One
priority of the Office of Education .
ing ol priorities. Cooperation and
The Program for the Study of
student appeared in person to
attitudinal changes are not items
the Future and the Division of•
present his views.
we can budget tor.
FR EE
SPEED-READING
Many ol the suggestions we have
College Development sponsored a
We thank you for con,vening this
LESSON
successful "Careers Conference"
proposed are not new. Some have
I ask 1-orce. We request your per•
From Evelyn Wood Re ading
been though to be too expensive
last May at which many of the
mission to continue to meet to
Dynamics
topics under examination at both
for serious consideration. We have
-Bring your textbooks.collectively witness the. progress
Town & Campus Motel, Hosgi~en each suggestion much serious
the
Boston and
Was hington
bein_g made toward optimum
pital it y Room
thought. To consider budgetary
conferences were discussed. Recensec ur ity.
Thurs. , Feb. 8: 1:40, 3: 15,
limitations as the prime detert ly t he Program and t he Divisio n of
4: 30, 7: 00.
minant in decision making is to put
Co ll ege
Deve l opme nt
were
Respect I ully su bmi tt ed.
Fri. , Feb. 9: 11 :00 a .m., 12: 15
a fixed price. o n security. ·1 he
awarded a New J ersey Depart m ent
p.m.
Wi lli a m A nge rs. I- acu it y
College shou ld make every effort
of Comm uni t y Affai rs grant to exMon ., Feb, 12: 12: 15 p. m.,
Merrie Gordo n, S tude nt
-t o secu re th ose funds necessa ry fo r
pl ore t he possi ble deve lo pment of a
1: 40, 3:1 5, 7: 00.
Co nrad (j raves. Facu lt y
the securit y of o ur campu s.
regi o na l
"Ca ree r
Assess m en t
P hilip Merola, C hai rm a n-S tud e nt
Mu ch of wh at a ppea rs in thi s
Inde x."

NSC Futurist At
"Think Tank" /Career Conf.
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Women's Lib Backlash
by Mary Townsend
T here ex ists for th ose of us who
women's liberation movement:
c hoose· to profess openly s upport
they claim to empathi ze, but
of the feminist movement a certain so metimes their ideas are at best
threatening situation posed by its patronizing. I a m beginning to
opponents who seize the op- believe they are paying us lip serport unity to attack one of our most vice and when it comes down to
vulnerable circumstances: our reality they are loath io budge from
inability to adequately adapt any posi tion which represe nts a
immediately to the roles we are • concession to our cause. But again
fighting for. The very conditioning I realize the difficulty in modifying
we are seeking to abolish and alter. one's behavior and ideas that have
still preys host to our human
been engaged in for any amount of
minds, and like it or not we cannot a lifetime. I will defend these
suddenly shake' ourselves free of it. creatures up to this point. They as
even after several stimulating we want to see our feminist ideals
consciousness raising sessions realized , and not by shock(what ~e really need are some treatment.
universal consciousness raisingsesWhat I am protesting against
sions). We still remain victims tG an · here is our right to voice the ideal
' inescapable socialization pracess.
changes we'd like to see come
and not many of us are devoted
about, without, being criticized for
enough to reject everything we've diverging in reality from the
been programmed for to follow
concepts they entail. We don't
one noble cause. Not many of us
want to feel that we are laying our
are willing to drink the hemlock:
heads on the cutting block, when
no, instead we cling desperately to
we are doing our best to acthe rhetorical aspects of our newly commodate in realit y to the
formed ideals, and evoke them as
changes we seek to bring about.
often as situation dictates.
Just as we are not seeking to abWhat is this threat'/ Any women
ruptly destroy and ego-founded
who has experienced the disonant
roles thaJ males occupy, we do not
feeling of continuing to submit to
wish to be told to "practise what we
sociall y accepted rules of such
preach" right off, and made to feel
systems as dating, marriage worthat what we preach must be acking etc. after having proclaimed
tually inconceivable, just because
herself a defender of the women's
we can't at this very moment
lib credo knows the friction enreverse all roles and behavior. We
countered. It is unnecessa ry to go
can't ask a ll men t o stay ho me with
into the "rules" referred to here, as
the kids all day while their wives
I think most people are aware of
went out to work, starting tomorwhat protests the movement files in
row; nor can we initiate, promptly.
most of these aspects. The point is
any other seemingl y a bsured
o nce we deem them valid, are we
radical change.
expected to act accordingly a nd
We begi n by ve rbali zat ion of
without deviation, ri ght away'!
ideas, the n when the maj ority are
T his can be a rather lonely exsat urated with their real mea nin g,
perience. Maybe this is why we are
we move forward at reaso nable
constantly told "Women, unite!", a
paces that don't so disrupt prese nt
si milar logic that's been applied to
systems, as to create tidal waves,
o ther discrimin a ted against
that can only be deter'fnined to ell
gro ups. T he diffi culty here is that · concerned. We don't live in a
not all women are ready to unite or
society which is receptive to radica l
ever will be. Some women have
soc-ial change.
been conditioned beyond repair.
My sincere admiration goes out
But those of us who haven't been.
to those (?rave women who are able
know the dangerous waters we
to transcend this "conditioning"
tread when we dare to venture into
without any damage to their selfsuch radical ideas, which necesconcept, and who actively can be
sa ril y pose a threat to the comfy
liberated wome n in every sense or
states of mind of many male
the word, and its reality. My
counterparts. We have a tendency
understanding goes to others like
to stand by passively ar?d allow the
myself who are a bit reticent about
Germaine Greer's of the world to
leading a 1ife whose time seems to
pursue the avant-garde steps, while
belong to future societies that will
we vicariously re-utter their proteshave evolved from our present-day
tations.
efforts, be they verbal expressions,
Many men admittedly
or active participation in the new
recogniz;:d the validity • for a
Womanhood .
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Hock
the
Clock

by Bob Trava!(lione

The hallow, sickly chill of despair, was swiftly eating into the
Sometime during the annals of
marrow of my s pi rit. If this mud
life, man was planted with the idea
field continues I will drop deep to
to steal. During prehistoric days,
the center of the earth . Now this
he couldn't steal hubcaps for the
may seem a little unbelievable, but
wheel wasn't invented yet, so all
suddenly I was rescued from the
that primitive man could steal was
slime of the Los Angeles river.
primitive woman, from other
Walking directly into the western
primitive man (this is still done tosunlight did limit my vision, but I
day and still done in a primitive
knew that what was looking me
fashion) .
sqt1are in the eyes was a big white
Time marched on and Robin
horse. Following the flowing locks
Hood robbed from the rich and
of her silky mane up to the crotch
invested for the poor, Jesse James
of a new pair of blue jeans. I was
made a career out of stealing (with
amazed to find myself in the
befefits after sixty-five). and Al
presence of a beautiful lady. A red
Capone made the city of Chicago
and white checkered cowboy shirt,
dance for him. Thus bringing us
covered in part by strands of wispy
up-to-date, the so-called "Rip-Off"
pale yellow hair topped the
age.
decoration of her presence. Her
What causes the society we live
eyes were fascinatingly bright blue
in to rip-off! Could it be the enfloating like yokes in brilliant white
viorment'! the establishment'/ the
lakes. "I saw you from my house,"
f1ouride in the water'/ A reasearch
her fir-st words reassured me of a
team at a well known institution
rescue. "Come on, jump up here,"
reported that eight out of ten
she indicated whth her twig like
people steal, five out of those eight
finger, motioning to the back seat
have been stolen from , and three
of the horse. After a slight struggle
out of that five come from families
with my pack, I was securely
that have 2.6 children. This brings
positioned with the warm animal
us to the subject at hand: Clocks.
between my legs. The lady prodded
Clocks have been dissa ppearing
the horse into motion, requirin g
all over campus; in Willi s, V,aughnme to hold with greater graspe her
Eames, and Dougall Hall. Stealing
i ndented waist. I saw that we were
these clockli are no simple matter
approaching a n overpass with a
for the rip-off artist. First off, he
dirt trail leading up to the street
must know how to tell time or the
that passed over the sewe r system.
whole idea is useless. Seco ndl y, he
We made a right turn at the road
must remo ve the c lock from the
a nd continued till we reached the
wall by unplugging it, concealing it
driveway of the first house on the
under his trench.coat, and in case
right. At the end of her drive, we
questioned suddenly, has to know
dismounted and she tied the a.nimal
what the state bird of Idaho is
to a post in front of her barn. I
without flinching.
never really got into to a converT he n o ur villain disa ppea rs into
sation with this lady, except for
a sea of myste ry. Not to be seen
directions to Ventura without havagain. Where has he gone off to'/
ing to get back on the interstate.
Probably to lunch in Downs Hall
A few rides of short duration left
a nd while there, pinch anoth er time
me on a direct route to the coast
machine. Taking the number six
line.
bus to Elizabeth, he drops off his
The blurr~d shapes of hou'ses in
shipment to his friend and good
rows flashed like machine gun
natured junkie. In return, he
bullets throught the interstate's
receives his ounce of grass (our
cyclone fence, not good scenery,
friend is a die-hard agronomist)
but a fine educatiQn in suburwith trading stamps.
banation. Hypnotized by the
Moral: Time will tell unless it is sameness, my mind quickly fell
stolen.
deep into my own thoughts. What
would I find in Ventura, is my
friend's sister still living there'/
Whenever these moments of
contemplation came upon me was
about the only time that I really
had a full knowledge of my
by Jay Dowd
sit uation. Over three thousand
Great Glams! Greatings Thanes of miles away from th e a rea I call
"He gave us another chance"
Corridors! Once again we begin the home, not knowing anyo ne other
by Mike Golas
pursuit of knowledge in a n attempt than so me girl who might or mi ght
What seemed like a n eternit y to
nex t room. T here und er those to better prepare ourselves ect., not still be living in Ventura. I was
happy, for the experience of being
me was but a few moments of time
boards, a hand. Like a madman 1 ect., ad na useum . . . . . . . . . .
according to the clock. The
dug the rubble off her bod y. Her . We of Communit y Coa li tion hail totally mobile had given me the
holocaustic explosion destroyed
chest was stained with blood . Fa ll- yo u and congratulate you on- your a bil ity to follow throu gh on
survival to date . . Once again the dreams that so many others ca n
my reality to co nfessio n. M y eyes
ing to m y knees I pulled her close.
were still burning from th e intense
feeling her warm blood agai nst my coalition is offering you the op- only think about. Not owning a
portunity to join with us for an motor vehicle was the main reason
li ght, as I tried to focus on o bjects
body. I fe lt her very life being
alternate solution to th e problems !'or my carefreeness. T hey are nice
in the room. As the cloudy atdrai ned away in a river of blood.
that confront us a ll. In the past a nd very co nvenie nt until yo u need
mosphere of the room bega n to setPicking her up in my arms I began
with your help we ha ve made great to put gas in, or you fi nd yo urself
tie I was that that ~twas in complete
walking toward the outside world.
strides a nd inroads into the pushing it to the shoulder of a busy
shambles. I crawled in ago ny to th e
My cheeks were moisten with tears
window of broken glass. In horror
for I was walking through a field 0 i· lab yri nth of corporate ad- hi ghway. We dropped speed as we
ministrative ineptitudes. T he key is left the interstate, a nd it so mehow
I gazed on the sur face of the ,ea rth.
sadness. One foot after another, J
"with yo ur h,elp". T he Coa lition is)a felt like we were bei ng sucked int o
Oh my God! The sky appeared to
moved on. M y arms were like
be ora nge in color, with a foggy
rubber as I carried m y love. T hen ·standing committ ee of the st ud ent town by some giant perso n suckin g
government represe nti ng yo u in o n a straw.
mist being blown by a strong wind.
for no reason I stopped atop a hill,
areas that do not fall under the norMain St. was the address I had
An unfamiliar smell filled my nosand sat. A baby bird flew through
mal academic miasma, such as the scribbled on the back of the gum
trils.
the stream of light that beamed
Question filled my mind . Where down from the heavens. And 1 successful boycot of the snack bar wrapper, and that was the name of
and cafeteria last sem·ester.
the street where I was let off. Little
was she'/ I ran franticall y into the understood.
"HELP US TO HELP YOU". If did I know that the people that I
you are interested in yo ur · future was going to visit lived on this
college envirnment, come and join street, but five miles in the other
The Independent desperate ly needs TYPISTS
with us.
direction. I started my trek, noting
C.C.-116
the changing numbers, but twice
and NEWS REPO RTERS. If you're interested,
289-6057 when I thought I had just a short
stop in the Indy Office in the St udent Center.
way to go, the se ries of numbers
Women's Consclousne11
ended, leaving me at the low end of
Ask for Susan, Kathy, or Jan (news) or Gerry
Raisi ng
the scale.
Every Thursday, 1:40
or Rut hie (typing).
Willis 211
The house was white stuc~o with

Roving Rudy

HELP!

Communit}'
Coalition

two wooden front doors. The front
lawn was very trodden down,
especially where people had worn
pathways making their trips to the
driveway a bit shorter. I rang the
busser on-the mailbox and received
no response. I don't have much
faith in do~bells so I quickly flung
open the front door and climbed
the steep steps to deliver a couple of
solid raps on the apartment door.
No answer again. A door down the
hall had opened and a young lady
had popped here head out. " Who
are you looking for'!" "Pat", by this
time, I had moved down to her
door and we were eyeing the other
with maybe a bit of suspicion but
more likely glances of interest. "Pat
is probably down the block in
either of the two bars on this same
side." Out to that long sidewalk I
flew, semi-running to the bar
closest to my position. There was a
front window with neon Coors and
Hamm signs in it, but the bar was
only occupied by men watching a
color television show. The next
saloon had no window, so I had to
walk in. Smoke, that's the first and
only thing I saw, lights were hazin g
through! the clouds from unknown
so urces. T he place was really
packed, it was one of th ose long
narrow bars, with a billard table in
the back. To the man on the first
stool, I inquired, "Do yo u know
Pat?", He quickly repli ed in the
negat ive. Giving the place a better
eyeing, I noticed a table with a
group of people huddled arou nd .
One of the girls had long dark hair,
it just had to be her. I sto pped a
foot from the edge of the group,
but my prese nce was noticed and
the comption of their dialouge had
subsided into a chilly stillness. It
was Pat. In a seco nd she was up,
her arms cras hin g me to her, her
companions still in wonderment
about my nature. The bar was having a party for one of the regular
patrons, food and drink were
already paid for by a group of his
friends. After filling up on ham and
cheese sandwiches, Pat and her
boyfriend suggested that we head
on back to the apartment.

Times

Critic to
Address

Forum
UN IO N, N. J . - Herbert Golub,
C hairm a n of the
Music
Department, today a nnounced the
a ppearance of Allen Hughes,
Music Criti c of the NEW YORK
TIMES on February 16, 1973 at
10:50 a. m. Mr. Hughes will adcfress
the monthl y Newark State College
Music Department Forum in the
Music Wing of the Theater for the
Performing Arts. PA 143.
Born in Indiana where he res id ed
until the age of fifteen. Hughes
then moved t o Washington. D.C.
where he eventually e nrolled at
George Washington University.
He transferred to the University of
Michigan where he received a
Bachelor of Music degree as an
organ major, and a Bachelor Arts
degree with a major in Music.
Mr. Hughes then completed two
years of graduate work at New
York University;ind has been with
the New York Times since 1960.
The subject of Mr. Hughes lecture will be "Writing About
Music". The public is cordially invited to attend the lecture.
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Off The
Shelf. • •
Book Reviews:

SUPERSLAVE
Bill Stair and Tony 'Barrell
Penguin Books. $2.95

by Barry Cohen
Love your neighbor. Love
money. Love machines. But loYe.
Stair and Barrell have so methi ng
to offer, it you have time to figure
out what. S uperslaYe ranks with
today's top parables- that 1s.
fathoms below yesterday's. (St. Exupery and Thurber come to mind.)
If yo u ca~ imagine a Jew swa llowing pork. yo u'll know how Superslave goes down . .Somehow the
publisher either: a. forgot to ink hi s
presses b. couldn't afford full co lor
in a reviewer's copy c. tired the silkscree ner, or d. marketed a coloring
book for adults.
•
•
I •
The book 1s decidedly not tor
children. It only remotely touches
the ordinary individual. Centered
around anti-heroes and satiri7ed
sym bots of corruption. Superslave
sco·res l00% forredundance. Ifyou
were to plant yourself before a
neon sign. watch it !lash a do1en
times. and still not he able to read
its message. then and only then
would I recommend you don't
attempt _this one. Where it fails

rests in the distracting sardonic
remarks spoken by the characters.
The text and pictures would do fine
without these firework s projected
across them. What can yo u expect
from two Iii m-makers?
Superslave does have merit. If
you aren't already aware of a
chronic pollution problem. a
society of automatons. and crass
materialist entrepreneurs. yo u
might do well to study it. memorize
it. and repeat after me ...
In all se riousness. I must compliment Mssrs. Stair and Barrell
for a realistic exaggeration (they
might term it an understatement)
of a world soused with violent war.
Quite
adeptly.
they
have
transcended time and space. neatly
wrapping their expanded comic
strip in universality. One surprise:
it takes ninety-five pages of world
ugliness to come to an unreJated
conclusion on the identity oft he individual. When it rains. pick up a
copy of Superslave. (be· sure you're
wide awake) place it on your lap.
and then close your eyes and listen
to your stereo. When lightning
strikes. open the book. You'll need
it. (for moral support)

PINTER: A Collection
of Critical Essays
'"But what would yo u say yo ur
plays were about. Mr. Pinter?"'
... fhe weasel under the cocktail
cabinet."'
-exchange at a new writers' brains
trust
". · .. Pinter seems paradoxically
to demand analysis even as he frustrates inquiry." Arthur Ganz
remarks in his assessment of the
playwright. In Pl TER: A Collection of Critical Essays. critics grapple with the surface enigmas in
Pinter's dramas to discover the
greater truths of the inner reality.
'"The more acute the experience.
the less articulate its expression,"'
Pinter wrote. defendin g the
obscu rity of his plays. The Room
and The Dumb Waiter.
The frequent use qf "'Pinteresque language"' or '" Pinterese"' in
current dramatic criticism shows
that Pinter has added a new dimension to stage dialogue. Martin Esslin attests. Pinter's linguistic
devices. he explains. are not berbal
absurdities held up to ridicul e. but
"illuminat e the menta l processes
that lie behind the ill-chosen o r
non sensical word s." To be
understood. Pinter's plays s hould
be read by the "mental vocal cord s
rather than the eye alone." Valeri e
Minogue maintains in her discussion of The Caretaker.
Ruby Cohn describes the most
observable motif in Pinter's
plays - the room . By the end of
each play, seemingly normal rooms
become "sealed containers, virtu al
coffins" where villians. representing the System, close in on their
victims. For John Lahr, the living
room in The Homecoming loses its
apparent solidity as the staircase
"takes on an unnatural. sed ucti ve.
phallic length ... " as the action uncovers elusive truths of ~Lxual fantasy, lust, and impotence.

In terms of characters. Pinter's
audience is confronted with the
question of identit y at every turn.
James T. Boulton interprets
Pinter's concept of ma·n as "a
mystery . . . moving from a questionable innocence.
.to the
treacherous and evil world of experience." The only people in
Pinter's plays who appear to tell
the whole truth. into whose mind s
the audience is permitted to look.
according to one critic. are
madmen.
Pinter presents not only an a mbiguous world of the pla y. but. as
Arthur Ganz notes. a n "essentially
ambiguous viewe of the human
co ndition ." He has give n us
"figures possessed by a desire for
self-aggrandizement. dominance.
fulfillmnet, yet forever held back in
a state of psychic paral ysis."
Arthur Ganz is an Associate
Professor of English at The City
College of the City Uni versity of
New York.

N.S.C. Theatre
Guild Meeting

Feb. 8 Free Hour in V.E.
118. All new and old
members invited to first
meeting of the semester.

forced. a bit pretentious. serving
only to destroy any character
tableau Blatty might have
attempted to create. They are all
fragile sketches. save Fr. Merrin
more plausible means to justify his
by Terri Fox
whose depth stems from his parAn up-dated knowledge of blatant evocation of the esoteric. ticipation in the first chapter to
How uncleverly he churns out a
current books and movies is essenwhich Blatty's muse is confined.
plot whose nature seems to
tial these days if one doesn't wish to
The -events embody other llaws
commend
(maybe
to
to
propagate
remain mute during man y a
such as the death of Burt Dennings
conversation that abounds with · the shocking climax that is never caused by having his neck broken
achieved) mention of the human
this sort of trivia. Books and
which some evil spirit must've done
feces
which
someone
movies. deserving or not. have a
for him. so the implication is: when
ceremoniously
deposits
on
a
way of providing us with a chance
possessed his head was completely
to intellectualize. to exercise our church altar ("the devil made me turned around. Later Regan's
do it'!''), or the constant voiding of
critique ability or displa y some
mother witness's the same feat with
her kidneys by the little girl who is
cultural facade. Social interaction
her daughter's bod y while it was
unfathomably possessed by the evil
demands that we remain au
host to the spirit but miraculously
courant not so much to sound well- spirit. It's not that his graphic Regan survives with no consedelineations of the body's di gestive
informed as to not appear dull.
quence. But then if you accept the
Sometimes a book has genuine cycle are offensive in themselves.
rest of the cock and bull you'd har~
but the y seem' irrelevant and arvalue and deserves to be read by all.
dly question this contradiction
tifically
superimposed
into
a
too
not merely for it s conversational
anyway.
se rvice. but for its monumentality. obviously contrived religion of
Although the ending was a bit
witch
craft.
Even
the
masturbatory
Then there are books which fall
more charged with valid exacts are an insult to our sexual
solely into the former category.
citement. the author could have
Literary value lac king. originality mores: are we to suspect we are spared one or two deaths. The expossessed by Lucifer himself too.
s hallow. they seem to have some
orcism is successful. but the
phenomenal
combination
of , when the adrenalin in our bodies demonic possession of an eleven
triggers erotic desires? Grabbing
ingredients or else they a ppear at
year old girl does not elicit the ·
other men's scrotums and ti ngeri ng
the right time when their very
sus pense that other reviews pursubstance is what the public has herself profusely seem to occupy a
port it to. "I consumed The Exorlarge portion of her pastime while
been deprived · of for long e nough
cist as if it were a bottomless bag of
to make them ravenous for thi s she's obsessed. At one point she is pop corn; says a Life review. I. too.
quickly metaboli zed carbohydrate eve n coerced into copulating with couldn't stop eating the papcorn.
like material: it's digested quickly the cross. The "curse" must have stale as it was, but then I don't
and its nourishment dwindles _quic- called for ex ploitation of all the really enjoy popcorn: it's just hard
private parts.
kly. Love Story is one of the avant
to stop eating it.
Blatty would not have appeared
garde in this category. The ExorTerri Fox '74
so
inept
if
he
kept
to
tossing
around
cist is a more current one.
The panegyric praise that this the various spec ulati ve terms for
Regan's bizarre behaviou-tembook received by many. abetted my
reading it with mouth watering an- poral lobe, psychokinesis. hypcrki netic
and
schizophrenic
ticipation. Though it may serve to
Guys & Gals needed for summer
make me more garrelous during synd romes. He seems to be a more
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dud e Ranches
di cussions of current literature. competent authority on
psychological disorders than on
and Resorts throughout the na this book hardly transcends the
tion . Over 35,000 students aided
realm of the ordinary paper back the evil incarnate.
last year . For Free information on
novel syndrome. Halfway through • This decrement of form is not
student assistance program send
the book I stopped waiting for the compensated for by his superficial
self-addressed STAMPED enveorgasm. I'd been prepared for. The characters and their lack-I uster
lope to Opportunity Research,
language: they only accent the
book's impotency stems from
Dept. SJO , 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell , MT 59901 ,
various deficiencies: it is lacki ng_i n novel's lreebly strung together
.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY .... .
s·e veral aspects that (to extent the eleme nts and provide for a more'
a nal agy) just like an unsatisfying shoaly effect. The conversation is
sex partner. it's difficult to put your
finger on.
If Wi ll iam Peter Blatt y had
stopped after the first chapter"The
Prologue", one would have faulty
sustenance for criticism. His
foreplay was tantali zi ng and rewarding in itself. The vivid descriptions
and
ominous
foreshadowings
inaccurately
prepare us for a trite plot and
unoriginal theme. The rather
ethereal setting and eidetic figures
provide an unfair introduction to
the cajlow details that follow. The
textural images are provoca tive.
One almost smells the "pops of
sweat from the old man's brow or
hears the "dim yap pings of savage
dogs prowling the fringes of th e
city."
"Like the brief doomed tlare of
exploding suns that registers dimly
on blind men's eyes. the beginning
of the horror passed almost unIncrease your reading speed at a free Mini-Lesson
noticed; in the shriek of what
followed, in fact was forgotten and
In 60 minutes, over 80% of our Mini-Lesson audiences inperhaps not connected to the horcrease their reading speed. Just a little, but enough to know
ror at all. It was difficult to judge."
what it's like. At the Mini-Lesson, you will find out how the
One feels with certitude that the
Evely·n Wood technique handles difficult textbook material.
"horror" being introduced will unHow it improves memory and concentration. And, how it
fold with unco nve ntional tlare.
makes reading a pleasure instead of a chore. The Minide viating from the common soap
Lesson is one hour that could change your life, too!
o pera like m ys tery genres. Bl a tt y
dis plays no such gree n thumb. He
is unable to cultivate any rare breed
of excitement that appropinquates
the eeriness or macabre of Poe and
Hitchcock. "Rosemary's Baby"
Newark State College
was already born with the features
Special Student and Faculty Rates
of the uncanny satenesque
Thurs, Feb 8 1:40; 3:15; 4:30; & 7:00
dramaturgy. With Blatty the only
bizarreness that crop up are some
Fri , Feb 9 11 :00 a.m . & 12:15 p.m.
dangling conflicts that destroy any
Mon, Feb 12 12:15 p.m .; 1:40; 3:1 5 & 7:00
plausability he· might have
Town and Campus Motel Hospitality Room
achieved. His novel is at best an
Bring your textbooks
affectat ious chronicle of severa l
types of abnormal perso nalit y. at
worst an incredulous concoction of
Black Mass rituals.
The Author has fabricated a slew
of demon dictated rites that Home of Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
portend to comprise an occult
ceremony. Blatty could have found

The Exorcist

SUMMER JOBS
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at the movies:

T'ravels With My
Aunt- Hectic Activ.ity
Director George Cukor hasn't should be noted, won the Academy
aged. He has ripened.
Award as best motion picture acHe bursts onto the set each mor- tress in 1969 for "The Prim e of
ning with the bubbling enthusiasm Miss Jean Brodie."
of a college cheerleader. He fi res
He was especially proud of Miss
ideas with the sharpness and Smith's work in "Travels With My
rapidity of a machine gun.
Helmut Berger (center) starring as Ludwig ii of Bavaria arrives at a bethrothal ceremony in Luchino Visconti's
Aunt" because she must play a per"It's the same now as it was 49 son much older than she really is. "Ludwig". His fiancee (Sonia Petrova) curtseys in doorway. His loyal aide (Helm_ut Griem) stands at attention.
pictures ago when I first started," Two hours of makeup preceded
Cukor COJUmented during filming each appearance of Miss Smith
of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's before the cameras.
"Travels With My Aunt," based on
"I don't, at least I hope I don't,
Graham Greene's witty best-seller.
over
direct an actress/' Cukor said.
"I feel the same sensations I've
always had: excitement,' an- "There, are ways of doing a part
successfully and very often the acticipation, exasperation.
"I like that, not only for myself tress herself does it best from
"I am the great courtesan of the instantly turn 1to another project.
but for a- crew. I can't stand a within, from the inside. That
Italian cinema," jokes eminent After finishing "Ludwig," he can,
hushed set. I don't mind 55 minutes vitality creates the illusion and
Italian director Luchino Visconti, for instance, realize long-cherished
of hectic activity every hour, as when it's there, there is not too
whose new highly dramatic screen film projects, adaptations of
long as I can get that five mi nut es in much for me to do."
biography "Ludwig," about the ill- Goethe's "Faust" or Thomas
But Miss Smith was ~more
which we must create."
fated Ludwig 11 of Bavaria is being Mann's "The Magic Mountain."
"In Travels With My Aunt," conscious of the director' s
Or he can turn again to directing
presented this winter by MGM.
Cukor directed Maggie Smith in guidance. "He comes at you
"Do you remember the famous opera: both the Vienna Staatsoper,
'cocottes' of former times'!" he con- for a staging of "Tristan and
the role of the aunt, described as "a helping, suggesting, willing you to
fabulous dame who brought style, do your best," she said.
tinues. "You gave them jewels, Isolde" and his native Milan's La
"I have watched George Cukor
furs, automobiles, or you got Scala, for a mounting of Wagner's
class, grace and beauty to
smuggling, hustling, gambling and directing when I was not in the
nothing. If producers want me, complete four-opera " Ring" cycle,
swindling."
scene and that man is living every
they must take me at my price."
are seeking his services in 1973.
Cukor places Miss Smith in the second of the shot. He's right there
The "price" for this . dear:i of
"Ludwig" has preoccupied Visranks of great screen ladies he has inside every character, selecting
Italian films, a grand signor conti since the project materialized
directed as Greta Garbo their facial expression laughing
independently wealthy, who
in the spring of 19'7 I. This includes
("Camille"), Judy Garland ("A with or at them. He grins, frowns,
therefore can bide his time until the nearly two years of research,
Star is Born"), Ingrid Bergman and then his whole face lights up.
climate and conditions are right for writing,
location
hunting,
("Gaslight"), Judy Holliday ("Born He draws the best out of
him to make a film on a subject metic~lously
fitting
together
everybody."
Yesterday") and both Hepburns which appeals to him, is to par- craftsmen and production staff,
"Travels With My Aunt" is a
Katharine, starting with "A Bill of
ticipate thoroughly in every film casting, three months of winter
Divorcement," and Audrey in "My George Cukor-Robert Fryer and
from its inception to its final form.
location filming in Bavaria in the
Fair Lady," which won Oscars for James Cresson production for
This includes co-authorship of the very locales where the unhappy
Cukor, for Rex Harrison and for ' MGM. Cukor directed from a
script, casting, working with fellow Ludwig lived and reigned I00 years
screenplay by Jay Presson Allen
the picture itself.
craftsmen he respects, the op- ago. Add to that three months of
"She is a particular rarity," and Hugh Wheeler, with Miss
portunity to film on the correct, filming
interiors
in
Rome's
Cukor explained, "a star who is a Smith, Alec McGowen, Lou
authentic locations,
complete Cinecitta Studios, and several
great actress on the stage as well as Gossett, Robert Stephens and
supervision of constructed settings, months of editing, scoring and
Cindy Williams in starring roles.
on the screen." Miss Smith. it
costumes and properties. He is a dubbing the final film .
noted authority in design, has freHelmut
Berger
port rays
quently sketched the costumes and
sets for the plays, operas and "Ludwig." Visconti describes the
I
ballets he has staged. Above all, king as a "man born out of his time.
Unwanted pregnancy
money and time enough to tell his He tried to rule as an absolute
can steal the magic from
generally novel-like stories monarch, but has no interest in
moments like these and
leisurel y and to have the right of politics or wars. Instead he tried to
rob
yo11r tomorrows of love.
encourage the arts. · He was
the final "cut."
0 O
Out of this authority have come Wagner's patron, an important
such masterpieces •of contem- facet of the film with Trevor
porary ltali'an cinema as "Rocco Howard portraying the composer.
and His Brothers," "Senco," "The Ludwig was also responsible for
Leopard," "The Damned" and building some of the most beautiful
Emko Foam offers you the contra" Death in Venice," which have castles in Europe. Eventually, his
ceptive protection and peace of
been honored at film festivals, won excessive spending and lifestyle
mind you want and need for your
critical respect and audience ap- provoked his court to declare him
mad. Soon after confinement in a
todays and tomorrows.
proval in all parts of the world .
If producers are not willing to mountain retreat he died under
Developed with your needs in
pay his price, Visconti, who always mysterious circumstances still not
mind. No hormones that might
has an iron or two in the fire, can explained to this day.
disturb your body system or affect

Courtesan of the
Itlllian Cinema
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your ge neral health and well•
being. Feminine. Dainty. Gentle.
Natural. (Neither· of you will be
aware of its presence.)
Use bnly when protection is
needed . .Applied in seconds; effective immediately. Backed by over
ten years of clinical testing and
use by millions of women.
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Director George Cukor, shown with Maggie Smith during .filming of
"Travels With My Aunt", admits to feeling the same excitment over each
project now that he did when he first_started.
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ROCKOGRAPHY
Marty Co9per

.

C. C. B. Special Events
Com.m ittee

· By Barr_v Felker
Marty Cooper is a dynamic
music-publisher. record-producer.
song-writer. and talented musican
who has gone virtually unnoticed
for several years. His first album
"A Minute of Your Time." (Barnaby Label. No. BR-15004) should
definitely herald the entertainer's.
popularity within the wo nderful
world of music.
The words alo ng with the music
in the new album represent
everything that is important about
Marty Cooper. It is a singing
biography which portrays Marty's
search for reality in a country
where the individual is dominated
by the advent of technological
oriented industri~s which seek to
destroy the beauty existing in the
state of nature.

Trio. The Br.others Four. Jimmie
Rogers and many more. His fame
as a composer has ,spread all over
the world. H undreds of artists have
recorded his songs. And now. aft~r
all these years. Marty is finally
reaching-out and taking advantage
of his talent. He too has become a
record ing artist.
Marty plays music which combines the singing qualities of Cap'n
Ozzy Waters. Merle Travis. and
Hank Williams with bits and pieces
of mellow cou11try folk music
added for accent and emphasis. In
addition to Marty's superb musical
talent, the accompainment in the
album is also good .
Throughout the album. the
sharp sounds of Mart y'-s voice seem
to linger through the- music much ·
like the brief feeling of loneliness
and despair in a wretched world of
superficial values. From. a radical
viewpoint. of course. one is led to
believe that Marty feel s that a person can see his whole life in one
minute of his music.
The title track of the albu~.
"The View From Ward Three." (A
Minute Of Your Time) has been
receiving a good amount of airplay
on most F . M. stations.· But one
should. listen with equal reverence
to the entire composition to appreciate the esoteric beauty and
squalor of this vast and very solid
piece of musicanship. It recounts
more true ly and with such an embarrassed authenticity of emotion
what it was like to be young and
moving with super-speed through
the hipster underground of the new
and frantic America that took
shape in the years after the Beatles.
Actually, the album acts as a
The song "To Say Goodbye to
vehicle for immersing the listener
Anne" begins with a tragic note.
into Marty's charismatic past as a
perceiving some indefinable
budding musician in the mid-sixsadness and unsatisfied spiritual
ties. He drifted into the musical
hunger beneath the dazzling gloss his· successes.
hierachy with a gospel / rock /folk
Marty is the type of person
of- Marty's early role in the music
group called the S hacklefords who • business. Nobody, he sings. could whose music is accepted by a
recorded on the Mercury and
ever hope to find himself without special type of person. It is quite.
Capitol labels.
leaving his loved ones. As tl:ie light, and good music. Marty is a
Although Ma rty worked· in
album progresses. one learns of great talent and if you would just
other phases of the musical inMarty's ventures. personal percep- give him a minute of your time, I'm
dustry, it was as a song-writer that
tions, experiences with society, and sure you will agree.
he had the most success. At least
that was the impression I received
in our informal interview over the
telephone. Here' is what he had to
say:
"Every time things were looking
bad it seemed that somebody I
didn't know or had never talked to
would do one of my songs . . . Despite the' fact that I was frequently
on the charts with my songs,
something was missing. .' . As I
went along producing and working
•
with other artists I slowly realized
that I wasn't being fair to myself or
my songs and around 1971 I
decided to do what I guess I really
wanted to· do all along. . which is
perform my own work .. ."
"Ken Mansfield of Barnaby
knew about my. material from his
days at Capitol Records and that's
how my first album came about. .. I
feel that I have something to contribute as a writer and now that I
am doing the songs myself I feel
much better about it. . .tt
(fo rmerly of the
Some of the artists that have had
Temptations)
success with Marty's material are
The Irish Rovers, The Bells, Stevie '
Wonder, Burl Ives. The Kingston
Friday, Feb. 9.

',
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presents

JOHN SEBASTIAN
with
HOWDY MOONE

N.S.C. TPA
Feb. 24, 8:00 pm
$2.00 (two tickets per NSC ID)

tickets on sale Feb. 12 in CCB office,
St udent Center.

College Center
Board
Presents in Concert.·

QUICKSILVER
and
EDDIE
KENDRICKS

MODELS AND
TALENT
Modeling opportunities
on a part-time basis, male
and female.
Also needed are entertainers, musi c ians and
go-go dancers.
Call 527-8321 for an appointm ent.

7:30 P.M.

11·

il'buckSUNDAY m

Off'

THYRii~~
For Eacfi

•

Adult Member

of Your Party

ALL THE SALAD
YOU CAN MAKE
plus

A BONELESS
SIRLOIN STEAK
WITH
THIS
AD

s2.95
Regular Price $3.95

-plus

PITCHER OF BEER
OR GIANT GOBLET
OF WINE . . . 25c!
This offer not valid in conjuction with other discount advertising

FOR DINNER ONLY -

EMERSONS, Ltd;
un li m i ted · steak dinne r s

Tickets $1 .00

2520 Route 22, Union, New Jersey , (201) 687-4330
.

EDDIE KENDRICKS

Available at the C.C.B. office in College Center
2 per 1.0.

PRIVATE PARTIES ACCOMMODATED
COMP LI MEN TARY COFFEE OR TEA

WHAT DO YOU WEAR? ANYTHING !
© Emersons . Ltd ., J . P. Rad niiiy , Presi de n t

~
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NSC ·Management Two A.r t Wor~shops
Open To Public
Students Conduct
Marketing Survey
Westfield, N.J. - A collaborative
project between the Newark State
College
Management
Science
Department,
the
W~stfie ld
Y.M.,C .A., Johnson and Johnson,
Inc. of New Brunswick and
Feathers
and
Associates
of
Westfield will begin on January 3
- January 26, 1973, to,,.. begin a
market study of the Westfield community. The study will be for the
primary benefit of the Y. M .C.A. of
We~ficld.
Participating
students
will
receive training in the methods and
techniques of market study interviewing, and will conduct actual
interviews as part of the market
study. Seminar sessions will discuss how the study was designed,
how the interview data is coded
and tabulated and how the data is
then analyzed and interpreted.
Leadership for the project comes
from
PROFESSOR
Leslie
Hiraoka of the Newark State
Management Science program,
Paul F. Hase, director of marketing research at Johnson and
Johnson , and Dr. Richard
Feathers of Feathers and Associates of Westfield. Project administrator is William R. Hawkins,
executive director of the Y. M .C.A.
of Westfield.
On January 2 and 3 there will be
a two-day orientation session for
the students covering the design
and study of interviewing methods
and techniques, there will also be a
two-hour weekly seminar during
which students review and discuss
their interviewing experiences.
There will also be a one half-day
seminar at Johnson and Johnson
to cover a "case study" of how that
organization goes about marketing
a new product.
A final seminar will be held on
January 26 to evualate the project.
According to Dr. Hiraoka, "we

Student Works
At Hunterdon
Clinton, N.J. - 12 Newark State
College at Union students have
been invited to exhibit drawings at
the Hunterdon Art Center, Cli nton, February 11 - March 11.
The unusual exhibition of
student works at a professional are
center includes drawings completed int he introductory Life
Draw,ing classes taught by Professor Carl Burger of Clinton. The
show consists of drawings and
designs completed during the last
Fall term.
The exhibit is being offered so
the public may view tlie
"sometimes hesitant but enthusiastic steps which the young artists have taken." Emphasis is
p!aced on "freedom of interpretation" in the life drawing cuiss
only after thorough practice studio
sessions with live rnode'ls. In addition, students are taken to a
variety of locations to further their
training, ranging from the Metropolitan Muse um of Art to the
noted New Jersey artist, Adolf
Konrad.
The twelve students who have
been invited to exhibit are:
Matthew Aceino - graduate,
Saddlebrook H.S.; sophomore.
Newark State College, intend s a
career in graphic design.
Joanne Bourne - graduate,

Bob Dopko, please come
back!

hope that over 436 interviews will
be conducted, 400 at random and
36 designated by Y.M.C.A. Board
rnern befs."
A total of 15 students will participate in this MidYear Study
Program: According to Project
Administrator· Hawkins, "this project could provide the basis of a
model for other agencies to determine their priority thrusts for th~
future." He added, "for me this
model of a collaborative effort by a
college, an industrial firm and a
social agency is exciting."
Participants in the Westfield
Y. M .C. A. Survey are:
Rinaldi,
Leonard,
190
Hollywood Ave., Fairfield , N.J.,
07006; Tepper, Steven, 2530 Crane
Pl., Union, N.J ., 07083;
Coppersmith, Marvin I., 1314
Shetland Dr., Union, N.J ., 07083;
Marchesini, John R., 380 Mayer
Court, Ridgefield, N.J., 07657;
Lovick, Calvin L., 62 Chelsea Ave.,
Newark, . N.J., 07106; Bruno,
William G ., 'l:2.7 Bergen Ave.,
Kearny, N.J., 07032; Kaufman,
Fredrick M., 549 Winthrop Rd .,
Union, . N.J., 07083; Crilley,
Michael P. , 59 Arnold Ter. , So.
Orange, N.J., 07079; Thomas,
Joseph R., 1070 Woodland Ave.,
Union, N.J ., 07083; Farley, Ed, 77
Kendall Dr., Parlin, N.J ., 08859;
Karlen, Janice M., 635 Magie
Ave., Elizabeth, N.J., 07208; Alexander, Carol, 365 Central Ave ..
Mountainside,
N .J ., 07092;
Moore, Lauranita, 191 Dewey St.,
Newark, N.J., 07112; Staple, Arthur I. , 10 Kemp Dr., Springfield.
.J ., 07081; Brown, Richard L.,
l065 Fairview Pl., Hillside, N.J.,
07205.

Newark State College has announced
the offering of 2
workshops which will open use of
art studios to the public during the
Spring Semester, one workshop
will be in Ceramic Techniques, and
the second wo,rkshop will be · in
Jewelry Techniques.

The Ceramics Techniques
workshop will be offered on Tuesday evenings from 8:00 - I 0:00
p.rn., for - 10 sessions beginning
February 27. Potters wheels, kilns,
and other facilities will be made
available. Students will learn skills
of the potter's wheel, hand-building methods and glaze application.
Limited to 15 students, the
workshop will be conducted by
Ronald Harshom of East Orange,
and instructor of' fine arts at
Newark State. The workshop is
designed for both beginning and
advanced students.

The
Jewelry
Techniques
workshop will be led by E. Austin
Goodwin, assistant professor of
fine art,s at Newark State College.
Professor Goodwin has exhibited
jewelry at the Crafts Museum of
New York, and in 1969 received a
national merit award. The
workshop will meet on Wednesday
evenings from 7:30 - 9:30 p.rn . for
10 weeks.
Students in th'is
workshop will work according to
their own design in both common
and precious materials. The
workshop is limited to 16 registrants.
Anyone int-erested in either
workshop may register by mail or
in person at the EVE Office located
in the Kean Building on -campus.
Further information on registration may be obtained be contacting the Center for Continuing
Education, telephone, 201-5272210.

NSC Hosts Annual
Piano Competition
Dr. Jerome J. Errnan, president of
the Foundation for the Performing
Arts, is pleased to announce the the
Foundation's annual
piano
competitions are being s ponsored
jointly by the Foundation for the
Performing Arts and the Music
Department of Newark State
College.
Preliminary a udit1ons arranged by
Gustave R. Ferri, Music Director
of the Foundation and Herbert
Golub, Chairman of the Newark
State College Music Department,
were held on Sunday, February 4,
1973, at Newark State College.
Over 30 yo ung people, ranging

from 9 to 17 years old, participated
in the auditions.
On Sunday, February 11, 1973, the
semi-finalists will again perform at
an open audition so judges may
select finalists in each category.
The public is cordially invited to
attend the February 11 program.
The finalists will be presented in individual solo recitals at the
College's Theater for the Performing Arts at a later date.
According to Mr. GoJub, "This is
the first series of musical events to
be sponsored jointly by the Foundation for the Performing Arts and
the Music Department o!' Newark
State College."

'-;-;.,........,-,---,--=--,--,-,-,;,--~--,,.,...-------------------~---------Highland Park H.S.; senior, F ne
Arts Education, plans junior high
school art career.
Diane Crisafulli - graduate, East
Side Hi gh School, Newark; junior
student majoring in Fine Arts. with
interest in advertising career.
Andrea Jerome - graduate,
American Academy of Fine Arts,
Athens, Greece; freshman majoring in Fine Arts "wants to travel
around the world before settling
down."
Hugo Radelat - graduate, Red
Bank High School; majoring in
Fine Arts, originally from Havan
aCuba, now a sophomore with
plans to teach.
Robert Sankner - grad uate, St.
Mary's High School, Perth Amboy; senior, Fine Arts, hopes to
continue graduate work at the
Royal College of Arts, London.
England.
Denise Sheperd - graduate, Battin High School, Elizabeth; junior
majoring in painting and weaving.
Marilyn Sorkin - graduate of
Music and Art High School. New
York City and Fashion Instil ute of
Technology; now in Fine Arts
Education, Newark State College.
Beth Sullebarger - graduate,
Kent Place, Summit; one year at
Moµnt Holyoke, Massachusetts,
plans to major in museum work.
Susan Tarantio - graduate;
Lyndhurst High School; art major.
interested in fashion career.
Donna Vavala - graduate. Archbishop Walsh High School, Irvington; wants to teach and enter a
creer in commercial a rt.
Chester Zmijewski - graduate.
Thomas Jefferson High School.
Elizabeth; A.A. Essex County
_College, hopes to attend graduate
school.
The exhibition will open with a
reception on February I I. 2:00
p.rn. -5:00 p.rn.

"Miss Glamour" Contest
On Saturday, February 10, Rho
Theta Tau sorority will sponsor the
annual "Miss Glamour" contest as
part of a nationwide series of
competitions established by
Glamour Magazine.
Nine participants have been
nominated
by
campus
organizations to participate in this
year's competition. Each contestant will model two different
ensembles, one of a casual nature
and the ot_her a semi-formal. Each
contestant will deliver a 10 minute
speech on their individual interpretations of the factors involved
in the "Total Image of a College
Woman."
Judges for the contest will be
drawn from both inside of the
College and from local community
leaders. The three moderators of
this year's contest are: Mi ss Gail
Protinsky,
the current I Miss
Newark State College; Miss Mary
Ann Paskey, the 1972 Miss
Glamour contest winner and Miss
Connie Aloupis, president of Rho
Theta Tau sorority.
The "Miss Glamour" contest
usually serves as a forerunner of
the Miss Newark State College
Pagent, and among the double
winners in the past of both
cdrnpetitions is Miss Hela Yongst
of Hillside, who in 1970 became
Miss Glamour NSC, Miss Newark

NOTICE
The Student Org.
Xerox machine is
now available for
use by all students
fo r 5¢ a page.

State and then Miss New Jersey.
The nine contestants in this
year's competition represent 7
municipalities and three different
counties. They are: Barbra Churchill of Somerville; Debbie Decker
of Westfield; Noreen Downey of
Elizabeth; Elizabeth Marie Sauer
of Mountainside; Leslie Binetti of
Roselle; Susan Avila .of Union;
Patricia Turturro of Irvington;
Ellen Davis of Roselle; Debbie
Caruso of Newark and Nancy Jo
Golaski of Irvington.

SCATE
Big Brother
- Si'ster
Program
by Diane Pydeski
•

I·

For the past year, s.,<;:.A.T.E.
has had a program called Big
Brother and Sister. The idea
behind this program is one to one
relationship between a volunteer
and an underprivileged child involving a closer tie than tutoring.
The two become friends and
together share experiences which
might otherwise be denied this
child. Since its initiation into
S.C.A. T. E. last year, the program
has showed much success. The
brother and sister teams have enjoyed such outings as skating, the
zoo, and even visiting Santa at
Christmas-time.
This
semester,
however,
S.C.A.T.E. is not offering the Big
Brother/ Sister Program for registration. It will still continue, working with people who are already
involved. But the number . of
children available for such a close
relationship is limited and it often
takes a long time to find a child for
a volunteer.
It is therefore
recornrnenqed
that
anyone
interested should sign up for
another program to work on and
then see the Chairman of Big
Brother and Sister Program, Diane
Pydeski, for a more selective interview.

Hotline
Recieves
Nat'l.
Award
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
The American Institut e of family
Relations, Student Division, has
cited the Newark State College
Communications Help Center as
being one of the "best CQ_llege
programs in 'the country."
Torn O'Donnell, director of the
Newark State Communications
Help Center, noted , "our program
description and training manual
will be used by the Institute in its
research publication which will be
sent to colleges and universities
around the world."
The
Communications
Help
Center is funded by the Student
Organization, Inc. and is staffed by
over I 00 volunteers.

ATTENTION!!!
HOTLINE IS LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS.
If you have an empathetic ear, a sincere desire to help, and a
few hours a week free, you are the kind of person we are looking for. If you would be interested in joining or have any questions, stop in the HOTLINE office and pick up an application ,
or just drop in to talk . We'll be happy to answer any of your
questions.

The search is on for accomplished young viollnists who will
compete for New Jersey and national cash prize awards that total
$2500. The New Jersey auditions will be held Ma , ch 18, 1973 at The
Delbarton School , Morristown , before three dist inguished judges in
the field of music.
The New Jersey Chapter of The National Society of Arts and
Letters is spon sc ,ng this competition for residents or students in
New Jersey a nrl •·1 111 award $500 in cash prizes to first-, second-, and
third-place w, ... c rs selected by the judges. The first-place winner
will be entered in the National competition and will be given an all-ex.penses-paid trip to Santa Barbara, California, to play in that
competition, with $1 ,000, first prize; $500, second; and $500, Henrietta Higten Campbell Award .
Open .to non-professional violinists between the ages of sixteen
and twenty-three who are United States citizens, this competition is
an opportunity designed to recognize and encourage young
musicians of exceptional talent who are planning a career in music.
The repertoire requirements and application forms may be obtained
by writing to Mrs. Orio E. Campbell, 75 Seney Drive, Bernardsville,
N.J. 07924.
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Coming of Age:_
Know Your Rights, Res.
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Chapter 81 , Laws of 1972
Senate, No. 992 (Official Copy Reprint)
An- Act concerning the powers, obligations and legal capacity of certain minors in
certain cases, and supplementing Title 9 of the Revised Statutes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and General Assembly of the State of New Jersey:
C. 9:178-1.
1. The Legislature finds and declares and by this act intends, pending the
revision and amendment of the many statutory provisions involved, to:
a. Extend to persons 18 years of age and older the basic civil and contractual
rights and obligations heretofore applicable only to persons 21 years of age or older,
including the right to contract , sue , be sued and defend civil actions, apply for and
be appointed to public employment, apply for and be granted a license or authority
to engage in a business or profession subject to State regulation , serve on juries,
marry, adopt children, attend and participate in horse-race meetings and parimutuel
betting and other legalized games and gaming, sell, purchase an consume
alcoholic beverages, act as an incorporator, registered agent or director of a corporation, consent to medical and surgical treatm~nt, execute a will , and to inherit,
purchase; mortgage or otherwise encumber and convey real and personal property.
b. Abolish the right of a person between the ages of 18 and 21 yearstodisaffirm
and be relieved of contractual obligations by reason of age.
C. 9:178-2.
The Legislature by this act does not intend to:
a. Effect the release from confinement or transfer from one institution to
another of a person attaining age 18 rather than 21 years;
b. Aftect the right of a court to exercise its discretion in not sentencing a person
between 18 and 21 years of age to a State Prison;
c. Alter the right of persons under 20 years of ages to be eligible for enrollment
in public schools;
d. Alter the provisions of the uniform law relative to gifts to minors;
e. Alter the provisions of NJ S 2A:14-21 with respect to the time within which a
person under 21 years of age on January 1, 1973 may commence ar:i action or make
an entry under a cause _
o r right accrued prior to said date,
C. 9:178-3.
3. Except with respect to the provisions of NJ S 2A:14-21, with respect to the
right of a court to take any action it deems 9-ppropriate and in the interest of a person
under 21 years of age, or to require a change in action heretofore taken by a court
with respect to a person under 21 years of age, or with respect to the provisions of
the "New Jersey Uniform Gifts to Minors Act, " (PL 1963, c. 177, C. 46:38-13 et seq.),
every _person 18 or more years of age shall in all other matters and for all other purposes be deem ed to be an adult and, notwithstanding any other provision of law to
the contrary, shall have the same legal capacity to act and the same powers and
obligations as a person 21 or more years of age. Except as herein otherwise
provided, every act or action of any such person shall be as valid, binding and enforceable by or against such person as it,'at the time such act or action was per- ·
formed or undertaken, such person was 21 or more years of age and no act or action
by any such person performed or undertaken on or after the effective date-of this act
shall be subject to disaffirmance because of minority.
4. This act shall take _effect January 1, 1973.
Approved July 5, 1972.
Compiled by the New Jersey State Library.
Copies available from NJ State Library, Dept, of Education,
185 West State St. , Trenton , N.J . 08625.
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0
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12½ hrs.
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3¾ hrs.

5½ hrs.

7¼ hrs.

200 .

0

O hrs.

1 ¼ hfs.

3 hrs.

-4 ½ hrs.

6¼ hrs.
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Hours to wait, after you start drinking, before driving .
'The following drinks contain about the same amount of alcohol :
1 drink = 86 proof:
1½oz.whiskey; 1 bottle beer (12 oz.); 3½.oz. wine (20%); 5½ oz. wine (1;
Chapter 81 , P.L. 1972

dividual case. Remember 1ha1 1he
The following is trom the New
Jersey Department of Community · legisla1ure dea// with 1he Age q(
Maioril y in general 1erms and 1he
Affairs, Office of Youth Services.
particular issues relating to those
terms will be gradually .filled in
INTRODUCTION
through administ rative and
When the Age ol Maiority Law judicial interpre1a1ion. Consebecame effective on Januarv I. quently this should be looked upon
-1973, yoi,;~g people in New .Jersey a only a guide. It should no1 be
between the ages ol 18 and 21 as- used as a definitive statement o(
sumed all the basic civil and COfl· your legal rights in all situations. it
traaual rights and obligations is advisable to · seek help from
previously applicable only to counsel when you ai-e unsure or
people 21 years ql age or older.
your righ1s or when you think your
The following a11emp1s to sum- . rights are being violated.
marize your ne!:V rights and resConfrontation and con.flict are
ponsibilities under the Age q{Ma- qfien products ql ignorance and
jority Law, in addition to those misunderstanding. This hopes to
rights
and
responsibili1ies dispel that ignorance and
previously given to you by other misunders1anding by making clear
New Jersey and Federal la ws and to everyone concerned your rights
policies.
and responsibilities. To protect
Users ql this guide should realize your rights and exercise your resthat the la w undergoes constant ponsibilities, you must.first have a
interpretation and.
therefore,
working knowledge q(lhem and o(
change. Your rights and the ·rules their meaning. Hopefully this
ql law governing them will depend publication will aid you in gaining
on the circumstances ql each in- that knowledge.

ADOPT A CHJLD
If you are 18 or older, you can
now adopt a child, providing the
child is at least ten years younger
than you a.re.
If the child is related to you,
however, the ten-year requirement
may be waived if the courts believe
it to be in the best interest of the
child.
To adopt a child you must meet
all the requirements of the adoption agency. If you a re in good
physical and emotional health, can
provide a good home and are
financially able to support a child,
your marital status.will not make a
difference.
C hapter 8 1, P.L. 1972

SELL, BUY DRINK ALCOHOL
If you are 18 or older, you can
now buy, sell and consume
alcoholic beverages in the State of
New Jersey. From time to time you
will be asked to verify your age in
order to buy alcohol. It is
recommended that you carry
proper identification with you. A
driver's li.cen_§e, draft card , birth
certificate or voter registration
card are the best forms of identification.
Although you now have the right
to buy alcohol, you should also be
aware of the laws affecting
alcoholic consumption. For example, it is illegal to buy liquor for a
minor, to drive under the influence
of alcohol or to consume alcohol
in public.
You are permitted to seek employment in any establishment
which sells alcohol such as a bar,
restaurant,
or
liquor
store.
Eighteen-year-olds are also per. mitted to applylor a liquor license
in T he State of New Jersey
provided they are United States
citizens, a resident of the State, and
of good moral character.
One of the biggest responsibilities yo u will face when you
gain your right to drink wi ll be the
obligation to control your drinking
while driving. When plotting
autom_obi le accidents on a a bell
curve by age, people between the
ages of 18 and 25 rate proportionately highe_r in traffic accidents
and deaths than any other age
group. When this higher propensity for accidents is coupled with
your new right to drink , the results
may very well be critical.

Remember, your new right to
drink is also a responsibility. The
lives of others may depend o n your
judgement.
The· chart bel ow may help you to
understand how alcohol affects ·
your bod y. The guide does nbt
re.fleet safe drinking levels, on~v the
amount qf alcohol permissable by
law. This means that while you will
probably be within the legal limits >
for alcohol content of the New
Jersey drinking and driving laws,
yo u may very likely have passed the
point where you ca n mentally and
physically operate a car safely. In
fact, if yo u are below age 20, the
probability of becoming involved
in a crash, even when the guide is
fo'll owed, is 75% greater th a n the
probability for a non-drinking
driver of the same age. This greater
tendency to have accidents comes
_ from lack of experience in both
drinking and driving. Shortening
the waiting periods listed in the
guide will drasticall y increase your
chances of having an accident.
Your chances of bei.ng involved in
an accident multiply with each additional drink .
The waiting periods mentioned
in the guide are important because
alcohol is burned up by your body
·at a constant rate that cannot be
changed by drinking coffee, taking
showers, exercising, or in any other
way. You can become intoxicated
by drinking any kind of alcoholic
beverage. Studies show, in fact,
that the greatest number of people
arrested for drunken driving had
been drinking beer.
How tb use the guide: If you
weigh 160 pounds an d have three
drinks beginning at 8:00 p.m, you
s hould wait at least until 10:30 p.m .
before driv,ing. This should keep
you within the legal limits for
alcohol content of the New Jersey
drinking and driving laws . But you
may have already exceeded you
physical and mental limi1sfor safe
driving. No matter how old you
are, you chances of having an accident have increased greatly after
you have been drinking.

BUY AND SELL PROPERTY
If you are 18 or older, you now
have the right to purchase or sell
any real or personal property. Real
propert y is land or the building
upon the land. _Perso nal property

(continued on page IJ)
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,onsibilities, and the Law
includes items such as your car,
stereo, clothes, etc.
You have the right to apply for a
mortgage to purchase real property. You may find that obtaining a
mortgage may be as difficult as
_receiving credit. For more information on this, refer to the section on CONTRACTS
ENTER CONTRACTS
If you are 18 or older, you have
the right to contract, borrow
money, and use credit. You will
also be held legally responsible for
meeting the terms of apy contract
you sign.
Alt hough you now have the right
. to borrow money, finance or rent a
car, or buy a stereo on the
installment plan, you may find it
difficult if you have no credit
rating.
Credit ratings are usually based
on length of employment and
re.sidence, income assets, and
liabilities. Young people typically
rate low in aJI these areas.
You may find it easier to obtain
credit if you:
I. can get a parent, relative or
friend to co-sign with you on your
first credit OF loan application;
2. have a car or other assets to use
as collateral in applying for a loan
or credit;
- ,
3. can open a charge account at a
retail store and establish a record
of payment;
4. borrow against your savings account.
Chapter 81, P.L. 1972
DRAFT-R EG ISTRATION
Males must register with your
local draft board within thirty days
of your eighteenth birthday. If you
are away from your home on your
eighteenth birthday, you may
register at the draft board nearest
you.
( Military Selective Service Act of
1972)
LEGALIZED GAM B LING
If you are 18 or older, you have
the right to attend and participate
in any legalized gambling activities
in the State of Ne~ Jersey. including horse racing, pari-mutuel
betting, raffles, lotteries and other
games of chance.
Chapter 81, P. L. 1972
A TEMP A P POI NTMENT
TO GOVERN ING BODY
. Whenever a court decision has
declared invalid the election of a
majority of the members of a
town's governing body or the entire,
governing body including the office of mayor, a Superior Court
judge of the county in which thetown is located miiy, upon petitiofl
by the town clerk or any taxpayer
or registered voter, appoint totemporarily fill these vacancies any
resident of the town over' the age of
18 and otherwise eligible to hold
public office.
(N.J . Laws, Section 40:46- 16.1)
FILL VACANT OFFICES
In any township electi-.on if two
or more persons accumulate an
equal number of votes for the same
office or someone elected or appointed. refuses to serve or an official dies or resigns from office or a
vacancy exists ~for some other
reason, the township committee is
authorized to fill ·that vacancy by
appointing any resident and taxpayer of the township over the age
of 18 years.
'
(N.J . Laws, Section 40:145-1)

.._.on ,the ilkgal use of narcotics and
controlkd dangerous s"td1stances~ ..
Several statutes specify illegality
re: use, sale, possession of
dangerous substances and narcotics. The two chief titles are 2A
on Criminal Justice and Title 24 on
Food and Drugs.
CITATION:
NJSA
24:21-20
·(effective 1972-1973}
"PROHIBITED ACTS"
"It is unlawful for any person,
knowingly or intentionally, to obtain, or to possess, actually or
constructively , a controlled
dangerous substance . .. any person who violates this section with
respect to:
a. A substance classi lied as ·
dangerous from Lists I, 11, Ill, and
Iv (Codeine, amphetamines, barbituates, LSD, opium, cocaine,
heroin, phenobarbital - and any
derivative thereof) is guilty of a
higti misdemeanor and shall be
punished by imprisonment for not
more than 5 years, a fine of not
more tha-n $15,000 or both.
3. Possession of more than 25
grams of Marihuana including any
adulterants or dilutents, or more
than 5 grams of hashish is guilty of
a high misdemeanor and shall be
punished by imprisonment for not
more than 5 years, a fine of not
more than $15,000 or both.
Any person who violates this
section to 25 grams of Marihuana,
including any adulterants or
dilutents, or 5 grams or less of
hashish is a disorderly person.
b. Any person who uses or who' is

under the influence of any· controlled dangerous substance ... for
purpose other than the treatment
of sickness as prescribed by a person duly authorized by law . .. is a
disorderly person.
"It shall not be necessary for the
State to prove that the accused did
use or was under the influe·nce of
any specific narcotic, or drug or
drugs, but it shall be sufficient for a
conviction under this subsection
for the State to prove that the accused did use or was under the influence of some controlled
dangerous substance or counterfeit
controlled dangerous substance . . .
by proving that° the accused did
manifest
physical
and
psychological symptoms or reactions caused by the use of controlled dangerous substance.
In additio'n to the general
penalty p·rescribed for a disorderly
person pursuant to NJSA 2A: 1694 (see below) every person adjudged a disorderly person for the
violation of this subsection shall, at
the discretion of the sentencing
judge, forthwith focfeit his right to
operate a motor vehicle ... for a
period of not mo re than 2 years
from the date of his conviction and
until such privilege shall be restored to him by the Director of
Motor Vehicles . . '. "
D I SORDERLY
PERSON
STATUTE (Ref. No. 3, sec. C)
NJSA 2A:169-4 - GENERAL
PENALTY FOR DISORDERLY

"Except as otherwise expressly address."
provided: a person adjudged a "NJSA 2A : 96-5 HIRING£ EMPLOYMENT OR USJN(l A
disorderly person shall be deemed
to have been guilty of a petty - CHILD UNDER 18 JN
offense, and shall be pun-ished by CONNECTION WITH DRUGS
imprisonment in the county wor- FOR AN UNLAWFUL PURPOSe'
khouse, penitentiary· or jail for not
"A person who hires, employs or
more than 6 months, or by a fine of
uses a child under the age of 18
not more than $500.00 or both ."
OTHER CITATIONS WHICH years to transport, carry, sell,
MAYBEOFSOMEFURTHER prepare for sale, morphine,
cocaine, heroin, opium or any
INTEREST:
"NJSA 2A:108-9 NARCOTIC derivative thereof, or marihuana,
DRUGS: PERSUADING for any unlawful purpose is guilty
of a high misdemeanor." (5 years
0TH ERS TO USE"
"Any person who induces or per- and / or $15,000 fine)
suades any other person to use any NJSA 24:21-32
4. "This section shall not be
narcotic drug unlawfully, or aids or
contributes to such use of any nar- construed to prevent entries and
cotic drug by another person, or administrative inspections (incontributes to the addiction of any cluding seizures of property)
other person to the unlawful use of without a warrant:
(a) With the consent of the
any narcotic drug, is guilty of a
high misdemeanor . .. " (5 years owner, operator or agent in charge
of the controlled premises;
.
and / or $ I 5,000 fine)
(b) In situations presentipg im"NJSA 24:18-39 UNLAWFUL
OBTAINING OR PROCURING minent danger to health or safety;
(c) In situations involving
ADMINISTRATION
OF
inspec!ion of conveyances where
DRUGS"
"No person shall obtain, or "t here is reasonable cause to believe
that the mobility of the conveyance
attempt to obtain a narcotic drug.
makes it impracticable to obtain a
or procure or attempt to procure
the administration of a narcotic warrant;
(d) In any other exceptional or
drug (a) by · fraud, deceit,
misrepresentation or subterfuge; emergency circumstances where
time or opportunity to apply for a
or (b) by the forgery or alteration
warrant is lacking; and,
of a prescription or any written
(e) In all other situations where a
order; or (c) by the concealment of
warrant is not constitutionally rea material fact, or (d) by the use of a
quired."
false name or the giving of a false

surance you need by law and want
ON
GOVE R NING fices solely because of your age.
(N.J . Laws, Section 10: 1-1) by choice.
BOARDS.,
Property
,
If you are 18 or over and meet the
necessary qualifications, you may
If you are 18 or older, and live in
RIGHT TO IN CORPORA TE
be appointed or elected to serve as
If you are 18 or over, you now an apartment or own your own
a voting , member on a governing have the right to incorporate any
home, you should consider purboard. For example, you are now commerical or industrial enterchasing homeowners insurance.
eligible to be elected or appointed prise, or any profit pr nonprofit
Although it is not requi~ed by law,
to serve on your school board, the organization, by signing and filing
it · provides you with dual protecboard of directors of a company or a Certificate of Incorporation in
tion. First, it protects you against
other organization, your local the Office - of the New Jersey
property loss and damage through
draft board, or the governing Secretary of State.
disaster or theft and s_econdly, it
board of a Community Action
protects you against law suits filed
If you are 18 or over, you also
Agency. Qualifications for the have the right to act as a Director
against you by those who are inprocesses · involved in the ap- or Registered Agent of a cor- jured on your property.
pointment or election to various poration. Other qualifications for a
New Jersey Department of Insurance
boards may differ. The · important Director or Registered Agent are
fact to remember is that you cannot usually prescribed in the corJURY DUTY
be denied participation in these poration's Certificate of InIf you are ·I 8 or older, you may
,..., I be ask'ed to setve a's' aj°u'roYin civil
governing boards soley because of corporation or in -its by-laws.
your age.
DO I NEED INSURANCE?
or criminal case in the courts of
Automobile
New Jersey providing you have
SEEK PUBLIC OFFICE
As mentioned, if you are 18 or
been a state resident for at lea~t two
According to New Jersey law,
older, you have the right to con- - years; reside in the county from
the right of citizens to run for tract for a loan to purchase an
which you where chosen; have
public office coinci9es with their
automobile. You should be aware
never been convicted of a crime;
right to vote. Since you were given
that you are legally responsible for
and are in no way connected with
the right to vote by the 26th
maintaining insurance on th<1.t car.
the official administration of jusAmendment to the U . S.
New Jersey No-Fault Insurance
tice. Every juror must be able to
· Constitutio.n, you can now seek J..,aw requires automobile Bodily
read, write and understand the
public office provided you meet the
Injury and Property Damage English language and must have no
other requirements established bJ
Liability insurance on all private mental or physical disabilities
law.
_
passenger vehicles registered in the
which would interfere with the resFor example, you will still be state. Your car dealer or finance
ponsibilities of a juror.
prehibited from running for
company, on the other hand, reChapter81,- P. L. 1972
Governor, the New Jersey quires Physical Damage insurance
Legislature, and the U.S . Congress to protect their investment in your
OBTAIN LICENSES
because the age requirements for car. Their investment consists of
AND PERMITS
these offices are established by the . the money you still owe to them on
As of January I, 1973, many of
Federal and State Constitutions. the loan.
the licenses and permifs granted by
Constitutional amendments will be
state agencies that had a minimum
Physical Damage insurance does
necessary to change these. re- -not protect you if you should injure
age requirement of 21 years can
now be considered by 18· to 21 yearquirements.
• a person or damage someone's
Remember, . however, that you property nor does it meet the reolds.
cannot be denied the nght to seek quirements of New Jersey law. Be
The following is a list of some of
all other local, county, and state of- sure you know the kind of inthose licenses and permits.
SERVE

a

Banking
Sales finance licenses; home
repair
contractor
licenses;
cemetery salesman licenses; secondary
mortgage
license;
pawnbrokers license; motor
vehicle installment seller license.
N.J. Department of Banking
Agriculture
Horse racing permits; licensing
and bonding of perishable commodities sold by New Jersey;
Licensing of milk dealers and
butterfat testers; licensing of meat
packers ,' poultry packers.
slaughterhouses and garbage feeding hog farms; licensing for the use
of State Seal of Quality on retail
packages; licensing for the use; of
the New Jersey Map Symbol on
packages for marketing New
Jersey farm products; Acceptance
of 18 year-olds on corporate papers
submitted by agricultural
cooperatives.
N.J. Department of Agriculture
RIGHT TO MA RR Y
If you are 18 or older, you now
have the right to get married in
New Jersey without permission
from your parents. Remember. if
you are ' under 18 you still need
parental permission to marry.
Chapter 81. P.L. 1972
FILE FOR DIVORCE
If you· are a married male__! 8 or
older or a married female 16 or
old~r, you have the right to
prosecute or defend any matrimonial action in person or by attorney.
(N .J . Laws, Section 2A:34-13)
CONSENT TO
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL

(continued on paf(e 16)
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E EE.S
on IT\Y so-called "wint~r recess",
prayed dail y that this instructor
from another galaxy. as you seen to made a mistake in passing final
believe. I am a scholar. like judgement on me. Several times a
yourselves. a man of mortal flesh day my adrenalin would boil as I
and blood. I am a struggling ' foreshadowed
the horrendous
student at Newark State. a consequences bestowed upon me. I
spokesmen of my peers.
couldn't eat. sleep. or enjoy the
I have a few things to get off my fruits of an upper-middle-class
mind. Since I am not a member of lifesty le. because I was co9tinually
the so-called establishment. I do condemning myself because a
not have to prostitute my soul. I do
product of society had condemned
not have to please you or even per- me. I was no longer a human being.
suade you. I owe you nothing. You
but a machine. a number. a digit
adhering to ·the whims of a
did not instruct me: yo u do not feed
decadent. exploitive. oppressive.
me: you did not defend my rights as
system which wants to control my
a free-thinking. and concerned
student. And I will be damned if mind and body.
In every class I have fervently
you think I will let you mold me
voiced my aspiration that this
into a low-down. unfeeling.
unaware.
automated.
boring semester may mark the termination of the grading system.
"professional".
business
like.
My final unspeakable horror. the
merely functional .fob fulfilling
holocaust and worst. his terrifying
robot.
disinterest in it) of being forced to
There was a free university
change majors in my senior year before there was a Newark State.
all this hasn't broken my will to emWhen
Harvard, Rutgers ,
ploy all my energies to fight for my
Princeton, and Yale were miasmal
forest and swamp. inhabited by
convictions. The system may have
sapped what little moral strength I
peacelike natives. there were thriving schools of learning in the
possessed. but they forged me into
western world. They gave somethan anarchist - one who has no
desire to conform to any harsh
ing to the field of education which
rules, especially grades.
yo ur social order has rejected ever
Fellow sc holar s. do you
since you established yourselves as
sincerely believe that a grade
a near automated, dehumanizing
measores ones intelligence'! Do you
school. where some teachers look
really feel that after blowing one
upon individuality with apexamination a student deserves to
prehension and disgust - a human
flunk the course'! I ha ve been to hell
moral code. That is. freedom to exand back - a HELL of yo ur
press ones self freely in any
endeavor they choose without conmaking. What more could you postinually being victimized (for Jack
sibly have in your arsenal that
could dehumanize us?
of better word) by the tool of the
I have listened to other students
system, ~rades.
that have been failed b:,< teachers
Here I propagandize. my words
who think they were doing the inflashing like the marking pen oft he
instructor. I want nothing more
dividual a favor. In the summer of
than to be left alone. st ick to my
1972, while you were teaching
convictions. and do my thing - summer school. working at a
rather than conform to the system .
camp. or on vacation. I saw hunI reject the grading system because
dreds of former college stud ents
scu rrying abo ut in Europe because
it hurls me into flames of hate a nd
the established social order refused
disgust for my superiors. When I
to hear their plight. We had agreed
was competing against sheer
that if grades hadn't existed. or at
obstacles and led to near insanity
least in their- present form. they
over a failing grade. I swore that
before I forget this hideo us in.juswould have remained in school. It
was deadly combination that
tice this teacher inflicted upon me.
I would see his tongue cleave to his caused them to leave their
American heritage: grades. exams.
plate and his right arm wither as he
and term-papers.
begins to grade the exams next
And you neve r said a work. You
semester.
never breathed the slightest protest
For six pain lilied weeks. while

by BARRY Fl::.LKl::.R
am not a wretched creature

when these culprits began to advertise in this paper - ads that said. incidently. that our papers include
bibliography and foot notes and arc
guaranteed to raise your grade.•
Not a murmur came from you
whenever students protest ed in
their own behalf that papers are as
worthless as the grades yo u so
often give them. Of course.
nowhere will members of the
educationaJ.system ever strive for
perfection. But as Kropotkin said.
"In order to avoid an accidental
and transitory inequality shall we
stay our hand from righting as ancient wrong'/"
The truth is - and yo u know it
deep inside your gut - yo u would
prefer to conform to the system
and be the traditional "Yes. Sir No. Sir" teacher. rather than split
from the yoke of yo ur superiors
and listen to your students. NQ
matter how diplomatically you
phrase it. we are all enchained to an
educational system which is impersonal and prejudiced.
If my particuliar plight has tied
your theology in knots. perhaps
you had better reexamine this issue. After what I have been
through: I am not passivel y,,go ing
to accomodate myself to the
twisted idea that I must be graded
on my achievments. In the interest
of learning. we should atiolish
grades and work toward real
education.
The time for action is now!

by Kath} t:nerlich
Recrntly. a feminist Action
Conference was held at Rider
College for the purpose of involving more women in a variety of
feminist task forces in .J . These
task forces operate in several
different areas ranging from
Women and Aging to Affecting the
Media. and Child Care to Women
in Politics. Workshops were set up
to discuss each of these topics. to
study their problems and to arrange future goals.
Deborah Hart. from Essex
County NOW (National
Organization of Women). was
elected statewide coordinator for
NOW N.J. She has had much exp_e rience as an active feminist in
areas such as: Essex County NOW
Public Relations Chairperson.
member of Women on Employment - Statewide Employment
Task Force. Chairperson of the
Montclair Education Association
Committee on Women. Coordinator of last April's Women's
Power Conference at Newark
State, and·atso a Task Force Coordinator for the Feminist Action
I

ConJerence. The statewide coordinator's term wi !Cbe for one year ,,
and her duties include: to maintain
cooperation of NOW chapters and
task forces. to keep records or all
chapter and tas k force activities.
and to communicate with the
national and regional offices of
NOW.
On the whole the conference was
fairly successful. There were not a
thousand women there like last
April's Powe_!: Coltference. and the .
few hundred that showed up did
disagree on many things. However
as one Newark State student
pointed out. "the conference was a
good way to get different people's
ideas pooled together. and the
various workshops aided in the restructuring and consoladation of
the important tasks which the
feminist Movement seeks to accomplish."
If anything was
achieved , the women learned to
begin to work together for common goals. As one black woman
said, "we have to learn to peel back
our skins, our prejudices. our
political differences. Then all
sisters can work together and
achieve some good for all people."
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REGAL NOTES
UNDERSTAND PLAYS,
NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR
NOTES!
We're new and we're the
biggest! Thousands of topics
reviewed for quicker
understanding . Our subjects
include not only English , but
Anthropology, Art, Black
Studies,
Ecology,
Econo~ics, Education, History, Luw, Music, Philosophy,
Political
Science ,
Psychology ,
Religion ,
Science, Sociology and Urban Problems. Send $2 tor
your catalog of topics
available.

- Career Education Workshop

r

REGAL NOTES
3160 "O" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
Telephone: 202-333-0201

Relation to Nal't. NOW Workshop

ATTENTION
SENIORS:
Please note the following visits to our campus by recruiters. You may sign up for an interview in To1'!nsend Hall
116, Office of Academic and Career Guidance and
Placement between 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Thurs.
Fri.
Mon .
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Tues.
Wed .
Mon.
Tues.
Wed .

1

2
5
6
7
8

9
13

14
15
16
20
21
26
27
28

Long Branch Public Schools
Carteret Public Schools
Caldwell/ West Caldwell Public Schools
Scotch Plains/ Fanwood Public Schools
Baltimore County, Maryland Publ rc Schools
Bloomfield Public Schools
East Orange Public Schools
Edison Public Schools
Prudential Insurance C6. - Management Sales
Millburn Public Schools
Hahne & Company
Newark Public Schools
Orange Public Schools
Chatham Township Public Schools
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
Fairfax County Virginia Public Schools
General Session
Photos by LaPierre
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experiences. I'm sure. however not cockpit which is mounted between - nose-dive for the nearest fireplace.
Such is the fate of many morning
all members of the great unwashed the driver's knees and controlling a
glories. (Note: technical data taken
respond to the driving-experience, hydrualic cylinder. is effectively
from Road And Track. Vol. 24.
or any experience for that matter. employed to change the length of
No. 6)
in an intellectual manner. . . well. leverage and subsequent efficiency
Back on home ground. my
who cares, as long as they enjoy of the rear sway bar. new AAR injourneys to this hallowed
when: they're at: and smell the novation. This is also implimental
institution are delinately getting
in . driver's compensation for
roses aleng the way.
more and more exciting. On acerRealistically though , not all of us changing fuel loads and variations
By Tom Haluszczak
lulled to slumber my melodious
tain icy morning (Thursday, Feb.
get the frequent opportunity to get in track conditions.
Funny ·how the mind works. A
stereophonic symphonies . . . ) of a
The snub nose is the result of last
1st, to be exact. . . ) I was merrily
off their· rocks while embelished in
seemingly random thought can
Dino Ferrari. or car of like ilk.
truckin' down Green Lane when a
the pigskin ('!) interior of a great minute alterations enabling
suddenly lead to a .chain-reaction
Just watching those massive
campus lovely got the divine
car. . .so just as I'll have to endure Gurney's brainchild to qualify for
of ideas, a blossom of intuition or
curves on either side of the wheel
inspiration to frantically stop her
the humble innards of my 'Stang USAC overall length regulations:
feeling. That resultant experience
well · pitch an·d yaw under stress
it also is functional insofar as the
Maverik in the middle ofa patch of
and report t'he basics .. ..
then influences yot.ir perception :
makes one think of a beautiful
ice in front of ,the Borden Metal
Dan Gurney has obviously done design prevents chassis lift at high
Gestalt theory, I believe they call it.
woman; the agility of a Lotus
Fabrication works. She did . I
it again; the reviews of his new speeds; it's a vertual "textbook" of
I remember those acute intuitions I
makes
the
quasi-biological
didn't. She was almost clear of the
Eagle suggest top speeds of ap- engineering principles applied to a
experienced as a child: the slightest
metaphor complete- rather than a 'prox. 240 MPH and an average wheeled vehicle for the track only.
ice
patch
(water
graciousl y
sensation or insight was then as
beautiful woman, an insidious
provided by a Public Service
track time of 200 flat. . . he's getting As the Offenhauser engine must be
provocative and as ·earth-shaking - anachrid can be pictured in its
blunder. .. ) when when the taii end
82~ 8.500 brake horse-power from machined and prepared with turto me as that silly double-helix
sharp, precise movements. Such an
of her car spun out and made me .
the fabulous Drake Offenhauser bine-like accuracy. tolerances so
probably was to Watson and
automobile, capable of forty-five
upchuck my breakfast: I missed her
motor and after the first trial- minute upheld top-end implosion
Crick. A new toy, maybe my first
degree slides and. more important.
by a
clear centimeter and
publicity laps. the protege designer due to imprecise fittings (even heat
traumatic day . at school, to me
corrections, can only be seen in
proceeded to spin three-hundredleft the cockpit speechless. On expansion coefficients are used to
represented a __yeritable nuclear fisterms of being a living extension of Jerry Grant's qualifying laps at On- project possible crankshaft-flex
and-sixty degrees until my rear
sion new sights and· sounds. The
that daring soul slouched in its
quarter panel grazed a telephone
tario, California, he broke an variances ... ). the turbine-whine at
same things are happening, thank
form fitted bucket. Here the
pole. What happened after is pure
average.d two-hundred mph, in all high R PMs is justified: but so is the
·God, and to a logarithmic degree,
thought process, now not only an
conjecture, but I'm reasonably sure
four runs . . . high-speed stability is intense heat generated. Coo Ii ng
- at that.
expression of the driving exthat I did another three-sixty, flew
reported as "awesome" by radiators positioned at either fuel
The Italian school of automotive
perience, but an asymilation of
across the rest of Green Lane and
Wakefield and Gurney, and Bobby • tanks remidied the high-speed heat
designers obviously advocate a · data and an obvious change in the
side-drifted to a halt perpendicular
Unser, though there is no official problem, but low-speed tactics
strong Freudian approach to
perceptual field orthe observer (or
to a gigantic Texaco tanker which
track record for the highest could prove troublesome. as
bodywork; the long bonnet, luxdriver; his total asymilation is what
has shuddered an screeched to a
qualification lap speed. holds the intense temperatures tend to break
uriously swooping fenders blenconstitutes the elation and overall
smoking halt a reassuring three feet
professionals' record of 20 I. 965 down the viscosity of the racingding unobtrusively into a sendriving pleasure. . .) a subtle
mph, also at Ontario. Cornering grade oil used out of necessity. .from my door (or rather window ..
suoualy-formed air intake with
alteration in the ' phenomenal.his bumper was the height of my
speeds are reported as being so in- Time will tell us who is trying to sell
only hints of protective bumpers.
ogical field through experience and
roofline). Being a devout Catholic.
credible that ultimate capacity can us, and as the new contraption is
· The rear-quarter. rounded and
sensation is, in a strict sense,
that is, all of a sudden, I blessed
never be achieved, a s G-forces con- flitting before our windows "like a
squat with complete absence of any
education, or more formally
myself and went calmly on my way.
duce to a dangerous neck-strain, moth before a flame" it'll be fun to
angularity; curvascious and
referred to as "learning". As long as
Oh, the truck driver blessed himself
unendurable for drivers under ac- watch if it holds its own or takes a
subtely arousing. all are suggestive
we all are aware of these stimuli
too .. . Father Phil is gonna be real
tual race conditi:ons. The suspennew axiom, "Lean away from the
of other intentions rather than pure
and of the contributing effect they - sion geometry was. to quote a
pleased . ._ .Chou.
turn.";which after motorcycling's
structural-functionalism.
And
have to one being, 'we're ok; once
reliable source, "painstakingly
ATTENTION, SENIORS!
"Lean into the turn.", takes a
right so; who seriously believes that
we sit back and become oblivious
worked out" by computers, and the
Friday,
February
conscious effort to do. But we
such a design is only for the purto it all, forget it. From that point
resultant contraption at the rear
.
23rd-Verona
Public
learned
quickly,
after
turning
the
pose of transportation? Esthetic
on we are conservatives. How the
section is a veritable pleathora of
Schools.
machine over on its side. Once was
pleasure is derived from sitting in
hell do I get this all from looking or
cross-connected "A" arms. lateral
Sign up for recruitmen_.!
enough, it didn't happen again. I
the pilot's seat (that's "pilot''
driving a car'/ Good ques'tion.
struts and double radiusrods, all
interviews in Townsend
'kept repeating, "Lean away from
because the function of the
That's the secret of the Gestalt
held together by swedish-steel spr; Hall, 116.
the turri. L;ean away from the
; inhabitant is to do so and not be
theory applied to a layman's daily - ing units. A hand-pump lever in the
turn." as we drove around the field.
The Special Education
Then the guide streaked ou·t to
helmets, instruction. some pracInstructional
Materials
meet us and lead us up to the
tice, and a guide on another
Center (S.E.I.M.C.) is a
mountain.
machine to take you up the trails,
resource
center
for
J-ie set a low but determined pace
which run along the mountain side.
special educators. As a
as the trail seemed to go straight
The people behind the desk are as
up. By now we were handling the
- part of the National
friendly as the guides and
network of Special
switch backs and bump absorption
mechanics which run you up the
Education Instructional
rather well (its alot like riding a
mountains (at $15.00 a throw, they
Material
Centers trail bike with increased stability
better be, I know I would).
since
your
lower
to
the
ground
.)
Regional
Media
Centers
and came back raving how it was,
After signing the proper release
By Mark Hurwitz
for the Deaf, the purpose
About half way up the moun"just
like
a
motorcycle
you
could
·
forms
and
putting
our
helmets
on,
Snowmobiling
of S.E.l.M.C. is to provide
tain, we leveled off and ran along
drive over snow with". "Groovy" I my girlfriend and I walked out to
special educators and
an old road at a quicker pace. Then
An Introduction: A new year has thought. bvingin .N .J . its not quite the practikuskeld to get our
related personnel with
up into a higher field where we
started, 1973, and now we are well
a common thing to have enough , instructions. (It was about 30%
ready access to valid
took a quick break. The view was
into it. Peace has come (more or snow around to really use one (ex- with a strong wind but sweaters
instructional
materials
less) in Vietnam and events roll on.
cept for a few parts of Northern and long johns prevailed for the - quite enjoyable, beautiful rolling
and
information
related
to
mountains
and
valley,
picturequely
I made all sorts of New Year's
and Northwestern Jersey). But I~ hour's time)
the education of excepcovered with farm buildings and
resolutions about how I was going figured if the chance came I'd have
A snowmobile has a seat and
tional children.
snow. Mt. Snow, with its ski trails,
to prewrite all my articles during to check it out since definitely dug handlebars like a motorcycle, and
Materials circulate to
dominanting the horizon. And surour semester break, since. I had all
bikes.
that's about where the similarity
teachers,
parents, and
prizingly,
the
mufller
system
was
these great ideas to write about.
Well, the chance finally did ends. Its a two-stroke engine (our
students in New Jersey.
adequate enough to really "feel"
But as many things come to pass,
come, when I planned to go to Ver- was a 292cc) under the front hood,
Materials may be borthe scenery. We then ran down the
so do New Year's resolutions. So
mont, with my girlfriend, for a but not like the one you see
rowed for a two week
mountain, a bobsled with brakes
here I am, about to embark on
week in January, during <iur fan- mounted on bikes. It starts with a
and motor slipping down the
period.
Material
another article the night before
tastic month long break. I was lawn-mower type pull cord and its
demonstrations and
forrested incline. The brakes were
deadline (it was only half written
determined to find a place to rent accelerator is a thumb lever
workshops are available
good to have, but don't hit them to
over vacation). I guess its going to
one and ride it without doing mounted on the right handlebar
hard if yo·u•re not ready, you go
upon request. For adbe a typical year. . .
anything illegal or annoying (a th- (like the Honda ATC-90, 3
ditional information consideways Steve McQueen style.
. Meanwhile, Back to tne Story:
ing I learned from both street and wheeler), push to go faster. There's
tact:
We again looped around the
Snowmobiling
trail _riding: Less Sound-More a key lock for the ignition, choke
S.E.I.M.C.
course, varying the trail route a litDuring those long winter monGround, etc.) and a little instruc- lever, light switch and speedometer
Nancy Thompson Library
tle now and then. Then we headed
ths, when ice and snow cov.e red the
tion wouldn't hurt, either.
(some have a tach.) mounted on the
for the barn.
Newark State College
land, and all but a very few hardy
I was staying in North Ben- dash. Above the throttle there is a
Union, NJ
It was amazing how · the t ime
souls venture out into the average
nington, Vt., which quite frankly, kill switch mounted on the hanwent past we could have driven all
527-2225
,.
cold day on a bike; many of us ' is one of the warmest places in Ver- dlebars. On the other side of the
Hours: Monday-8 AM. afternoon and never stopped . In
wonder what to do with ourselves
mont. There was lit-tie snow but bars is the brake lever. There's a
5 P.M.
short, it was a blast. ·1could see how
until Spring. You can bench race,
plenty of snowmobile dealerships windshield mounted on the hood.
Tuesdays AM . a
motorcyclist
transplanted
in
a
plan, and wrench jockey only so
of all brands-but no rentals. So The skis connected to the han8 P.M.
northern climate could easily get
much. I, for one, pack away the ol'
with a little investigation, and dlebars are shock mounted. The
Wednesday-12
into skimobiling as a main stay
machine as soon as the first ice
about a half dozen phone calls, I pow·e r is transfered through a cen,NOON - 8 P.M.
sport. (Snowmobiles start an;,und
appears on the roads (in my
finally located a place that fitted trifical clutch to a bogie wheel
Thursday-9 AM .
$800., usually average over$ I 000.)
younger days, I learned the hard
my needs perfectly-Iron Horse drive-suspension
polyurethane
- 5 P.M.
way about icy roads and twoRentals West Dover, Vt. (for all track, which works l~ke a "tank" (Only thing you really need is a
Friday-8 AM . - 4
wheeled vehicles). (The only excepyou ski bums, you probably tread. (Snowmobiles also come snowmobile suit to make it warm).
P.M.
if you ever get the chance; try it, I
tion are days during the winter like
recognize this township-home of with a slide rail suspension and
this New Year's Day , when its
Mt. Snow. By the way, I'm to rubber tracks.) Gas it and you fly _think you'll agree.
mucno warm for. Jan .. but that's
chicken to try sl<iing. I'll stick to over the snow. (It weighs about 400
another story.)
safer things like motorcycling and lbs.)
The following are the dates and times the RING man
Yet over the yl;!ars familiar
snowmobiling. .. ).
. ·Ours started on the 3rd pull with
will be on campus to take orders:
names like Yamaha, Surnki, and
The Horse Rentals is a nice choke and never stopped (except
Harley-Davison have popped up in
operation. They have John Deere when we had an arguement with a
Tues. February f3 11 am- 3pm
Table in student
yet
another
recreational
insnowmobiles. (The ol' tractor snowbank and I had to hit the kill
Tues
Febr!Jary 14 11 am- 3pm
dustry- snowmobiling. As the
maker is into something else switch. But it rekindled with a
center and
Tues
March 13 11 am- 3pm
sport grew (from its start by the
besides combines). They also have single pull.)
book
store
Tues
April 10 11 am- 3pm
now infamous Ski-Doo. many
400 acres of well marked trails on
After the s imple instruction
building
moons age) many of my follow
Tues
May 8
am- 3pm
which to ride, besides a large open came practice. We crawled away.
bikers have tried their hand· at it ,
field . For $15.00, you get one hour, two up, trying to remember the

n
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IN D EP EN D ENT

Rights, RespOnsibilities, and the Law
(corrinuedji·om paf(e IJ)
TREATMENT
If you are 18 or o lder. you can
agree to or refuse any medical or
surgica l care or service by a hospital, public clinic. or physican
without o btai ning parenta l permi~sifl n.
, (N.J. La ws 1972. Chapter ~ I)
DR UGS - If you a re 18 or olde r
anc! believe yourself to be addicted
to drugs. yo u m~y vo lunt ari ly a d-m it yo urself to any stat e or countv
instituti on esta bli shed to provi d~
care -and treatment for dru g addition.
.
(N .J . Laws. Section 30:6C-5)
VENEREAL DISEASE- Rega rdless of yo ur age. yo u m ay see k a nd
agree to examination and
treatment for veneral disease
without parental consent.
(N.J . Laws, Section 9: 17A-4)
PREGNANCY If you are
pregna nt, you are entitled to
consent to medical freatment for
your pregnancy rega rdless of your
age or marital status and without
pa rental permission.
(N.J. Laws, Section 9: l7A- I )

PR/VILEDGED
J NFORMATJON-lfyouare 18or
older, you have the rig ht to have
a ny information concerning your
physical or mental cond ition kept
confidential. If, however, you are
under 18, this decision is left up to
t he p hysica n w ho may o r may not
c hoose to inform your parents.
(N.J. Laws, Section 9: 17A-5)
YO U CAN ENTER S TATE
REG U LATED OCCU PATION S
A ND PRO FES S ION S
As of J a nuary I, 1973. many of
the State of New J ersey regul ated
and licensed profess io ns a nd occ upat io ns tha t ha d a min imum age
requirement of 2 1 years ca n now be
considered by - 18 t o 2 1 yea r-o lds
when exploring career possi bilities
o r seeking employment.
·P UBLIC EMPLOYM ENT
If you a r e eight een ( 18) years of
age or o lder a nd ca n meet the esta blished m~nt a l a nd ph ysical requi reme nts, yo u m ay seek employme nt as a p olicem a n o r
fi rem a n in a ny munici pality in New
J ersey.
C hapter 8 1, P . L. 1972
JOI N STA TE POLI CE
If you are eighteen ( 18) years of
age or older and of good health and
moral character, you may apply for
appointment to the New Jersey
State Police. Applicants must also
take an employment examination.
complete a 14-week training course
at t he
ew Jersey State Police
Academy and satisfactorily meet
t he ot her mental and physical requirements established by the New
Jersey State Police.
Chapter 81, P . L. 1972
TR EATED AS A D ULT
1
IN SCHOO L
As a student 18 years of age or
older, you must be treated as an
adult.
• You may sign your own report
cards, as well as your own absence
excuses.
• You may sign your own permission slips to participate in
athletic programs, field trips and
other school events.
• You may review your official
school records.
In other words, you are legally
independent of yo ur parents and so
not need their conse nt for your activities in school.
Of course, as a student 18 yea rs
of age or older, you mu st still obey
school rules and regulations. Any
rule or practice which is appropriate to the orderly and
productive administration of a
school community may be applied
to all within that community including teachers, administrators
a nd ad ult students. Whet her you
are und er 18 or old er, you may be
held acco unta bl e - in terms of
grades, disci plinary sanctio :-is, o r

Between 18
and 21?
File for /
County ID

(609) 348-4050
otherwise - for yo u att end a nce
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
- 97 Church Street
and conduct in sc hoo l.
Q. 18 year-olds will be eligible for
New Brunswick. New J ersey
The new law c hanges your statu s jury dut y. Can the y be taken out of
08903
in school o nl y in that yo u. rat her school to serve on a-jury?
(20 I) 828-5080
than yo ur parents. are responsible A. Often people are excused from
for yo ur act ions . .
- 5th & Point Street
j ury duty when their duty would
Chapter 81. P . L. 19 72 as cause them extre m e hardsh ip. It
Camden. New J ersey 08101
(609) 365-3796
./
R obert E. Bower. Director of the
interpreted by th e New J e rsey se'ems likely that stud ents-wi ll fall
OFFICES OF THE PUBLIC Division of Alcoholic Beverage
· Attorney Generil under the same category durin g the
DEFENDER provide legal as- Co nt rol today reminded all perFILE SUIT/BE SUED
school year.
sis tance to those persons. ·charged sons that were affected by the maIf you are 18 o r o lde r a nd of Q. If I am over 18, must my
with criminal o.fTenses. who canno t jority rights law which became
sou nd mind. :i;o u may prosecute or parents support me?
afford to retain th ei r own a tt o rney.
effective o n Janua ry I. 1973 that to
defend any acti o n in th e co urt s in A. This will , of co urse. depend
H eadquarters
of the
Pu blic facilitate identification in tave rn s
person or through a n atto rn ey. upon yo ur abi lit y to suppo rt
Defender
a nd package stores they may obYou m ay. in other words. initiate you rself. but a lo ng with your new
10-12 ort h Stockt on Street
lain fr om the clerk in thei r co unt y.
legal action aga inst another pe rso n right s come resp o nsibi liti es a nd if
Trenton. . ew Jersey 08625
a n ide ntificati o n card.
or group of peo ple. and si mil a rl y. you are capable of supporting
(609) 292-7087
The applicant should appear a t
yo u may be ca lled upo n to defe nd yourself. chances are yo ur pa re nts
Juve nile Administrati o n
the County Clerk's office with a
yo ur actions against lega l suits will not be required to do so. Your
1100 Ra ymond Bouleva rd
$2.00 fee, a Birth Certificate. a
started by others.
parents may support yo u if they
Chapter 81. P . L. 1972 want to for as long as they choose.
Newark, New Jersey 07I02
naturali zation certificate _?r a
( 20 I) 648-2621
Voter Reg1strat1on Cerllhcate,
R ELATIVE SU PPOR T
Q. After January I , 1973 will I still
If you are 18 or older. yo u ma y be eili gible to appl y for and receive
D EP A RT MEN TS IN STATE ' alo_ng with two recent bla_ck and
GO VER N M ENT
w hite photographs, approx1mat~ly
be charged by a court or count y my dri ver's licens e at age 17?
I ½ inches by I ½ inches in size. full
welfare board · with the res- -\· Yes. Under New Jersey law. t he
New Jersey Department
face a nd wit h o ut a ny hat.
ponsibili ty of su pp orti ng or con- legal age for driving is 17 an d t his
Of Agricultu re
Any person who unlawfully
tributi ng to t he support of any - req uirement remains u nchangedJohn Fit ch Plaza
procures a n identification card
relati ve w ho is poo r, old. blind. etc. by the Age of Majority Law.
Trenton, ew J ersey 08625
s ha ll be guilty of a misdemeanor
a nd / or u nable to work. (NJ
Q . Can I still attend Public scho ol
Secretary of Agricult ure
w hic h carries the p ossi bi lity of imLaws, Sect. 44-4 10 1).
after I am 18?
(609) 292-3976 priso nme nt and / o r a fine.
C ha pt er 81, P . L. 1972 A. Yes. New J ersey law provides •
New J ersey De pa rtme nt of Ba nT he ca rd t hat is issued is not
YO U H A VE TH E RIGHT
that a ny perso n u nder 20 years of
ki ng
und er the law conclusive proof of
AN D R ESPO NSIBILITY
age is eligi ble fo r enroll me nt in
Law State H o use A nnex
age a nd is no t d eemed to consti t ute
TO VOTE
public sch ools.
.
Tre nt o n, New J ersey 08625
a wri tte n represe ntat io n of age.
T he 26t h Amen dm ent to t he Q. If I am 18 or older, may I leave
D e puty Attorn ey Ge neral
however, in most cases it wi ll assist
Uni ted States Const itut ion has exhome without parental permission
(609) 292-6579
a patro n in o bta ini ng alcoho lic
tended th e right to vote to people
and without facing legal action
Departm e nt of Education
beverages.
betwee n t he ages of 18 and 21. You
against me?
225
West
State
St
reet
All licensees a re ca ut ioned that
have t he op po rtu nity, therefo re. to
A. Yes. Yo u will be consid e red a n
Tre nto n, New J ersey 08625
t he Ide ntification Ca rd sti ll does
express yo ur opinio n as a citiz.en of
adult.
Commissio ner of Educatio n
n ot relieve t hem of t heir resthe U nited States a nd to par- •Q. If I am between the 11ges of 18
(609) 292-44 50
po nsi bility no t to serve a lco holic
ticipate in m ak in g the d ecisions
and 21 and charged with a civil or
Assista
nt
Com
m
issio
ner
of
beverages to th ose u nd er 18 yea rs
whic h deter m ine t he policies of
criminal offense, will I be tried as a
Educatio n
of age.
yo ur comm u nit y, st ate a nd co u njuvenile or adult?
D ivisio'n of Co nt roversies & Distry. At the sa m e tim e, yo u sho uld
A. 18 has a lways bee n t he age of
putes
recognize a res po nsibility to
separating juvenile a nd ad ult
- ' (609) 292- 5705
register and vote in a ll local, co unoftenders. Altho ug h yo u will be
New J ersey De pa rtment ot
ty, sta te and nati o nal electio ns.
tried as a n a dult , yo u m ay still be
Instit utio ns & A ge ncies
(U .S. Consti t ution Ame ndme nt
sente nced t o a yout h correctio n
P.O . Box 1237
X X VI)
ce nter unt il you are over 30 years of
Tre nto n, New J ersey 08625
WELFARE BENEFITS?
age. T hi s is left to the d iscretio n of
Director, D ivisio n of
If yo u receive be nefits fr o m your t he co urt.
Correct io n & Parole
local welfa re boa rd und er t he A id
Q. If I am between the ages of 18
(
609)
292-4223
t o Department C hildren prog ra m
and 21, can l,be arrested for a delino r fr o m the New Jersey Burea u of
quent act such as incorrigibility or
New Jersey D e partment
CR EDITS
C hildre n's Ser vfces as a fos ter
truancy?
of Ins ura nce
Witte n a nd P re pa red by:
child , c ha nces are yo u wi ll be
A. T here are cert ain act s fo r wh ic h
State House. A nnex
N ew Jersey Department of Comaffected by the A ge of M ajo rity
adults a re no t arrested . If you are
Tre nt o n, New J ersey 08625
munit y Affairs
·
Law w hen it beco m es effective
18 or over, yo u can not be a rrested
D e put y Comm issio ne r of InOffice of Youth Services
Ja n uary I. 1973.
fo r t he followi ng delinq uent acts:
s ura nce
E ndorsed by:
A possibility exists that your
habitual vagrancy, incorrigibi lity.
( 609) 292_-5374
• Office of the Governor
payments under these programs
immorality, knowi11gly associating
• New Jerse y Department of
will no longer be valid since .you
wit h thieves or vicious or im mora l
New Jersey Department
Community Affairs
will have reached the legal age of - persons, growing up in idleness or
of Transportation
• Ne w Jersey Oepartment ' of
adulthoo9 and will no longer be
delinquency, knowingly visiting
l035 Parkway Avenue
Education
' considered the responsibility of the
legal gambling places. or patTrenton, New J ersey 08625
•
N ew Jersey Department of Law
State.
ronizing ot her places or esCom m issio ner of Transpor- and P ublic S afety Di vision of
There is, however, a bill pending tablis hments admission to which
tatio n
Motor Vehicles
in the Legislature which would
constitutes a violation of law, idly
( 609) 292-3535
provide for the continuance of roaming the streets at night, or
these payments . until age 21. It
habitual truancy from school.
would be to your adva ntage.
Q. If I am between the ages of 18
therefore, to maintain close conand 2 1 a nd incarcerat ed in a
tact with your caseworker and j u ven il e facil ity, will I b e
other appropriate people to stay transferred?
l!Ware of current developments on A . No. You will remain m the
the matter.
facility to which~ you were
WRI TE WON WILL
sentenced unless the court requires
If you are J8 or older and of that you be moved.
sound mind and body, you may
R ESO UR CE A P PEN DI X
.
'
determine by a will how your
YO UTH SER VICES
property or estate will be disposed
New Jersey Office of
of after yo ur death. To be legal , a
Youth Services
~ill must be witnessed by at least Department ofComm u~tiy Affairs
two other perso ns who are 18 or 363 West State Street
older. To avoid the possibility of Trenton, New Jersey 08625
the will being contested , these (609) 292-3930
witnesses should not be recipients LEGAL SE R V ICES offices under the terms of the will.
, provide legal assistance to those
(N.J. Laws 1972,) perso ns,
charged
with
civil
(Chapter 8 1) ojfenses. who cannot afford to
INHERIT
retain their own attorney.
If you are 18 or older, yo u ca n
State Office of Legal Services
receive or inherit any estate o r trust
De pa rt me nt of Com mun it y Affai rs 1
of real or perso na l value. You also
363 West State Street
have thei:ight to exercise yo ur own
Trenton, New Jersey 08625
authority in maintaining yo ur
( 609) 292-7262
inheritance.
(N.J. Laws 1972,)
American Civil Liberties
(Chapter 81)
Union
If you are 18 or older, you may
45 Academy Street
legally inherit and assume control
Newark, New Jersey 07102
of all ba n k accounts fo r which you
(20 I) 642-~084
have bee n named beneficia ry.
- 10 19 Art ie Ave nue
(N .J . Laws,Sectio n 17:9A-2Jl) ,
Atla nt ic Ci t y, New J ersey08401
f

NEWARK STATE .COLLEGE
WISHES TO REAFFIRM ITS
POSITION ON UPHOLDING THE
LAWS PERTAINING TO THE SALE,
POSSESSION OR USE OF NARC OT IC S AND DANGEROUS
SUBSTANCES.

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
STUDENT ORGANIZATION SUPPORTS STATE LAW AND DOES
NOT 'CONDONE THE u ·sE . OR
POSSESSION OF ILLEGAL NAR- /
COTICS ON CAMPUS.
~-.:.-.:.-.:.-.:.::.::.::.::.::.::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::.:.:.::.-:1
NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
EVENING STUDENT COUNCIL
SUPPORTS STATE LAW AND DOES
NOT CONDONE ' THE USE OR
POSSESSION OF ILLEGAL NARCOTICS ON CAMPUS.
1·;
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Nostalgia Academia

Brew Review.

by M ary Townsend
Sou nd like a ra re new d isease'!
Maybe it's not so rare; if we a ll
become a li!tle more introspective.
we may realize we've all been affl icted by this bug, striking at our
most vulnerable moments: a
semester's finish.
Something there is about the end
of a semester that lends itself a bit
to regret. A bit of sadness mingles
with the anxiety of terminatiing
finals. Something there is that
· evokes a sorrowful farewell to the
countless genine efforts of the past
months when we either hustled, or
begged, borrowed, and stole from
others to meet that threatening
deadline for each and every project
or paper.
For most of us who enjoy the
rewards of learning it was with
mixed joy and sorrow that we
closed our courses taking away
from each, hopefully, enri.chment
for our priceless repertoire of
knowledge. For those who don't
view college as a senseless,
irrelevant tool worth only the
sheepskin it awards us, or as a
necessary evil to enhance one's opportunity for a sizable income.
learning can put one in an edifying
situation, where the wisdon gained
is more valuable than the position
it can enable us to get, where Hi story, Literature, Science, M ath
have a certain integrity for all of us
whether we will ever apply them in
our future profession or not. Seen
in proper perspective their value is
far from nil!.
Experience is the best teacher. so
it's been proven by all. of us, and
book learning alone cannot suffice
to provide the knowledge which
survival in this society necessitates.
A more sagacious scholar than I
seemed to imply adistinction
between two kinds of wisdom, one
which we all acquire, a gratuity of
life, as opposed to wisdom, sought
in books and similar sources. He
said, "Learned men are cisterns of
kn'owledge, not fountainheads."
It's true if we all only pursued the
latter form of wisdom we'd all be
mere fountainheads as James Northcote believes. But I'm sure he'd
further agree that this learning in
itself is an indispensable experience, gratifying a !'esprit.

Jim LoKIJe

Something there is about sharing a course with a complete
stranger that makes two people not
complete strangers. Something
about sharing apprehension over a
certain paper or exam that brings
out our otherwise dormant
brotherly and sisterly sentiments
and enables us to corraborate with
one another, instilling in us an intimate feeling, not as easily left
behind as _the labor the semester intailed. We pass that person on campus and maybe engage in a discourse
exceeding
the
usual
salutations, but more likely not.
This is the sad part. We talk about
the good times we had in the
summertime; down the shore, l!nd
doing many things together, but we
seldom
reminsce
about
the
stimulating experiences we sha red
in learning together in the classroom. !Cs too absurd.
As ! wandered about Newark
State Campus the last day of fall
semester I realized it may have
been a bit of the il)1minent year's
closing theat evoked this nostalgic
outlook (that Auld Lang Syne sentiment does it every time), but I
couldn' t help feeling pleased upon
seeing my colleagues calming each
' other's nerves or reassuring each
other that they'd done well.
Students clustered on hall floors
awaiti ng the final challenge of their
mental abi lities. The library was
chock full , the reserve room w·a s
packed to capacity and in there one
sensed the anxious whispering of
students
aiding
each
otherstrangers who duringthese binding
crucial moments became temporarily endeared to one another
all-eviating the pressure of this trying period they had to undergo
together.

I regretted leaving the semester
behind; as usual my mind was
enhanced, not without much
·physical as well as mental exertion,
but I look forward with even more
zeal to my last semester in college
enjoying for the last time maybe
the satisfaction that accompanies
pure learni ng in the academic
realm ....

...

---·BYGARY

Rozzo

The Kutuskan Natives Part
Being in Africa isn't an everyday
thing especially when you ' re broke.
I was reading the Times and
found out the most important article.
A research team was going on an
anthropological study of the marriage customs of the wild Kut uskan
natives in a remote corner of
western South Africa . .
South Africa was in 'my opinion
an English type society which
showed very strong prejudice
toward white English speaking
people while the native blacks were
treated almost subhumanly. It
seems that once a country is conquered by aliens, the aliens con~
sider the natives alien and treat
them as objects of hate or in some
lesser degree, objects of lower
social caste.
The English were very good in
impressing English values, loyalty
and marriage customs to many
inhabitants of the country of South
Africa but their main and strongest
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influence was and is in the urban
areas. Here in the urban sections
the people live almost like a model
of people living in English villages.
How proper they seem when
com pared to the crudeness oft hose
city dwellers in the United St a tes.
The natives on the other hand.
typically dislike the regiments of
pr◊per English society.
It is impbrtant to note that
people are more closely alike when
raised under similiar conditions.
The Engli sh. worried mostly
about exploiting the rich resources
of the area, minerals, diamonds
etc., that they never bothered completely changing the whole society
on the outskirts and jungles.
Some reasons for not conquering these people were strength
of tribal units and -their effective
evasive• maneuvers, the lack of
interest in exploiting the jungles
exce.pt for labor .resources:
The troub le of traveling
throughout the jungle.
Part two coming

Now that '- the majority of
students attending this fair college
have been graciously given the
rights and responsibilities of
adulthood, I have percieved a distinct deficiency of first hand information concerning one of our
most cherished privileges: to buy,
sell and consume alcholic
beverages. Acknowledging the dire
consequences of such a situation. I
have decided to take the matter
into my own capable hands.
Since the most consumed and
most popular alcholic beverage in
the country is beer, (and since it is,
next to Jack Daniels, my favorite
drink) I will. deal exclusively with
this time-honored liqu id .
During the winter recess a few of
my friends and I too.k a short excurs ion up highway# I and visited
the 55 acre Anheuser-Busch brewing plant just outside of Newark.
Taking one of their regular tours,
we had the oppurtinity to inspect
and observe the various processes
of beer making. (Tours run from
Mon.-Fri. at 10:00, I 1:00, 12: 15,
and 3:00, if anyone is interested) .
Meandering in at about I 0:00
A. M . one Tuesday morning. out
little group was taken on a
throughl.y enjoyable and
informative journey.
Since this article is concerned
with beer, I might do well to give
you a little insight into how it is
brewed. In preparing beer, barley
or corn grain is induced -to sprout,
or malt, by keeping it moist for two
or three days. The malt, after being
dried, is crushed and soaked
(mashed) in large vats of warm
water. The mash is then sen t into
large brewing kettles which can
hold as much as·40,000 gallons.
The Bud plant in Newark has two
of these hugh containers and is one
of the few remaining breweries to
have them made of pure copper.
The mashed and heated barley is
called beer wort, to which is added
a climbing herb known as hop. The
hops provide an antibacterial effect
and add color, aroma, and flavor
to the beer. Anheuser-Busch uses
both im p orted and domestic hops
in brewing Budweiser and Busch
FREE

SPEED - READING
LESSON

From Evel yn Wood Reading
Dynami cs
- Bring y our textbooks.-

Tow n & Cam pu s Mote l, Hospitality Room
Th urs., Feb. 8: 1:40, 3:15,
4:30, 7:00.
Fri. , Feb. 9: 11:00 a.m ., 12:15
p.m.
Mon. , Feb. 12: 12:15 p.m. ,
1:40, 3:15, 7:00.

Encounter, Explore,
and Therapy Groups will
resume, beginning the
week of February 5th ,
1973.
The Group Therapy
sessions offered by Dr.
Sam Pomerantz and Mrs.
Marcella Haslam will have
their first
meeting
Thursday, February 8th
from 1:40 to 3:00 p.m. in
the Counseling Office.
There will be several
openings-'at that time. If
you are interested in this
type of self-exploration ,
please call the Counseling Office, 2083, or stop
by the office to discuss
your interest in the group.
There will also qe an
Encounter group that will
meet Tu esd ay from 3:30
t o 5: 00, beginning February 15t h, an d a self-expl o rati o n gro up on Thursday from 4 to 5:30, led by
Marcella Haslam.

of 55 degrees F, to faci litate t he aging a nd nat u ral carbonatio n
process. T he beer is t hen s:.-nt
through a n um ber of fi lt ration and
clarification processes, a nd is
finally pasteruized and bottl ed or
canned. Keg, or draught, ,-:s::· is
not past uerized, and many pevple
therefore contend that it has a
better taste than container beer.
The entire brewing period of
Budwieser beer ranges from 45-55
days and is done completely
through natural means. The
Newark brewery supplies t he TriState area, with the 8 remaini ng
Bud plants handling the rest of the
nation.
To give your some idea of the
magnitude of beer consumption in
t he United States, the total production of the top ten American
breweries
in
1971
exceeded
89,450,000 barrels, with Bud accounting for more then 24,000,00'o
of them. To bring the realization
even closer, there is one machine in
the Newark brewery that fills 1,045
cans each . minute, and runs 24
hours a day, 5 days a week :
One of the pleasent dividends of
this tour is a visit to Anheuser-Busch's private Rathskeller, where you
can enjoy all the Michelob on tap
you can drink, compliments of_· the
management. While my cohorts
and I were feverently downing
glasses of the excellent beverage
and absorbing the fine, hewn-wood
atmosphere of the Rathskeller, we
asked our rather round bartender
where the name "M ichelob"
originated from. "Who the hell
cares," was his eloquent answer."Just drink the darr:in stuff." A more
profound statement was never
uttered.

beer, while in higher priced
Michelob only choice imported
hops are added.
From t he brewing area we made
our way to the fermentation building (which, by the way, was absolutely immaculate, as was the
rest of the plant). In this bui lding
was located fifteen 20,000 gallon
primary fermentation vats. After
cooling, these vats are fi ll ed with
beer wort and innoculated with
large amounts of pure culture of
brewer's yeast (usually a strain of
Saccharomyces cervisiae). This
phase is called pitching because the
yeast is actually pitched into the
wort with shovels.
The wort, which is first treated
to stimulate rapid growth of the
yeast, must be kept completely free
of contaminants in order to keep
the batch from spoiling. Such microoraganisms as lactobacillus and
Pediococc us--will grow remarkably
well on the nu t rient-rich wort , and
prpduce butter-flavored and "ofP'
colored beer. For this reas srn the
wort is pasteurized, and the entire
building is kept at a constant
temperature of 55 degrees F. Even
in the event of power failure the
specially designed building can be
sealed off and keep a 55 degree
internal temperature for 36 hours
while the exterior temperature is 85
degrees F. (Strange how a profit
making organization can plan for
any emergency, while a school like
Newark State, which is termed an
institution of higher learning, falls
into complete disorder when there
almight y computer cuts out).
At any rate, the fermentation
Bob Dopko:
process continues until a 3 to 6
Where are you? We
percent ethanol alcohol content is
need yo u, miss you, love
reached, at which time the fermenyou. Please come back!
tation stops naturally. From this
point, the beer is sent into 800
barrel lagering (German for
stonng) tanks where it is aged. An
heuser-Busch uses a unique process
called "beechwood aging." This
All artwork that was used In
process is simply a matter of piling
the f all issue of the Dana
twenty inches of beechwood ci)ips
Review is now. in the office
on the bott-om of each lagering
and ready for pick-up.
tank, thus providing a distinctive
CC118.
taste. Again, the lagering cellars
are kept at a constant temperature
- - . : - - -......--~---➔-------------1
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LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

YOUR SC'ENE
• du~ty desert endu ro
• cool midnight conc rete
•
coun tr y tra il s to
nowh ere
• highways to wh ere it' s at

Famous U. S. Wo men 's Ski Team
Diet

Du ri ng t he non-s Aow of/season, the U.S. Women's
Al pine Ski Te am me mbers goon
the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20
pounds in two weeks. That's
right-20 pounds in 14 days! The ·
basis of the diet is chemical food
action, and was devised by a
famous Colorado physician
especially for the U.S. Ski Team .
Normal energy is maintained
(very
important!)
while
reducing. You keep "full "-no
starvation-because the diet is
designed that way! It's a diet that
is easy to follow, whether you
work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. It it
weren 't, the U.S. Women's Ski
Team wouldn 't be permitted to
use it! Right? So, give yourself
the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the
scientific, proven way. Even if
you 've tried all the other diets,
you owe it to yourself to try the
U.S. Women 's Ski Team Diet:
That is, if you really do want to
lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 tor
Rush Service)-cash is O.K.-to
Information Sources Co. , P.O.
Box 982, Dept. ST, Carpinteria,
Calif. 93013. Don't order unless
• you expect to lose 20 pounds in
two week s! Because that's what
t he Ski Team Diet will do!

whatever turns you on

•
INSURE
YOUR
FREEDOM.
Take Us Along.

* International
,

Plan, Inc.
253 Bloomfield Avenue
Caldwell, New Jersey

COMPULSORY cycle insuranc_e in New Jersey!
Please send me an application showing your
unique package plans and
10% special di13counts.

Name

Street Address

City

State

*201-228-4005

Z ip

r

.JOB LIST
· ,,enal Consum er Alli a nce
Mo ntclair
C. Murray 481-5653 (from 3-6
p.m.) Hours are open
Consumer representative to assist
in consumer move ment. $4.50/ hr.
Gi lbert Insurance Agency
44 Main St. , Millburn
Frank Ard
379-4700
$2.00-$2.25 to start.
1:30-5:00
Different jobs available
Wildwood
Contact:
Martin Shapiro
1233 Commerce Avenue
Union. N.J. 07083
Babysitter
Mrs. Glarum
Morristown
539-3265
Tues. morn. 12/ 12
Salary: Open
Rubin Bros. Drug Store
392 Chancellor Ave.
Newark, N.J.
923-8800
No experience neces&ary.

at

J. J . Corporati o n
I0Millt own Ct. . Uni o n
Mr. Rya n
964-3333
Order picking and stock work .
Salary: $2.25
Hours: Open
Driver's license necessary
Mrs. Kelhoffer
Short Hills
.
Baby-sitter for two children ( Boys)
six and ten years old
Salary: Open
Must have your own tran sportation
376-3990
Gabe Marx Co.
714
Lidgerwood Avenu e .
Elizabeth
Mr. Thompson (Off Elmora Ave.)
'35:l-4422
4 hrs. a da y - a.m. or after.noon
8:30-5 p.m. warehouse & office
work $2.00

Mrs. Raczynski
1921 Churchill Drive. Union
687-4069
Babysitter needed for 6 and 2 year
old
11 :30-2:30 afternoons - 1.2.3 days

a week.

■

Thursday, February 8, 1973

INDEPENDENT
Furniture Clearance Cent er
1100 Morri s Ave nue
Mr. Stewa rt or Mr. Smith
68 7-31 8 1
St ockman needed .
20-24 hrs. a wee k.
Sala ry: $ 2.00

Bamberger's Plainfield
Mr. Heems ke rk
757-2100
Springfield St o re - Rt e 22 (St ock
jo bs)
I p / t tempo ra ry ( Mo rnings)
2 perm. (E ve nings - Incl. Saturdays)
Borden' s Metal Produ cts
$2. 10 a n hour.
Gree n Lane
State Comm . for Blind
Edna Ryncavage
1100 Raymond Blvd .. Newark
352-6410
648-3330 Mr. Pete Rossi
Pt. time typing o n computer
Tutor in Math for HS Student in
4:30 till 8:30 p.m. (Preferred)
Springfield
2 or 3 days a week. Must ha ve com$2.00 hr.
puter experience.
TWO BABY S ITTERS
Salary: open
(one d ay and one for evening)
S. Schneider (Newspaper delivery) Linda Sicurella
605 Morris Avenue
276-2067
Union
Mrs. Schneiuer
p/ t morning news delivery (2 hrs. 352-8492
The day sitter can be driven home
approx.)
or to aRd from school. Evening
Student must have car
sitter will need own transportation.
$30.00 weekly.
MEALS PROVIDED.
Sitter needed for a 2 year old girl.
The children's
institute
1
CAR WASH
337 So. Harrison St. E.. Orange
Budget Rent a Car
Ms. Goldman
Rt. 22 West
677-1133
Pt. time secretary (Permanent Job) Union (near Unj on Motor Lodge)
with typing skills - Plus general Call Mr. Dan Brettler at 964-8212
office duties posting checks DAYS & HRS: Monda y thru
rec'd in ledger, Handling petty Friday, 2 hrs.
Saturday, 4 hrs.
cash, posting checks.
Hrs. Flexible
$2.50, hrs. 9 to I p.m.
SALARY: open
BUSBOY
Chestnut Tavern & Restaurant
649 Chestnut St.
Union
Call Mrs. Ca limano at 382-0465
EVENINGS
SALARY: $2.00 / hr. plus tips &
o ne meal
TE LLER POSITION
United Counties T rust Co.
IOI Walnut Ave.
Cranford
Call Bob Clay for Personal Interview at 931-6671
DAYS&HRS: l:30to6pm, week-

IP
urope.

.
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STUDENT-RAILPASS

The way to aee Europewithoutfeeling like• touriat.

.!
1

Student -Railpass is valid ,n Austria, Belgi um, Denma rk.
France. Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg. Norw ay.
Portu gal , Spain, Sweden, Sw itzerl and .

FREE

SPEED-READING
LESSON

From Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics
-Bring your textbooks.-

Town & Campus Motel, Hospitality Room
Tt.,urs., Feb. 8: 1:40, 3:15,
4:30, 7:00.
Fri. , Feb. 9: 11 :00 a.m ., 12: 15

p.m.
Mon. , Feb. 12: 12:15 p.m.,

Eurailpass, Box 90, Bohem ia, New York 11716

1:40, 3:15, 7:00.

Please send me your free Student-Ra1 lpass folder order

d·a ys. Saturday mo rnings
SALARY: o pe n
Trainiryg Progra m a vailable.
DES K C LERK
Qua li ty Inn
Rt. 22 (at Dunbar Rd)
Springfield
C all Mr. Braunstein or Mr. Hechel
at 379-6880 (phone betwee n 10 am
arid 4 pm; applicati o n received at
any time)
DAYS & HRS: to be di scussed
SALARY: to be discussed
BUSBOYS
New Famous Delicatessan
115 South Orange Ave.
South Orange
Call Mr. Green at 763-0694
FULL TIME or PART T IM E:
afternoons, evenings, weekends
SALARY: $1.75 plus tips and I·
meal a day
GENERJ\L OFFICE WORK
Tessler Weiss(Manufacturing Co.)
2389 Vauxhall Rd .
Union
Call Mr. Pollock at 686-0513
Must be good with figures; light
typing
PART TIME
SALARY: open
Preferably afternoon work ( I pm
on); possibly 4 hrs. a day; hrs. to
suit schedule
ACCOUNTSPAYABLECLERK
(20 hrs. a week)
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
CLERK
(20 hrs. a week)
Newark Dental Suppl y
726 Fairfield Ave.
Kenilworth
Call Ri chard Balfour a t 241-3660
T WO ST UDENTS NEED ED
DAYS & HRS: hrs. flexibl e to suit
schedule
SALARY: open for di scussion
TEACHER AIDE WANTED IN
DEVELOPMENTAL CLASS
Cerebral Palsy Center. Cra nford
Call Mr. Freidensohn(Directo r)at
272-5200
HRS: 11 :45 to 3:00 p.m .
NOTICE
There will be a meeting for all
people interested in the
South Brunsw i ck and
Orange
s t udent
intern
program (student teaching,
16 weeks) February 22, Willis
100, College Free Hour
( 1:40).

for m . □

Or your, free Eurail pass folder with railroad map. L:
Name

TOWNSEND LECTURE
SERIES

Street
City _
State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
192

------------------------------------~---So you plan to spend the
Summer in Europe this year. Great.
Two th ings are mandatory. A ticket
to Europe. And a Student -Rail pass.
The first gets you over the re, the
second gives you unl imited Second
Class rail travel for two months for a
modest $135 in Austria , Belgium ,
Denmark , France, Germany,
Holland , Italy, Luxembourg ,
Norway, Portugal , Spain , Sweden ,
and Switzerland! All you need to
qual ify is to be a full-time student up
to 25 years of age , registered at a
North American school, college or
university.
And the trains of Europe are
a sensational way to travel. Over
100,000 miles of track links cities,
towns and ports all over Europe. The
trains are fast (some over 100 mph) ,
frequent , modern , clean , convenient

and very com forta ble . They have to
be . So you 'll meet us on our tra ins . .It
really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe.
But there 's one catch . You
must buy your Student-R'ailpass in
North America before you go.
They 're not on sale in Europe
because they are meant strictly for
visitors to Europe-hence th.e
incredibly low pr.ice . Of course if
you 're loaded you can buy a regul'ar
Eurailpass meant for visitors of all
ages . It gives you First Class travel if
that 's what you want .
Either way if you're going
to zip off to Europe, see a Travel
Agent before you go, and in the
meantime, rip off the coupon . It
can 't hurt and it'll get you a better
time in Europe than you ever thought
possible.
r

presents

JEAN SHEPHERD
•
in
concert
February 23rd
8:00 P.M. TPA
Pick up your 2 free tickets with NSC 1.0. in Student Activities
Office starti ng Feb. 9th.

'fhursday, February 8, 1973

SON
OF
(Continuedfrom paf(e 4)
speech is agreeing with S.D.S. and
repression is anyone taking opposing viewpoints with S.D.S.
policy. As shown on other campuses and through their methods.
S.D.S. would support the downfall
of this college. community and
cou ntr y. if their goal of socialism in
America could be seen.
National Guard recruits are
offering the interested Newark
State students a service by coming
on campus. Just because one
doesn 't agree with the Guard
does n't make it wrong for the
Guard to be here. If one disagrees
he can avoid them like a plague;
but if we deny interested students
access to the recruiters. we are
denying them rights which other
students have. We allow Vista,
Peace Corps and United Parcel on
Campus. We have no right to deny
recruiters.
Are the students of Newark
State College to allow a loud
minority such as the S.D.S. to dictate policy to the rest of the campus? That is just what S. D .S. will
do if we allow them to.
I for one will do all I can to ensure the failure of the Fascist
Methods of the S.D.S. in dictating
Newark State policy. If you believe
the same, contact your campus
councilmen and let them know
how you feel.
R . M .S. J.R.
Ralph Splendorio

Books for
Less
To the Editor:
To All Students:
You'll be needing $ next
semester, so please consider selling
your used books. If you won't need
the sale $. another N.S .C. person
can use the savings on a good condition used book.
If anyone is interested in getting
10 books for the price of 9 or 8
books for the price of 3. the book
exchange could use their help. In
the first 3 weeks or so of the ·next
semester. you'll want to get your
books cheap and so do we- but we
get hassled every year.- This time
we're sending out an All Points
Bulletin for bodies to "man" the exchange, since this has been the
biggest problem.
Briefly: you would assist the
book exchange customers by
collecting used books. finding
"new" books for the customers.
and keeping track of this exchange.
When everybody needs their
books all at once. tempers run
short and so do personnel. If you
want somebody to find your books
when you're free. they've got to
w.,ork during their free time.
The used book exchange is run
as a service. for the students by
Alpha Phi Omega .. the national
SER VICE societ y. An y "profit s"
made on the exchange are put
directly into other service projects
( orphanages. etc.). The exchange is
Not out to rip you off. But we have
to resort to the same ole Mud hole
State plea: give us a few hours of
your time. when the next semester
starts. We want to give you your
books- CHEAP.
Put your name, phone#. address
directly into SC mailbox #59 (in
the Student Center) or drop into
SA-114, the APO (and other
people) office in the bookstore
building. Or say something to
Barry Cohen (APO's V, P.) or any
other APO member.
And if APO can't do it, . all
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phone calls. The propositions were say, I. as well as those reading thi s
paper will be very grateful and
, very rewarding.
On the ot her hand. some of the thank you for your contrib utions . .
replies I received were from crack- .and after all. it just won't be the
pots or males with "off-beat" sex- same without you.
Thanks agai n,
ual desires. Thus. in the interest of
Barry Felker, R .C.
education, I am o nce more requesting the assistance of any gro upi es P.S. And rem ember groupies. the
reading this letter to please co n- more I give you the more I get tribute t heir knowledge to th is thats eco nomics. Lett. on!
int~res ted parties will take the exdrop the "need analysis" repsycho-sociological study.
change into their own bands again.
quirement for students from
I would appreciate receiving
Respectfully submitted.
families with an adjusted income
your letters by the end of this monBenjamin V. Marshall
below $15,000. because it will
th. Those th at portra y social
B. Cronenberger
penalize
many middle-income
redeeming values will be published
C.R. Papirnik
families . But unless Congress
in forthcoming issues of this paper. .
makes a change or clarification.
Your names will be held upon reonly bank loans received before
quest.
February 15th will be processed
Of course. there might be some
wit hout an analysis of actua l need.
of you in the groupy sub-cu lture
To the editor:
If you wish to make your views
that are more daring. adventurous,
Re: $ Plea for speakers in Slop
known, now is the time to write to
or j ust into your own sexual thing.
Lounge
your Congressmen and / or the
So why not get to the tip of your
I'm surprised! I didn't know the
Department of Health. Education
rig'/ If this is what you prefer. then
speakers from the radio station
and Welfare to demonstrate your we can conduct an impersonal
were "ripped off'! I thought that
concern. If you do not act quickly,
interview in the privacy of one of
after a normal life span . of two
the law will stand and many our pads. No picks or strings atweeks in S lop Lounge they were in
students will suffer.
tached.
such bad shape that they were
Judith Benson Unger
Hopefully, I will interview or at
unuseable.
Assist. Dir. of Financial Aid
least sample for possible interI thought that perhaps the inviews, enough groupies at N.S .C.
fants who decided to play football
to justify cond ucting such a
in there a few weeks ago, and
mindblowing ve nture. Sounds
subsequently destroyed one of the
great, doesn't it'/
light fixtures may have played
Please open yo ur hearts a nd give
before and threw it ·into the
ge nerous ly. It will just take a few
speaker-destroying it.
minutes (hours for the daring) to
Or perhaps those who "smoke" To the Editor:
Re: Maureen McCann:
fullfill my requests. Needless to
and burn holes in chairs, rugs, etc.:
Your review for" Everything you
or those who like to pull legs off
a
lways
wanted to know about sex"
JOJ
OPPORTUNITIES
chairs. or the artists who think the
AVAILABLE
AT
wall is the comic page of a was very unfair and biased. I can
RESIDENCE HALLS
newspaper: or those who can't see by your comments that you are
not sexually inclined. In the scene
The Office Of Housing
walk across the room to put papers
of
"The Ejaculation," Woody
has announced that apin the trash can (minus one wheel)
proximately (20) twenty
or
perhaps
someone
who Allen showed the intricate system
r e sident
assistant
attempted to make them (the · of the male while confronted with a
perverted female. I can see that you
positions at the new
speakers) lit the decor of the room
fail to see the humor behind these
college apartments will be
did too good of a job.
available to interested
Don't expect me to feed my short fl icks.
In the scene of "The Court
NSC undergraduate and
"bread" to pigs.
Jester," Woody Allen showed how
graduate students. These
Disgusted,
positions have been apRosemarie Halady in the past our sexual attitudes had
been mislead. It revealed how
proved by the college to
people had to use chasity belts to
meet the demand of the
prevent them from acco mpli shin g
projected 1280 students
their human or instinctive drives ..
who will be residing on
fo the editor:
. Even in todays day and age,
campus next fall.
ro All Students:
people cannot express their love
All students may apply,
If you are planning to apply for a
for someone dye to people like you
however, to qualify for the
bank loan in the near future , it
have a perverted attitude towards
position you must have
must be in the Financial Aid Office
sex .
upperclass or graduate
before February 15th in order to be
I don't know how you ever got in
student status at this
processed
usmg the
present
the theater to see the movie. You
college, exhibit scholarguidelines.
know it was rated R. don't you .
ship
(2.00 cumulative
March 1st will -bring on the new
What's this country coming to
index or 2.25 for
federal regulations concerning the
when these immature females go to
freshmen) leadership,
guaranteed students loan program.
see
an R movie and then cry about
and concern with the
the loans which are made by parit.
development of others,
ticipating banks, while the state
(name withheld)
plus be able to participate
guarantees payment a nd the
P,S. If you didn't like this movie. I
in an orientation and
federal government pays the
suggest you try to read the book.
training program curreninterest.
But be careful. do not read to much
tly being developed by the
Up to February 15th the Finanat
one time-all this sexual research
Office of Housing. The
cial Aid Office has only to confirm
might become as a great shock to
A.A. may hold office in
that the student is enrolled or
yq,u.
campus student activities
accepted for admission. Beginning
Thank you for expressing my
but may not hold any
March I we must evaluate each apopinion.
other job except during
plication by using a need analysis
college vacations.
formula. Many students who
Job responsibilities in this
previously relied on this money to
position include superattend Newark State will no lenger
For a trial size package of Kotex '
vision of one floor in the
be eligible for either the interest
tampons (5 tampons). a pretty purse
midrise b-uildings, the ensubsidy or the loan itself. A large
container, and a very explanatory
book entilled .. Tell It Like It Is",
forcement of policies and
segment of the student population
mail lhis order form with 25t in coin
to
cover mailing and handling to:
regulations,
reporting
of
Dear friends of music:
will be affected . In fact. during the
Howdy. It has reached that time
maintenance needs or
1972-73 academic year, we have
Kotex tampons
repair, and most imof year once again. when I am able
processed over 700 applications.
Box 551 CN1
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956
portantly, aiding the
to bring back that fond reservior o f
The new criteria judges students
Housing Office in providmemories I have experienced a s a
need by subtracting expect ed
Name
writer for the Independent.
ing
efficient
and
family contribution and other
~
Of course. I am still pla ying the
meaningful services and
financial aid available from the
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Rock Critic Game. and apexperiences to the occost of education. including tuition
preciated your cooperation in
cupants.
and fees. room and board if apCi ty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
reading this !Tiaddeningl y imperCompensation for A.A.
plicable, books, supplies. personal
sonal letter and recollecting the
slots comes in the form of
expenses and transportation costs.
Sl ale _ _ _ _ _ Zrp _ __
free room charges for
legendary advertisement for
All students must affirm that the
Allow 4 wee ks for deli very.
groupies which caused a barrage of
undergraduates.
loan is for· educational purposes
Offer ex pires Decem ber 31, 1973.
Graduate students will
letters last year.
only.
Li mi t one per customer.
receive free room charges
For those of you who are new
We may have to require a
plus· tuition waivers.
Parents' Confidential Statement or students or missed the ad. it went ·
I
Interested applicants may
a Students' Financial Statement in something like this: "I am concontact the Office of
order to complete the necessary ducting a series of objective interHousing at Whiteman Hall
analysis and loan recommen- views with groupies attending this
between 9 AM and 4 PM,
college. lf you are a groupie. or
dation. If a student does not
Monday through Friday or
know of a friend that is. please conqualify or does not desire federal
may call Ms. Abramson or
interest subsidy. the bank will bill
tact me ... "
Mr. Maslo at 527-2114 or
Naturally, I received several reshim or her individually.
0 Fem1ninity today
2120. Deadline for apponses from the lay-public. Some
Some groups. including state
from Kimberly-Clark
were written as "letters to the
plications is February
and financial aid associat1ons. are
editor."
I
also
received
numerous
23rd.
trying to encournge Congress to
INDEPENDENT

Disgusted

A Question
of ~ex?

Bank Loan$

More on
Groupies
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I
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I
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14
17
20
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37
40

43

63
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ACROSS
1. Suitable
4. _ _ to Riches
8. Persian Prince
/
14. Hawaiian Wreath
15. Oddi Scot.
16. Long, Abusive Speech
17. Animal Doctor
18. Spartan King
19. Smells
20. Probably Not Genuine
2). Decided by (2 wds,)
24. Anger
25. Gulp or' Liquor
27. Lighter Type
30. One-seated Carriage
34. Growing Old
35. Reject with Disdain
36. Blend
37. Woody Plant
38. 1970 Best Actor
39 . Socc er Champ
40. German Number
41. Dish
42. Bet
4). King's Staff (pl.)
45. Food Supply
46 . Secular
and Gladys
47. _
48 . German School Hall
51. Branch of Medicine
56. Re move Color f r om
50. Comfor t
59. Policeman
60. Wa rni ng
61 . Adam' s Grandson
62 . Eggs
63 . Makes Horse ' s Noise
64. Type Style
65. Profit
I

.QQ!!!

1. Edison's Middle Name
2 •. Bo _ _
3. European Leader
4. Of the Twenties
5. Type of Socks
6. Complaint
7. Waistband
8, Strong
9. Melody
10. Feed Box
11. Sloping Roadway
12. Malay Law
13. Mexican Coin
21. American Novelist
22. Shrewd
26. Tavern
27. Maine College
28. Hungarian Language
29 . Ha s, Sp .
JO, Locates
)1. Greek Letter
32. Hemorrhoids
33. Make Great Effort
35. Not Common
38. Acts of Deception
Money
39. _
41. School Organization
42. Most Damp
44. Workshop Machine
45 . 'G-ood Sense
Roll
47. _
48 . Ba sics
Bator
49. _
50. I Wash , Sp.
52. Sail Part
53. Image
54. Small Bay
55 , Quarrel
57 •- Feline

Tl E. ~AC\-\ \}J E

YEARt1J9 !8j4t
,;

){

I

lliiil1
i~
96' me
►· ~

3

~

~Jl
1:-\E CAME OOT SCREAMING "NIXON's
STIL.\.. i\HiRE! \ 'THEN \-\6. ·PASS.ED O\JT.
'' MR. ..BUCkL-E.Y ! S~AME ON YOLI ! ''
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Frozen Mud
Bob Dopko,
Please come home!
(We need you.)
DANA REVIEW MEETING
Thurs. , Feb. 8, 1973
New Members Invited.
FOUND:
One silver and blue Parker
lead pencil, near TPA week
of December 11th. Call for at
Art Office. Zara Cohan.

FOUND:
Copy -· 01 Wom an in Sexist
Society by Gornick Moran. If
you lost this book, please
contact Lena Welner
through the Independent office, stating approximately
where you lost it.

The Irvington Chess Club
meets the first three Tuesdays of each month in the
church basement at Nye and
Lincoln Avenues, Irvington,
at 7:30 p.m.
STUDENT
To distribute very unusual
computer-dat i ng - forms .
$400- $600/ mo. Write Box
508, Boulder, Colo.
FOUND:
Girl' s brown w i re-rim
eyeglasses, ti nted lenses, in
a cloth, yellow and blue case.
Found in the vicinity of
Downs Hall. Come to Room
316 .or 318, Dougall Hall.
Harry, Kippy, and Bobby:
If you only knew how much
we admire. your work . . .
(SIGH!)
Betty, Debbie, and.Mary.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
MASS:
Sunday, 11 a.m. , Whiteman Hall Lou nge
Thursday, Free Hour, Chaplain 's Office

JAZZ IMPROVISATION
The study of modern chord,
progression, jazz feeling ,.ear
training
t e_c h n i q u e.
Beginners O.K. 352- 9783.
EDUCAT ION
Teach in Latin America, the
Eas t ern
Ca ri bbean ,
Thailand, Malaysia, Africa,
the Pacific Islands, Jamaica,
o r 42 other countries.
Positions open also 'here in
the U.S. The choice is yours.
If you're a qualified teacher,
or will be soon, the Peace
Corps and VISTA need you.
Contact: Theresa Martin,
Division of Minority Affairs,
90 Church St., N.Y., 212-2647124.
FREE

SPEED·-READING
LESSON
From Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics.
-Bring your textbooks.Town & Campus Motel , Hos-·
pitality Room.
Thurs., FEB. 8: 1:40, 3:15,
4:30, 7:00.
Fri., FEB. 9: 11:00 a.m.,
12:15 p.m.
Mon., FEB. 12: 12:1 5 p.m.,
1:40, 3:15, 7:00.

CHRISTIAN PRAYER MEETING:
Fri day, 12:15, Chaplain 's Office

Index Grant Given

"DROP IN" HOURS:
Chaplain's Offi ce, Book- Sto re Bldg .
Monday, 10:30-12:30
Tuesday, 3:00-4:00
Wednesday, 10:30-11 :30

Fr. Ph i/ Merdi nger

I

Phor:i e: 2294

(cominued_!i·om paxe 5)
pie. He recently resigned from the
Coalition. remarked
on
her
U.S. Marines at the rank of a full ·
co ncern for a recent return in
Colonel. McCloskey named some
lobotomies. ("suggested for use on
of the dynamic people in the
Black militants and hyperactive - struggle- the Berrigans, Ellsburg.
children . . .") "Nixon is trying to
Lowenstein. Clifford, Mothers for
lobotomize the U.S. and blunt our
Peace, and the POW wives. He
outrage." She spoke of the
s poke of a movement in Congress
women's liberation movement of · to remove the President"s bombing
America as spawned by the Viet
power.
Nam war. "Nixon denies abortion
Who is Bradford Little'! A peace
and day-care to Americans. yet
activist who sees the Viet amese
napalms Viet Namese babies." She
as the embodiment of the spirt of
went on to mention the upcoming
resistance, he mentioned their
NationAbortion Tribunal. which
fights with the Chinese. the French.
would "indict the American
and the Americans. Continual
government for crimes against
references to the "Coronation of
womed."
Richard Nixon" were mouthed .
Many congressmen refu sed to
The plea for money went out. ·.
attend the inauguration. Among
.$50,000 went int o that day's rall y.
them, Senator Philip Hart, who
A small sum next to the $1 million
spoke a t the demonstration. Teh
every hour spent on the war. The
Michigan Senator's wife had
unification of Viet Nam persisted
wit held her income taxes in protest
as a hope.
.
.
to American military spending.
Folksinger Pete Seeger pla yed
Senator Hart hoped it was "the last
on, despite the cold, impatient
time Americans wou ld have to
crowd. And across the city.
come together this way to voice
wrapped in fur coats, was the other
their outrage against military opcrowd. Washington never closes.
pression."
Hart
optimistically
Lenses strapped around their
looked beyond a ceasefire, noting
necks, tourrsts floated in and out of
the hunger anQ poverty existing
museums and taxis, as a line of
here in the U.S. - "a poverty which
police cars sa~led across the lawn.
kills the spirit". Prior to 1967,
They surrounded the Washington
Senator Hart had supported
monumnet, somewhat upset by the
American involvement in
rolled-up American flag. All is not
Southeast Asia ... How many more
lost. The Viet Cong flag was
can we turn around?" someone
hoisted down, as the monument
asked.
was surrounded by ever more men,
Republican
Congressman
scrambling into a line on their
McCloskey provided a good examscooters. Small groups of people
broke t_he sticks from signs building fires to warm their hands.

(Co ntinued Ji-om page J)

Jan Luzzi

as Herman Ka hn, Director of the
Hudso n Insti t ute, J. Phi lip Bo hart.
Chief of Ma npower Sou rces
Division, and Phi ll ip Sanchez,
Director of the Office of Economic
Opport un ity. ·1 he Index as ;
vocatio na l too l has the lo ll owing

Wilh All You, llearl. The FTD Lovelundle;

You have a spec ial
someone somewhere ,
whet her it' s yo ur mom
or your sweethea rt,
hopi ng you 'll rem em be r
her w ith fl owers on
Valentine's Day.
Send her the FTD®
LoveBundle. A
bri ght and beautiful
bouquet of fresh
' flowe rs in a spec ial
:, ?
con tai ner. All
l- designed with
. , February 14th
in mind.

Find out how easy it is to send the ri ght flowers the FTD
way . Drop in for you r FREE Selecti on Gu ide. Wherever

you see the famous FTD symbol. (Or write FTD , 900
West Lafa yette, Detroit, Michigan , 48226.) Most FTD
Floris ts ac cept major c redit ca rds.
•As an independent businessman, each FTD Member Flo rist sets h is own
prices. © 1973 Fl ori sts' Transworl d Delive ry As sociat ion.

objec~ives:
I. to provide early warning
signa ls of em ploymen t a reas which
are becoming crowded.

AFT
(continuedfrom page I)

t hat the to ne of the meeting was
one . of mutual und e rstanding.
2. to focus attention on areas of cooperation, and in terest, and was
prese nt growth or on areas likely to very optimistic 'for fu ture meetings
and a desireable outcome for
grow in the near future.
student representation ... It is our
3. to ind icate curre nt areas where hope that the re is some student adperso n ne l are needed a nd to ap- visory ca pacity in fu t ure meetings
proximate how long the shortages prior to actual negotiations."
Hauser remarked. There is no
might reasonably be expeeted to
continue.
precedent for students stated in one
exchange with Hand."" . . . the
One prediction for the Index is
collective
bargaining
process
that it will serve as a catalyst to
traditionally involves onl y two parstimulate revolutionary chang_es in
ties - the employer and the em"higher education ." ·1 he biggest
ployee. Consideration of the parcomplaint of industry is that when
ticipation of any other group in the
people enter the business after four
way is a matter of such significance
years of college. they must still be
that neither oft he parties should or
trained . It the institutions of higher
could make a uni lateral decision ."
education utilize the Index. they
In the past, the state primarily
can then proceed to train people by
cared for budgets, and until the
correlating their vocational
AI-T formed, there was no strong
interests to the technical fields
bargai ning center for teachers.
which are open to them . ·1 he anNow, it -appears that more inticipated result of the use of this
dividual interests . will be inv.olved
I nde,x is that college graduates will
and Student Org., according to
once again be a valuable comHauser, "doesn"t want the student
modity.
to be a ·neglected consumer' of
educational services"; Hand voiced
hi s 'fear that along with the advent
of the A FT, student influence
could possibily be "phased out".
hence the desire to give students the
right to sit in on contract
negot iaJio ns. Ha user concl uded :
- "It is my ho pes that in keeping with
(Continuedji-om page J)
present innova tions in education
for o ur students but for every
that bot h the state and the AFT
ci tize n in the area."
will view st udent participatio n as a
Keep America Bea utifu l, Inc., · contrib u t io n to . en lightened
t he national citizens enviro nmental
education. It will be a help an d not
education orga nizatio n, was esa hinderance."
tablis hed in 1953 to com bat litter as
Birnba um invited the st udent
a fi rst ste p toward solving broader
leaders for a return vis it to di sc uss
enviro nmenta l pro blems. "KA B"
t he matter furt her.
co nducts
p u blic
educat ion
programs to stim ula te ind ividual
respo nsi bility for ma intaini ng a
The Independent needs
clean, safe a nd healt hful ecocontributors fo r Tracks. If
system.
you've ·had a thrilli ng perWit h hea dq uarters in New Yo rk,
sonal experi ence, a trip to a
t he o rga nization o perates regional
fa raway exotic place, or if
offices in Atlanta, Bosto n, St.
you got mugged on the
Lo uis and San Fra ncisco. "KAB"
subway, we would like YOU
fiel d staff works with thousands of
to write about it.
local groups in all 50 states.

Envlromilent
& -Award

notice
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State Wins Eight; Play
Against Paterson Friday

''DeanMe-ans Winning''
Basketball ForNSC At Union

Blejwas and Kell y each had 7 conference game Friday as they
UNION. N.J . - When ba sketball
host the Paterson Pioneers led by
points in the first half while both
coach Uave Uean took over the
the teams' big men, Newark's Bob Planker. Monmouth is now 4coaching reins at Newark State
10 and their team is much better
Wilson and Monmouth's Rush
College last summer. he kn ew it
than their record .
each had 3 fouls.
would mean a lot of work . Over the
The second half started off at a
Notesi Phil Hamilton's block of past 3 seas on's- the Squires had
fast pace a s both teams exchanged
68 Jeff Rush's layup was the compiled an unenviable total of 12
the lead for about 10 minutes of emotional high point of game.
wins. The best record in this period
furious basketball. With the score
Hamilton played fine all round
was last season's 5-21 slate. To add
41-40 in favor of the Hawks
game and had 6 steals . .. Hamilton · to their woes, Uean had onl y one
Newark ran off seven points pn 2
and burly Pete Cusick had a little returning player with any college
baskets by Phil Hamilton. a layup
disagreement that left both taking experience. To say the least. the
by Blejwas and a foul shot by
a premature shower and Cusick outlook was bleak. That outlook
Wilson. Newark never lost the lead
with a sore chin . . . Lenny Hill led has brightened considerabl y in the
though they were challenged twice.
all rebounders and former Jeffer- past 3 months.
Monmouth had each of their rallies
son star playing inspired exciting
Uean is not a losing coach . As a
falter on them and the Squires were _ ball. •. .game was marked by high school coach over the last 12
adept to every situation . Salko and
appearance of some 30 high school years he has built'- winning basketWilson both fouled out but good
players who were addressed by ball teams at Point Pleasant Boro.
reserve work by Ike Wilson, Bob
Coach Dean and a couple of them Red Bank Catholic, . and Long
Mueller and Bill King preserved , are some big players . .. games are Branch. Uuring these years. he
exciting and great to see, team is earned a reputation as a winner
the victory. Monmouth couldn't
pretty good and can hold their own and, more importantly, a man who
play-catchup and good foul shootwith anyone.
ing by King, Blejwas and Mueller
could use all the talent in his
sealed the Hawks fate.
players.
NEWARK STATE - 71
Monmouth's Gary Massa
Blejwas 6 7 19, Hill 4 0 8, R.
played a tremendous game. scoring
Wilson 6.3.15. Salko 3.0.6. ;
27 points, and he appeared to be
Hamilton 5 0 IO,Tomasso) I I, I.
their only consistent player. The
Wilson 204, Mueller 226, King02
Squires are now 8-9·and are look2.
ing forward to an important
Totals: 28 15 71
Monmouth - 64
Wednesday
Glassboro
A 8:15
2/7
Cusick 2 .1 5, Kelley 3 I 7, Rush 7
Friday
Paterson
H 8: 15
2/ 9
I 5, Massa 8 11 27, Kleber 3 0 6, FaTuesday
Jersey City
H 8:15
2/ 13
Friday
- Rutgers So.J .
H 8: 15 jx Q 2, McCarthy O O 0,
2/ 16
Kryzanowski I 2, Ceminaro O O 0.
Wednesday
A 8:15
Trenton
2/ 21
Totals: 25 14 6.4
Friday
Newark Rutgers
H 8:15
2/ 23
UNION, N.J. Foster F.
Halftime: Tied, 27-27
Wednesday
Upsala
H 8: 15
2/ 28
Uiebold, Director of the Division
of College Development , today anVARSITY BASKETBALL - 15 GAMES (Inc/uding ·Baruch)
nounced the appointment of Mr.
Won 6 Lost 9
Eric Bertelsen as Sport s I l nPF
PF REB AST T / OAVG
FT FTA PCT ' TP
G FG FGA PCT
PLAYER
formation
Assistant ,
effective
69
34
46 11.0
21
39 540 165
90
14
71. 177 406
Blejwas
immediately.
8 " .370
17
I
7
2.8
7
10 .700
3
5
9
Gilligan
6
Bertelsen, a graduate of Bates
Hamilton
13
38
91 .418
18 .445
84
38
51
13
43
6.5
8
College, is also one of Coach Dave
Hill
13
65 142 .458
31
39 .795 151
47 11.6
28 146
18
Dean' s assistant
basketball
3·
King
2
0
.00
I
0
0 .000
0
0
0
0
0.0
coaches. A s sport s information a s,() .000
1
Lykosh
0
0
.00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
sistant he will assist the College's
Muller
9
17
37 .460
4
10 .400
39
5
15
3
12
4.3
Public Relations Office co ordina te
Salko
11
45
87 .518 · 18
38 .473 108
87
5
24
31
9.8
all sports intormafion, record
Tomasso
15
76 154 .493
20
29 .690 172 · 33
42
38
73 11.4
keeping, and help develop athl etic
3.0 ,
Wilson,!
14
17
44 .386
9
20 .450
43
26
45
21
20
information booklet s for Fall and
Wilson,R
12
19
66 107 .616
26 .730 151
51
103
10
36 12.5
_Spring Sports.
Swercheck
46 .445
7 .715
17
8
20
5
45
15
0
6
5.6
According to Mr. Diebold , " Eric
Carmen
12
6
8
33 .240
5
7 .715
21
18
I
5 3.5
is a welcomed addition to the
HOME
Uevelopment division. He ha s the
TEAM
SCORE OPPS FG FGA PCT
FT FTA PCT
PF REB AST T / O AVO
ability and the background which
1005 1075 435 927 .470 136 246 .553 283 623 189 385 67.0
qualities him very well for this
Newark State College Christmas
position." He added, "with the exTournament
pansion and development of the
R.esult of the Newark State College
College's athletic programs, Mr.
Christmas Tour~ament :
Bertelsen's input into the Public
1st Place
WAITRESSES
SALARY: $1.75 - $2.00 / hr.
Relations . area will be very imPeter Pan Diner
Newark
DAYS & HRS: Tuesday and
portant to the individu11l athletes.
Morris Avenue
State College
Thursday 3:30 to 5 or 6 pm, Saturthe coaches and to the public as
Union 687-2260
2nd Place
day night 7 or 8 to 12 or I am
well."
Newark
PART TIME: weekends
GAS PUMP ATTENDANT
Mr. Bertelsen is a resident of
Rutgers
SALARY: to be discussed
(Female preferred)
3rd Place
New Paltz Elberon, New Jersey.
Experience preferred
Exxon Service Center
4th Place
Pace
700 Boulevard Kenilworth
INTERVIEWERS
FOR
Outstanding Player was O'Dell
Call George Pyonin mornings at
SPECIAL SURVEY WORK
Stewart of Newark Rutgers.
NOTICE
241-3982 or 352-4783
Kelly Girl
All Tournament Team - 5 Men:
DAYS & HRS: afternoons, preferClub Treasurer
Menlo Park Shopping Center
Makskey - Newark Rutgers; Ed
rably 3 to 6:30 pm (hrs. are flexible)
Edison
We request your
Sekowski - Pace; Odell Stewart SALARY: open to discussion
Call Arlene Snyder at 494-0700
Newark Rutgers; Lennie Hill presence at a meeting
There is always a man on duty.
WEEKENDS: Days & Hrs.
Newark State College; Robert
Feb. 8th at 1:40 in the
CLERICAL ..
HELP
SALARY: high pay rates
Lucas - New Paltz
conference
room of
(Bookkeeping, Record keeping,
Appearance important.
Any further details of the TourStudent
Org.
The
topic
adding
machine)
nament can be obtained from
COMPANION / SITTER FOR A
Addres-O-Graph
M
ultigraph
Coach
Dave
Dean.
of
discussion
will
be
.., YR OLD BOY
1130 Rt. 22
wh en you are to submit
L,.-. Ppyliss Weisberg
Mountainside
494 Whitewood Road
your budget for the '73Call Ed Lee at 233-5419
Union 686-0862 (call aftl!r 4)
'74
year. Also, you will
ATTENTION: BASEBALL LACDAYS & HRS: anydays between 8
WATCH FOR CCB
be requested to comROSSE TENNIS CANDIDATES
and 5. Hrs. flexible
Practice begins in a week and
SALARY: $2.25 / hr.
Fl NE ARTS · WEEK
pile an inventory of all
a half. All participants must
the capital assets that
FEB. 18 - 25 !
have taken a physical and
your club possesses
All football canshoµld contact the respective
that
are Student
coaches immediately. Baseball
didates- fill out
Organization properplayers see Coach SanFillippo
forms in Coach San
· Baseball
Canin the gym; Lacrosse canties. Failure to attend
Fillipo's office, (Ddidates - fill out indidates see Coach Waterman in
will result in freezing of
Townsend Hall in the athletic
122) and pick up
· formation cards in
funds.
directors office and all Tennis
conditioning
Jay Papanester, Treas.
Coach Fillipo's ofplayers go to the gym office.
Shelia Thorne, Asst.
program for post
Any questions on eligibility
f i Ce
before
should be directed to the
Treas.
season work outs.
semester break.
athletic director.
- ... - .. -

by Mike Cleary
_ State won its eight ga me of the
season on Mondaydef'eating Mon- .
mouth College 71-64. This game
has special significance for Coach
Uave Uean, ~ho being from the
shore area had a lot to show his
many friends and visitors who had
come up to see how Dean had been
doing. The Squires didn't let Uean
down as they defeated the taller
and traditionally powerful Hawks
for the first time ever. Andy Blejwas led the scoring for Newark
with 19 while Rich Wilson chipped
in 15. Uennis Salko only had 6
points but held Monmouth's Jeff
Rush to only 2 points in the lirst
half while Rush had been averaging 22 a game.
The' Squires started off line and
seemed in control thru the first· 15
minutes and enjoyed a 5 point lead
with 4 minutes to go. Monmouth's
Gary Massa took up the scoring
slack and soon the Hawk s were
only I point behind and with 15
seconds left Mark Kelly who had
kept Monmouth in the game with
some timely points hit a foul shot
to tie the score at 27 for the half.

Bertelsen
Named
Sports Info
Assist.

JOB LIST

-

Last July, Dean came to Newa rk
State College with the hope that he
could bring his reputation with him
on the college level , so far he has
done just that.
Tod-ate, the Squires have built a
7-8 record, including a championship in a Christmas Tournament (the first championship of
any kind at Newark State since
1966). This record is not · outstanding by most standards, but when
one stops to consider the odds confronting Uean, the record is almost
unbelievable.
Consider: I) Dean was hired
July I, well past the time when high
school seniors have made plans for
college, 2) he had only one player
back from the 1971-72 team, 3)
several of his players had very
limited high school experience, 4)
the average height of the Squires is
only 6'. Add to this the Squires past
losing tradition to the list. ·
But Dean is far from satisfied. "I
look back at games we could have
won and let slip away at least 4
times this year. A little poise would
have made a big difference in those
games." Concerning the program
in general he said, "we are trying to
bring respectability back to basketball at Newark State. Despite our
losses, I think we have made important strides in the right direction." Opposing coaches now
know when they play Newark State
they had better have their teams
ready to play.
Uean's -philosophy is simple.
"We ask for I 00 % of our players all
of the time they are on the lloor. in
practice or in a game. Habit s from
practice carry over to games.
That's why we like and demand
100% effort in practice sessions."
The Squires mentor stresses fundamentals. He has built this year's
team around a sound defense, boxing out , and a ba sic offense which
allows each pla yer to use hi s own
individual talents and coordinate
them with others in a team effort.
Uean feels the concept of th e play
is very important. This is reflected
by the fact th at all five of his
starters are averaging in double,
figure s.
A winning basketball team at
Newark State College? Some skeptics may doubt it, but anyone who
has met Uave or has seen the
Squires in action this year. see
bigger things for basketball at
Newark State. Opposing coaches
are not nearly so skeptical
anymore.

CCB
MOVIES
NOT
TO MISS!!
AIRPORT 7:45 p.m. TPA
. Feb. 11th ·

BULLIT
2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Little Theater
Feb. J_4tb-

tl'I DEP El'I DEl'l~f

I
Independent Calendar
DATE

'

EVENT

PLACE

Friday, February ,9-73
Human Relations Task Force
(1:30 - 6 PM)
Student Council Meeting
ROCK CONCERT: Quicksilver &
Eddie Kendrix

6 'PM -•10 PM

7:30 PM

'

Formal Lounge
Downs Room A
TPA

Saturday, February 10-73
8 PM - 1 AM

DANCE: Jr. Womans Club of
Elizabeth
Miss Glamour Contest

8 PM - 10 PM

Sect. 101 A,B,C,
Downs
TPA

Sunday, February 11-73
Monday, February 12-73
8 PM

Senior Recital

Little Theatre

Tuesday, February 13-73
1:30 -. 6 PM
1:40 - 3:05
6 PM - 10 PM
6:30 - 10 PM
6PM-10PM
6 PM - 10 PM
6:30 - 10 PM

Human Relation,s Task Force
Feminists for Equality Meetg.
Sigma Kappa Phi Banquet
Nu Delta Phi Meeting
Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi '

Wednesday, February 14-73

Formal Lounge
Willis 101
Sect. 101 A - Downs
Sect. 101 B - Downs
Formal Lounge - Downs
Meeting Room A - Downs
Meeting Room B - Downs

~·

J

1:30 - 6 RM
7:30 - 10 PM

'

Human Relations Task Force
Alumni Assoc.

Meeting Room A - Downs
Formal Lounge
'

